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FOREWORD 
The development of a truly optimal system of pavement design is an evolu
tionary, block-at-a-time construction process. Some contributions toward 
the developmental process are farsighted to the degree that they are mainly 
useful in the support of further research effort; others are immediately 
useful to the practicing engineer. This RECORD contains reports of con
tributions of both types. Researchers and theoreticians in the field of 
pavement design will be the principal beneficiaries of certain of the re
ports; pavement designers seeking immediate opportunities to improve 
their design processes will benefit from others. 

Within the context of a systematic analysis of highway pavement sys
tems, the concept of reliability as a design quantity is presented by Lemer 
and Moavenzadeh. Reliability is defined as a measure of the probability 
that a pavement will provide satisfactory service to the user throughout its 
design life. A ir-.athematical statement of reliability is discussed, and some 
methods of application are-suggested. In particular, Monte Carlo simula
tion and Markov models are presented as examples of useful methods. 

Kher, Hudson, and McCullough present a conceptual rigid pavement 
system that formalizes into a series of mathematical models the many 
variables that must be considered in rigid pavement design. A computer 
program that solves the various models required to analyze the problem is 
discussed. The optimum solution is selected based on minimum cost from 
among the solutions obtained. The program utilizes 115 input variables. 
Output includes not only thickness design but also type of subbase material, 
jointing systems, and pavement reinforcement. A maintenance program 
and service life are also predicted for the selected design. 

McCullough presents a summary of research on rigid pavement terminal 
anchorage installations conducted by the Texas Highway Department during 
a 3½-year period. A total of 152 anchorage systems on jointed concrete 
pavement and 186 units on continuously reinforced concrete pavement were 
included in the analysis. An empirical equation expressing movement in 
term s of pavement length, temperature change, pavement grades, subgrade 
coefficient, and number of lugs is presented. McCullough believes that 
this equation, considering the boundary conditions, could be used as a de
sign equation. An experimental installation in connection with this project 
has shown the feasibility of connecting the terminal of a continuous pave
ment directly to a bridge structure. 

The paper by Ghosh, Lal, and Vijagaraghaven presents the results of 
theoretical and experimental studies to determine the additional dynamic 
deflection of a rigid pavement resulting from the movement of a wheel load 
over a low spot in the corner region of the slab. The authors account for 
geometry of the low spot, load velocity, and elastic reaction modulus of 
the slab depending on support conditions. Graphs and formulas are pre
sented to permit easy determination of the additional deflection. Good cor
relation is reported between theoretically and experimentally determined 
values. 

Vaswani undertook to determine whether the properties of the deflected 
basins that occur in Dyna.fleet and Benkelman beam measurements make it 
possible to evaluate the subgrade and it-s over lying pavement separately. 
He reports on a theoretical analysis that he considers to show that the 
basin properties are a function of the modulus of elasticity of the sub
grade, the average modulus of elasticity of the pavement over the sub-



grade, and the thickness index of the overlying pavement. A general chart 
that correlates maximum deflection and spreadability with the subgrade 
strength, the average pavement strength, and the thickness index of the 
pavement was developed based on the findings. Field test results are re
ported to have been encouraging. 

Pretorius and Monismith report on an attempt to form an analyticalpro
cedure for predicting shrinkage stresses and cracking in pavements con
taining soil-cement bases. The approach utilizes the creep characteristics 
of all of the materials in the pavement structure together with the shrink
age and strength characteristics of the soil-cement in an incremental 
axisymmetric finite-element solution. An example is presented to illus
trate the procedure. The authors consider the results to indicate that 
crack spacing can be approximated in a pavement containing a soil-cement 
base, provided that the actual distribution of shrinkage strains in the pave
ment is shown. A hope is expressed that others will apply this approach, 
or a similar approach, to other types of soil-cement mixes for com
parisons. 

A number of thickness design methods make use of traffic analysis pro
cedures based on equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications. Shook 
and Lepp, using results of truck weight and loadometer data from 47 states, 
found that equivalent 18-kip load applications correlate well with the num
ber of heavy trucks but that the correlation coefficients vary, considerably 
among states. In a similar study using only ADT, they found that consid
erable variation exists among states and highway class within a given state. 
The most useful relationship, and the highest correlation of all those in
vestigated, was found among 18-kip load applications, legal axle load limit, 
average heavy truck weight, and number of heavy trucks. 

A report of an investigation by Hammitt concerning the development of 
a structural design procedure for unsurfaced roadway shoulders, roads, 
and airfields is offered in abridged form. Data from 78 full-scale tests 
conducted by the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station were 
used in a multiple regression analysis that led to prediction equations that 
the author considers to be usable in design where soil is used as a surfac
ing layer. 

The paper by Darlington describes an evaluation of the General Motors 
surface dynamics road profiiometer by the Michigan Department of State 
Highways. The power spectral density approach is concluded to be of most 
interest for highway work. The profilometer was found not to return a 
survey type of elevation profile because long-wave features must be filtered 
out. For this reason, profiles furnished by the device must be viewed as 
correct in the frequency domain but incorrect in the spatial domain. The 
author suggests that an inertial guidance system capable of recording long
wave features could solve the problem. 

The paper by Walker and Hudson describes an investigation of some 
practical uses of power spectral and coherence analyses of data obtained 
from the surface dynamics road profilometer. A brief description of spec
tral and coherent analyses is provided, and some practical examples of 
their use are given. The first application concerns an inexpensive replace
ment road-following wheel for the standard wheel that comes with the pro
filometer. The second example involves construction control and identi
fication of differences between 2 methods for laying asphaltic base 
materials. The methods appear to be practical uses of spectral techniques 
that theretofore have been elusive. The authors believe that extensions 
may provide the best approach yet available to adequate road profile speci
fications and construction control. 

-John E. Burke 
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RELIABILITY OF HIGHWAY PAVEMENTS 
A. C. Lerner and F. Moavenzadeh, Department of Civil Engineering, 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

In a context of systematic analysis of highway pavement systems, the con
cept of reliability as a design quantity is presented. Reliability is a mea
sure of the probability that a pavement will provide satisfactory service to 
the user throughout its design service life. The prediction of reliability 
and its use in providing economically efficient pavements requires con
sideration of all aspects of service life. A mathematical statement of re
liability is discussed for its meaning to pavement design and management, 
and some methods of application are suggested to demonstrate reliability 
computation as an operable and useful technique. In particular, Monte 
Carlo simulation and Markov models are used as examples of useful meth
ods to be applied. 

• A PROPERLY designed highway pavement should exhibit satisfactory performance 
throughout its design service life. Satisfactory performance is defined by the require
ments of the transportation system of which the pavement is a part and must be achieved 
subject to constraints on scarce resources. 

In its simplest and, historically speaking, its earliest form, performance was un
derstood primarily as a pavement's ability to support a particular load without show
ing excessive deflection or cracking. Many cur r ent design procedures still use this 
cr iterion as a basis . More recently , however, work such as that done by AASHO (1) 
and the Canadian Good Roads Association (2) has recognized that riding qualities and 
users' comfort and safety are important in -performance evaluation. 

Performance may be expressed in terms of 3 principal measures (3) of effective
ness: serviceability, reliability, and maintainability. Serviceability Ts a measure of 
the degree to which the pavement provides satisfactory service to the user. Here the 
term "user" is understood to include not only the direct highway user but also the broad 
range of recipients of transport benefits. Reliability is a measure of the probability 
that serviceability will be at an adequate level throughout the design service life. The 
future behavior of an engineering system is essentially uncertain. Maintainability is a 
measure of the degree to which effort may be required during the service life to keep 
serviceability at a satisfactory level. There are 2 aspects of maintenance: normal 
maintenance, including the regularly scheduled actions directed toward prevention of 
failure, and repair maintenance, including the actions required to restore adequate 
serviceability given that a serious loss has occurred or may soon do so. 

Reliability is important in the pavement system because of the uncertainty involved 
in all aspects of the pavement process: planning, design, construction, operation, and 
maintenance. Uncertainty arises from lack of information and inability to predict the 
future . It is embodied in the assumptions that must be made to derive analytical models, 
the limited amount of data available from tests, and the variable quality of the real
world environment (Fig. 1). An unusually heavy rainstorm or a poorly mixed batch of 
concrete can upset all of the careful planning that went into a pavement. 

Traditionally, the uncertainty of prediction of the future behavior of constructed fa
cilities is accounted for by including safety factors in designs. The effectiveness of 
these safety factors varies with the degree of variation of the parameters they modify. 
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Figure 1. Components of reliability. 

The use of higher safety factors when one is less certain (or when the consequences of 
loss are greater) is an implicit recognition of this fact. In many cases, however, there 
can be substantial overdesign and misallocation of resources because of safety factors 
too large for the actual uncertainties involved. 

For example, if one is designing concrete and uses a safety factor of 1.2 to obtain 
1,000 psi strength (i.e., design a mix with 1,200 psi mean strength), the assumption of 
a normal distribution of strength will indicate a 5 percent chance that strength will be 
below 1,000 psi if the coefficient of variation is 10 percent. If the coefficient of varia
tion is 20 percent, the chance of strength being less than 1,000 psi is roughly 20 per
cent; whereas if the coefficient of variation is only 5 percent, the chances fall to less 
than 1 percent. 

Obviously then, factors that affect the degree of variation in system parameters have 
a significant effect on reliability. Quality control in construction is a notable case in 
point. Beyond construction, there are uncertainties of operation and maintenance that 
are rather removed from the designer's consideration. 

Very little attempt is generally made to evaluate and account for the uncertainties 
of service behavior. More important is the failure to recognize that these uncertain
ties are of serious consequences for future resources needs. Premature failure may 
cause the allowances for future service growth to be inadequate. 

It would seem logical that adequate performance could best be provided by consider
ation of the pavement's characteristics throughout its design life. Both the trends of 
serviceability, as is currently the case, and the pavement's reliability must be pre
dicted. A level of maintainability may be set such that satisfactory service is provided 
with a high degree of reliability and in an economically efficient manner. 

This paper will discuss reliability as a design parameter and will show through an 
example how this parameter may be used to evaluate the uncertainties in pavement sys
tems. A framework for analysis will first be presented, and techniques for imple
menting analysis within the framework will be described. The analysis will then be 
applied to a hypothetical pavement-decision problem to show how reliability consid
erations will interact with those of economics to influence decision-making. 

Reliability Measurement 

Reliability is the probability of success or, rather, the probability that the pavement 
will resist the loads applied to it throughout its design life. To evaluate the pavement's 
reliability, one must be aware of what the system's possible modes of failure are and, 
to some extent, how they occur. In general, for each failure mode i, there will be an 
environmental load Di placed on the pavement and a capacity Ri of the pavement to re
sist that load. The loads Di are determined by a set of environmental qualities (e1, e2, 
.. . , eL). The pavement's r esponse is deter mined by a set of system characteristics 



(c1, c2, . .. , cM). Then, if there are N possible failure modes , failure is the condi
tion in which one or more of the following inequalities is not satisfied: 

... ' 

... ' 

... ' 

eL) S Rici, C2, • • • , CM) 

eL) s R2(c1, ... , cM) 

That is, if the demand on the system exceeds the ability of the system to resist that 
mode of failure, such failure will occur. 
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For example, a highway pavement might fail through loss of safety or through sub
stantial structural failure (loss of structural integrity). Loss of safety would perhaps 
be described in terms of skid resistance through statistical correlations with observed 
accidents. Structural failure might mean loss of subgrade support. There would then 
be 2 failure modes. The pertinent environmental qualities , eL, might include a num
ber of loadings, temperature, and vehicle speeds . System capabilities, cM, would in
clude material strengths, subgrade modulus, and surface-course aggregate qualities. 

For each failure mode, a model-theoretical or empirical or some combination 
thereof-is needed to determine how this failure would occur, i.e., how the pavement 
behaves under load. Theories of stress distribution in pavement systems are examples 
of such models for deformation, as are the equations produced by the AASHO Road 
Test for subjective evaluations of ride. That is , these models give a functional rela
tionship between service loads and a parameter that is important to service quality, 
which is in these cases service deflection or riding quality. It is then possible to de
scribe failure in terms of some maximum or minimum acceptable value of the param -
eter, which in turn defines the service load that is most likely to result in that value . 

The application of these models (which may be uncertain) to data on the system en
vironment characteristics that are probabilistic (and which are uncer tain) permit the 
calculation of the reliability R, which is the probabili ty that all of the previous inequal
ities ar e true. Thus, R = P (no failure) = P (Di s ~), wher e i = 1, . .. , N. 

A major task is then to analyze the probabilities that individual failure modes will 
occur and then to combine these failure modes to compute reliability. It is difficult to 
attain the initial estimates of failure probabilities because of the complexity of the phys
ical processes involved. It is often impossible to arrive at closed-form mathematical 
statements of the probabilities involved, and so simulation methods become the only 
feasible approach. 

In s imul ation techniques (particularly the Monte Carlo method), input data are sup
plied in probabilistic form. These data often consist of statistical information gathered 
by experimentation. The computerized description of the behavior model is used to 
compute many samples to build up a s tatistical description of output . For example, if 
the model of interest is the s tandard elas tic stress-strain relationship E = c/E' where 
E is an exper imentally meas ured random vatiable, the probability distribution of E is 
sampled many times, and a cor r esponding value of £ is computed for each (with con
stant er). This procedure gives an estimation of the probability distribution of E as a 
function of E. In complex situations, this simulation method is the only way of obtain
ing this probabilistic estimate of output. 

TIME EFFECTS AND SERVICE LIFE 

Reliability will generally be a time-dependent parameter; an obvious example is the 
failure of a material through fatigue. The events that lead up to the occurrence of a 
failure are distributed over a period of time. It is often possible to observe certain 
facility features that imply a deteriorating quality. For example, fine cracks in a rigid 
pavement may cause no loss in riding quality, but they do warn that water will have ac
cess to base materials. That is, pumping and loss of subgrade support are strong pos
sibilities in the near future. 
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Realistically, then, reliability will be computed by using stochastic models of a fa
cility's service behavior. Stochastic models are generally time-dependent probabilistic 
representations of physical processes. A facility may be viewed as having a number of 
possible serviceability states or conditions that it may occupy. Age, use, and renova
tion are then represented as transitions between states. The previously described mod
els of how failure modes occur are useful for computing the probabilities of particular 
interstate transitions (Fig. 2). 

One particular type of stochastic model that shows promise for use in analyzing pave -
ment behavior is the Markov process. The special feature of the Markov process is 
that the future state of the process is dependent only on the current state. That is, pre
dictions of the probability that the process will be in any particular state at some future 
time may be based on observation of the current state. The model has no memory of 
its past history. If p{n) is the probability vector describing the probabilities that the 
process is in any one of the several possible states at time n, and if J> is the matrix of 
1-step transition probabilities, then 

p(n + 1) = p{n)J> 

Because of the lack of memory, it may be shown through regressive application of this 
formula that 

where Po is the initial state probability vector. These simple statements describe a 
Markov process. 

For the simple Markov process, the J> matrix is constant. A continuous time pro
cess is produced when time-varying functions are introduced into the matrix elements. 
This modification is often a more accurate, but usually a more difficult to compute, 
representation of physical behavior. 

r-- --------
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Figure 2. Use of Markov process to analyze changes during pavement service life. 
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One difficulty is the lack of memory in a simple Markov process. Future predic
tions depend only on the present. An appropriate counter example in the field of pave
ments is the memory effect in viscoelastic materials. This feature must be kept in 
mind when such a model is used. 

In spite of this difficulty, there are 2 primary justifications for using a Markov 
process to analyze pavement reliability and service life behavior. First, for the 
periods of time considered by the analyst for planning and design, the Markov process 
may provide reasonable models of pavement behavior. That is, any memory the fa
cility might have of how it reached its present state will often have faded by the time a 
measurably new state is predicted. Second, in a context of statistical decision theory, 
a Markov process may serve as a first estimate that is to be modified as more data be
come available. With this point of view, the Markov model may serve to test initial 
operation and maintenance policies and check how they interact with design. 

To use a Markov model, one must first describe the service behavior of the facility 
in terms of states and possibly interstate transitions, then estimate the values of prob
abilities in the P matrix, and with this information present the entire process in the 
transition matrix (Fig. 2). 

APPLICATIONS 

The applicability of reliability analysis and of Monte Carlo and Markov simulation 
models in this analysis may best be illustrated by an example. For this example, a 
pavement for a low-volume highway is considered. Two pavement sections were de
signed for the expected traffic and are shown in Figure 3. The asphalt and concrete 
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5 

Axle Loads 
(millions) 
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5 
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(millions) 

V = Coeff. of Variation in Materials Strength 

Figure 3. Design alternatives: initial daily traffic, 200 VPD (equivalent 18-kip loads); traffic growth 
rate, 4 percent per year; design life, 15 years; soil (subgrade) • CBR = 3, k = 100 pci. 
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sections were designed according to The Asphalt Institute (4) and extended AASHO (5) 
formulas respectively. Soil conditions and traffic predictions (in this case, total num -
ber of loads) were taken as external constraints not subject to change. 

It has been suggested (3) that serviceability for highway pavement is measured by 
3 components-rideability~ safety, and structural integrity. Rideability applies to the 
quality of ride experienced by people and goods traveling the road and is analogous to 
the original AASHO serviceability concept. Safety applies to the likelihood of accidents 
and is related to skidding and to road hazards. Structural integrity describes gross 
load-bearing characteristics of the pavement. 

Failure could then occur through loss of any one or more of these qualities. That 
is, the pavement could become rough and bumpy, causing the user dissatisfaction with 
riding qualities; the pavement could become slippery or develop large potholes; or, fi
nally, large-scale subsidence or large deformations under a heavy vehicle might occur. 

The statement of failure modes for reliability computation would then have 3 basic 
inequalities. Failure in the first of these, which is adequate rideability, is assumed to 
be due solely to the cumulative effects of axle-load repetitions and is the basis for the 
desigris shown in Figure 3. This mode will be referred to as normal failure because, 
according to the design assumptions, this mode is the only one that may occur. 

The distribution of probability of normal failure as a function of axle load repeti -
tions was found for each of the pavements and for a variety of assumptions regarding 
construction quality control by using Monte Carlo simulation of the design equations. 
Where the initial designs were developed by using fixed expected values of the perti
nent parameters such as strength, these parameters were now input as probability dis
tributions. Quality control was characterized by the coefficients of variation of the 
materials strength parameters. Examples of distributions so derived are shown in 
Figure 3. 

It is interesting to note that decreased construction control may lead to higher mean 
values of loads to failure. This is because the looser control leads to more spread in 
the strength distributions, which leads in turn to higher probabilities of very high values 
of strength as well as low values of strength. Thus, the mean value of the computed 
factor may rise, but the overall distribution spreads out considerably and reliability 
falls. In the analysis, losses of safety and of structural integrity are considered, in 
this case, to be abnormal failures. Because something may happen during the life of 
the pavement to cause such failures, they must be considered in analysis. Based on 
such considerations, the service life of the pavement in this example might be partially 
modeled by a 4-state Markov process. This model is partial because it is iinked with 
a normal failure model for rideability losses (Fig. 2). 

Four states will be used in the Markov model. Normal aging (1) is the condition 
that leads to normal failure. Load applications cause slow and steady deterioration of 
rideability. Accelerated aging (2) is a state caused, for example, by the initiation of 
cracking or surface polishing. Such conditions will represent accelerated losses of 
serviceability because they could precede losses of structural integrity or safety re
spectively. Maintenance procedures (3) will be initiated when the accelerated aging 
conditions are detected and can be successful by returning the pavement to normal ag
ing. Abnormal failure (4) will eventually occur if maintenance efforts fail or are never 
undertaken. Design decisions determine the probabilities of aging and maintenance 
activities. 

The probability matrices for the Markov process must now be formulated. That is, 
transition probabilities must be assigned to the arrows shown in Figure 3. Table 1 
gives several alternative plans that might be considered. It should be noted that terms 
such as "high maintenance" in the plan descriptions signify greater maintenance activ
ity and, thus, higher probability of going from the accelerated aging state to the main
tenance state. 

The probabilities are postulated for 6-month computation periods. That is, each 
probability refers to the state in which the process might be in 6 months, given knowl
edge of the present state. The normal failure distributions refer to a 15-year design 
life, so probabilities in the Markov "subprocess" must be computed for 30 transitions. 
The reliability values given in Table 2 were computed as the probability that neither 
normal nor abnormal failure states occur in the 15-year design service life. 
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TABLE 1 

OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE POLICIES AS A MARKOV SUBMODEL 

Policy 
P-Matrix 

No. Description 

Standard operating policies 0.95 0.05 0 0 

PI ~ 
0 0.40 0.20 0.40 

0.60 0.30 0 0.10 
0 0 0 1 

II High maintenance activity, 0.95 0.05 0 0 
standard quality 

Pn = 
0 0.40 0.50 0.10 

0.60 0.30 0 0.10 
0 0 0 1 

III Standard maintenance activity, 0.95 0.05 0 0 
high quality 

Pm= 
0 0.40 0.20 0.40 

0.80 0.10 0 0.10 
0 0 0 1 

IV High maintenance activity, 0.95 0.05 0 0 
high quality 

Pry= 
0 0.40 0.50 0.10 

0.80 0.10 0 0.10 
0 0 0 1 

The reliability calculations give the probabilities of no failure in a 15-year design 
period. It should be pointed out that the differences in reliability between concrete and 
asphalt pavements are due more to the form of the equations used than to any other fac
tor. Fewer variables in the equation lead to greater effect of variations in each vari
able on the final result. Hence, quantitative measurements are most valid within a 
single design type. Only relative evaluations may be made between different designs. 

An alternative type of information one might want would be a description of possi
ble failure age. Because the failure depends on traffic volume, failure age will depend 
on the growth rate of traffic. Figure 4 shows these data for the concrete pavement and 
standard operating conditions. Data such as these would be useful in the planning stage 

TABLE 2 

RELIABILITY VALUES 

Design 
Type 

Asphalt 

Concrete 

Construction 
Quality 

(percent) 

15 

10 

5 

15 

10 

Operating 
Policy 

II 
Ill 
IV 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

II 
III 
IV 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

II 
Ill 
IV 

I 
II 

III 
IV 

Reliability 

0.24 
0.46 
0.25 
0.48 

0.25 
0.48 
0.26 
0.50 

0.30 
0.57 
0.31 
0.60 

0.31 
0.61 
0.33 
0.64 

0.34 
0.66 
0.36 
0.70 

0.35 
0.67 
0.37 
0.71 

for making construction staging and financ
ing decisions. An attempt could be made 
to choose an optimal design life, based on 
possible traffic growth and costs of service. 

The standard way these results would 
be used is with respect to cost data. A 
balance between cost and reliability would 
be struck to achieve a good design. For 
example, similar results in this case, not 
of similar magnitude but of improved re -
liability, are obtained for the concrete 
pavement by improving maintenance with 
constant quality control or by improving 
quality control with constant maintenance 
activity. The former alternative would re
quire higher initial outlay of funds, where
as the latter would represent deferred out
lays. In terms of net costs and timing, it 
is likely that one of these 2 alternatives 
would be preferred, given that the increased 
reliability is desirable. 

By taking another point of view, one might 
decide that the greater expected lifetime of 
a concrete pavement with reliability equal 
to that of a comparable asphalt pavement 
might justify an increased construction 
cost. On the other hand, lower expected 
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Figure 4. Distribution of failure age as a function of traffic growth rate. 

life might be preferred as a means of obtaining flexibility in an urban system. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The previous discussion illustrates how the concept of reliability may be used in 
pavement analysis and decision to account for uncertainty. It is felt that the tradi
tional use of safety factors is inadequate on 2 counts. First, the safety factor has no 
clear relation to the true uncertainty in the system. The use, for example, of a single 
standard load factor on all Interstate roads makes no allowance for the fact that traffic 
growth patterns could differ substantially with patterns of regional economical develop
ment. Second, safety factors that represent overdesign are wasteful of economic re
sources and can be a cause of loss to society just as premature failure would be. 

The use of reliability is a practical means of overcoming these 2 inadequacies. 
Techniques such as Monte Carlo simulation and Markov modeling are suggested to 
demonstrate how one might implement reliability analysis. In a context of systematic 
analysis of highway pavements, reliability is an important factor. 
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COMPREHENSIVE SYSTEMS ANALYSIS FOR 
RIGID PAVEMENTS 
Ramesh K. Kher, W. Ronald Hudson, and B. Frank McCullough, 

Center for Highway Research, University of Texas at Austin 

Design of portland cement concrete pavements is a complex soil-structure 
interaction problem involving evaluation and analysis of numerous vari
ables. Many of these variables within the broad categories of loads, en
vironments, material properties, structural maintenance, progressive 
failure, and economics must be considered in an ideal design procedure. 
Concrete pavement and overlay types, reinforcement selection, joint de
tailing, and selection of subbase materials are other factors increasing the 
complexity of design. Various methods of design have been presented in 
the past, but no procedure is accepted in general because of the limited 
nature of problem analysis. The complexity of the problem demands that a 
procedure be evolved for analyzing various parts and assembling them in a 
coordinated effort called systems analysis. A conceptual rigid pavement 
system is presented that formalizes the myriad of interrelated variables 
into a series of mathematical models. A method is developed in the form 
of a computer program to solve the various models, some of which are de
veloped as part of this work and others of which are adopted from the state 
of the art. The program utilizes over' 100 input variables and analyzes 
numerous possible solutions generated within the boundaries defined by the 
constraints. The output is a set of pavement design strategies based on 
present worth of overall costs. Details with respect to selection of thick
ness, materials, reinforcement, and joints, as well as overlay patterns 
and predicted life, are presented for each design. 

•THE ANALYSIS of rigid pavements (1, 2) has previously centered around concrete 
stress, which is a principal indicator of failure by the distress mechanism of cracking 
in the slab. In turn, concrete pavement thickness has been determined by a single cri
terion; that is, the attempt to avoid the formation of such cracks by holding the level 
of stress below a specified allowable value. The basic model in such analyses has been 
the theory of elasticity with various assumptions to present the concepts in simple and 
usable forms. 

Empiricism has been used to analyze and design for special cases and to modify 
theory. Since the early 1900's, many empirical and semi-empirical formulas of rigid 
pavement design have been used (3). The empirical nature of the methods has been due 
in part to the limited knowledge of material behavior and failure mechanisms and in 
part to limitations of analytical techniques. 

From time to time, the knowledge of material behavior and failure mechanisms has 
been extended by theoretical analysis and observations on controlled road tests, lab
oratory experiments, and prototype pavements (4, 5, 6, 7). However, these research 
efforts have generally been oriented to cover 1 aspect of this specific subject, and 
there has always been a lack of coordination among various phases of design. As a 
result, these efforts have not improved the design procedures to a form general enough 
to be extrapolated for the many design conditions, materials, and environmental factors 
involved. 

Sponsored by Committee on Theory of Pavement Design and presented at the 50th Annual Meeting. 
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Rigid pavements not only should be designed by the prevalent approach of making 
them structurally adequate with respect to concrete thickness but also should be anal
yzed as investments based on economics. The combinations of money and materials 
should be analyzed by using the concepts of systems analysis to provide optimum re
source allocations. Such an approach has been used to formulate a working systems 
model called Rigid Pavement System 1 (RPSl). Various submodels are combined into 
an overall computer program. Available research dealing with various parts of the 
system are used. Certain other models pertinent to a successfully coordinated system 
are developed by using mathematical and statistical techniques. 

The program utilizes various material properties, traffic data, performance vari
ables, stochastic parameters, and cost inputs to analyze a large number of design 
strategies within the constraints specified. The program output consists of a wide 
variety of design strategies to choose from. 

The objectives of this research are (a) to achieve a complete problem description 
within a systems framework, (b) to develop a rigid pavement design method using ex
isting knowledge in the best way, and (c) through sensitivity analysis, to point out the 
areas of urgently needed research after the first 2 objectives are achieved. 

SYSTEMS APPROACH 

Systems concepts are composed of basic ideas that help to accomplish an opera
tional process· in the most efficient manner through organizing an integrated approach 
rather than a piecemeal synthesis of technological features. Such a piecemeal syn
thesis has been adopted in the existing design procedures that have, in general, been 
oriented toward emphasizing certain important features of design and neglecting cer
tain others (8). Figure 1 shows the formulation of the current design procedures in a 
systems framework. 

In these procedures, the load and its volume and intensity have been the main inputs 
to the system, and the guiding decision criteria of design have been to limit the level 
of stresses in the corner, edge, or interior of the slab. The design criteria have been 
refined by successive cycles of designing new pavements and observing the performance 
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Figure 1. Development of early rigid pavement design methods. 
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of the designed pavements. Pavements have often been termed satisfactory or unsatis
factory. Satisfactory designs have established those procedures by which they were 
designed, whereas the designs that performed poorly have added to the knowledge to 
develop new design criteria. Experimental observations and mathematical analyses 
have helped in the development of such criteria. 

Technological development has enhanced the realization that the specific aspects 
such as stress analysis or thickness design are not the only criteria for design of rigid 
pavements. There are various kinds of inputs, responses, and decision criteria to be 
considered in an ideal design procedure. The other areas of consideration for a ra
tional design procedure are pavement and overlay construction, reinforcement selec
tion, joint detailing, selection of subbase material, stage construction, and, above all, 
a valid optimization among alternative pavement strategies. 

It is, therefore, realized that a good description of the problem, a new insight into 
the complexity, and an optimization of techniques considering various economic cri
teria may lead to a rational pavement design procedure. The formulation of such an 
approach will be achieved through the applications of the concepts of systems engi
neering. 

A system can be described as a device, procedure, or scheme behaving according 
to some description to accomplish an operational process (9). Thus, rigid pavement 
can be defined as a system obeying physical laws to transform the effects of input vari
ables into various responses characterized by a wear-out function. Design of such a 
system needs a coordinated set of procedures to detail the use of money and materials 
in the most economical combinations. Such a procedure of resource allocation is de
fined as a system and should be carried out by the application of classical economic 
concepts. 

The coordinated approach called systems analysis, when applied to the design of 
rigid pavements, offers several advantages. The development of a complete problem 
description provides new insight and perspective into the complexity of the problem, 
including the feedbacks and interactions involved. This insight, in turn, provides a 
structure for coordinating and utilizing research from many sources and rapidly points 
out the areas of weakness and, consequently, the areas of urgently needed research. A 
coordinated approach to the problem helps in the understanding and development of those 
functions and theories that can determine optimal choices of solutions in the face of 
various judgment criteria and weighting functions. The analysis permits the use of 
various techniques in optimization and operations research to solve the problem. Fi
nally, in the process of developing an overall optimal solution, immediate benefits are 
gained by the use of current knowledge in the systems framework until better techniques 
of analysis are developed. The principles of systems engineering are used to formu
late a conceptual rigid pavement design system that is discussed in the following sec
tions. 

FORMULATION OF CONCEPTUAL SYSTEM 

According to system definition, a comprehensive formulation of the design process 
characterizing various technical and economic aspects is needed before a more realis
tic working pavement design system can be formulated for immediate use involving 
state-of-the-art information. Figure 2 shows many of the factors involved in the con
ceptual rigid pavement design system. 

Physically, the pavement system can be defined as an operator that, when acted on 
by the excitation functions, converts itself to give responses. The responses are gen
erally characterized immediately by a mechanical state defined by stresses, strains, 
deflections, and surface properties and eventually by the time -dependent, accumulated 
effects of these primary responses in the forms of rupture, dis tortion, disintegration, 
and decreasing skid resistance. 

System Inputs 

System excitation variables, often termed as system inputs, have been a matter of 
a great amount of research with respect to their effects on the system and its responses. 
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Figure 2. Conceptual rigid pavement design system. 

An example in this context includes the various models developed in the past to com -
pute the effects of loads applied on the system. The effect of loads or traffic is to cre 
ate a certain mechanical state in the pavement. The materials in the system respond 
to this mechanical state in various ways. Main load effects are due to (a) magnitude; 
(b) distribution with respect to time, such as frequency, rate, and duration; (c) total 
accumulated applications; and (d) distribution with respect to placement. 

An excessive magnitude of load can produce a well-known distress mode called rup
ture through overstress, whereas the repeated applications of stress to the pavement 
materials produce system distortion and rupture through phenomena such as fatigue 
and creep in concrete and other support materials. Magnitude of load and repeated 
applications also produce physical disturbances in subbases and subgrades with respect 
to the macroscopic reorientations of the material structures resulting in densification, 
distortion, and failure. 

Environmental inputs are varied and cyclic. Among them are temperature, mois
ture, humidity, and rainfall. Temperature variations and their magnitudes, frequen
cies, and durations cause warping, expansion, and contraction and produce stresses 
in the pavement structure. Moisture and humidity variations in concrete slabs pro
duce stresses in much the same manner as temperature. Rainfall affects the ground
water conditions that may produce physical results such as pumping and loss of support. 

Maintenance is also an external input to the system, but its intended effect, con
trary to other inputs, is to increase the life of the system by improving the system re
sponses as well as riding quality. 

There is frequent interaction involved among various inputs to the system. Envi
ronments, for example, may affect the volume of traffic or the amount of maintenance 
required, or the presence of moisture may affect the amount and distribution of heat 
in and beneath the pavement slab. 
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The System 

The physical system is characterized by material properties, material arrange
ments, amount of materials and the shape given to them, and quality of construction. 
The system as constructed and especially the material properties generally described 
by various engineering characteristics are very important parameters of the system. 
The basic properties of materials are complex physical functions dependent on nume
rous parameters. The significant basic properties, for engineering purposes, are de
fined as functions that quantify material responses to one or more external inputs and 
are necessary to compute responses of the pavement system. 

The materials are nonlinear and viscoelastic in nature, and their properties are 
never constant over time. Inputs such as loads and environments are the main rea
sons why basic properties of the materials provided in the system change with time. 
Excessive load and its repeated applications, in addition to producing a mechanical 
state, change load-deformation characteristics of pavement materials; densification 
and consolidation of support materials affect their engineering characteristics; ther
mal and moisture variations in concrete change its properties; moisture variations, in . 
subgrade stimulate its swelling characteristics; and traffic changes the skid character
istics of paving materials. 

System Responses 

Pavement system responses consist of 2 types-primary and limiting. A primary 
response is defined by the mechanical state of the system, whereas a limiting response 
is obtained by the progressive effects produced as a result of the repetitive or con
tinued existence of the state of primary response. The limiting response is the actual 
criterion of failure of pavements. 

It may be noted that limiting responses interact with inputs like loads and mainte
nance. For example, the roughness of a pavement at any time influences the dynamic 
magnitude of the traffic loads and the maintenance required. 

The progressive deterioration of the system caused by its limiting responses is of 
great importance in the systematic design. Discomfort to the rider is the ultimate 
measure of pavement deterioration. The vibrations of vehicles moving on a pavement 
determine this discomfort and are functions of factors such as suspension character
istics of vehicles, vehicle speeds, and pavement roughness (10, 11). 

The average of these human responses characterizes the serviceability of a pave
ment, i.e., the extent to which the traveling public is served. Serviceability and age 
histories of pavements are very essential to evaluate the cost implications of the sys
tem. 

Development of mathematical theory to compute an index to evaluate pavement dis
tress will require a comprehensive set of models for input assessment, material be
havior, primary and limiting outputs, and, finally, human responses to the motions 
generated because of these outputs. As an alternate, the AASHO Road Test, in a very 
simplified version, helped develop a concept to bypass these required models and di
rectly predict the pavement serviceability by correlating the subjective ratings of pave
ments to their objective characteristics. 

Solution Generation and Evaluation 

This part of the system involves generation of potential alternative strategies and 
their evaluation for the selection of the best. A strategy is defined as a set of resource 
allocations for a design to last the required life, according to specifications laid down. 
Possible strategies are evaluated for obtaining the optimum by invoking various deci
sion criteria shown in Figure 2. Each decision criterion has to be quantified and 
weighted to define a function that can be called a decision criteria index. Such a func
tion is another complex formulation in the system. In the past, this function has al
ways been used in its simplest form; i.e., by subjective evaluation of various factors 
such as riding quality, safety, and availability of funds. 
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Implementation, Storage, and Feedback 

Implementation and feedback are the long-range planned objectives of any manage
ment system. A pavement management system involving these fulfills the require
ments of a self-sufficient system. 

The system models, when continuously synthesized by feedback from various 
sources, improve the system and its capabilities. The feedbacks consist of analysis 
of deviations from predicted capabilities, research investigations, and sensitivity 
analysis of the existing system. 

The pavement system data bank is an important part of the feedback subsystem. It 
consists of, among other things, the performance evaluations of the optimal strategies 
constructed in the past. Data from construction monitoring, measurements of per
formance over time, and observations of subsequent expenditures are the important 
characteristics to be observed from the implemented strategies. 

OPERATIONAL RIGID PAVEMENT SYSTEM 

A comprehensive formulation of the rigid pavement design process using the inte
gration of technological and economical considerations, as discussed previously, is 
the ultimate goal and will be achieved through cycles of model formulations, imple
mentations, and feedback. It will involve a large amount of research over a number 
of years. However, immediate payoffs can be obtained by coordinating the existing 
state of the art in a meaningful way inside the broader framework of the comprehensive 
system. Such a systems approach was firs t pres ented in 1968 for the design of fl exi
ble pavements (12, 13). The same basic approach led to the formulat ion of an opera 
tional rigid pavement system. The development of this wor lcing system can b e de 
scribed by the following: objectives, inputs, constraints and options, decision cri
teria, and output. 

Objectives 

Much research has been done in the past on various individual models or groups of 
models defining various parts of the comprehensive system discussed previously. A 
large payoff can be obtained from this research while the ultimate design system and 
its models are being developed. 

Therefore, it was planned to go through' the available research literature, analyze 
the significant models, and formulate the first version of rigid pavement design system 
utilizing every model that is available in the existing state of the art and that can be 
fitted efficiently into the system. Such models, which are important links in the sys
tem and for which the research is not available, are mathematically developed. 

Inputs 

System inputs dictated by various models used in the system consist of about 115 
parameters and can be described in the following general groupings. 

Performance Variables-These variables define the levels of initial and terminal 
serviceabilities for an initial or an overlaid structure. Swelling nature of clays is also 
partially defined by one of the performance variables. These variables are used in 
system performance models to determine the life of an initial design or the overlaid 
structure when its serviceability index is allowed to drop from its initial value to a 
certain level specified as the minimum allowable for the facility under design. 

Traffic Volume, Growth, and Distribution Variables-These inputs are used to de
termine the loads that the pavement will have to car r y during its analysis period. They 
are divided into 2 main parts: (a) initial traffic volume data, and (b) traffic growth with 
time and distribution over space. 

Tr affic Delay Variables-This set of variables is used to analyze the economic costs 
of overlay construction incurred due to the inconvenience of persons delayed in traffic. 
These costs at times become as significant as any other part contributing to the total 
cost of the system. The present design system considers such inconvenience by math
ematically calculating the costs of traffic delays and operating time losses (13). 
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Material Properties-These variables are required by various models of the system 
for analyzing the pavement structures. All properties are utilized, directly or indi
rectly, for the prediction of the life of an initial design or the overlaid structure. 
These are generally the engineering properties of the materials and can be determined 
in a laboratory or in the field, with the exception of some that are theoretically defined. 
Various properties of the subgrade, subbases, concretes, reinforcements, and over
lays are the inputs of the system. 

Stochastic Parameters-For the nonhomogeneous materials used in pavements, the 
material properties change from point to point and are also functions of time and en
vironments. Such variations can be taken into account by using the dispersion data of 
the laboratory tests conducted to determine these properties. A design value can be 
found by specifying a certain level of confidence desired for the design with respect to 
any particular property. The standard deviation determined from the dispersion data 
of that property will be an input to the system. The present design system uses this 
concept for 2 important variables of design: (a) flexu~·al strength of concrete, and (b) 
modulus of subgrade reaction or Texas triaxial class of subgrade. 

Cost Inputs-The criterion of total overall cost in terms of present value is used for 
this working system to indicate the preference of any design over another. The over
all cost is the sum of the costs of materials, construction, maintenance, and other 
operations. A number of cost inputs are, therefore, used by the working system for 
its evaluation of different design strategies. 

For rational economic analysis and decision-making in the case of a public enter
prise such as a highway, it is decided that an interest rate be built to properly evalu
ate the future investments with respect to current revenues. A salvage value of the 
pavement at the end of the analysis period is also used to enhance the rationalization 
of economic analysis. 

Dimensional Inputs-These inputs are for the overall dimensions such as number of 
lanes of the facility to be designed and their widths. 

Miscellaneous Parameters-Certain inputs do not fall in any of the preceding cate
gories. , They are used to aid in other inputs and in the computer program. 

Constraints and Options 

This set of variables enforces different restraints on the working system. A set of 
specified constraints generates the overall number of possible designs that are then 
analyzed and checked against a number of other constraints located at various places 
in the working system. Designs are accepted or rejected at these checks. They are, 
therefore, defined in the 2 following categories: 

1. Inputs that define the minimum and maximum thicknesses of the materials to be 
provided and that determine the overall number of possible designs that will be con
sidered; and 

2. Inputs that reject certain-designs designating them to be infeasible and that se
lect the feasible designs out of all the possible designs generated in the preceding. 

The computer program has 3 main options, with respect to the types of designs de
sired, to create maximum flexibility in design. The system can be restraine'd to de
sign one or all of the following: 

1. Pavement type-jointed and continuously reinforced concrete pavements; 
2. Overlay type-asphalt concrete and portland cement concrete overlays; and 
3. Reinforcement type-wire mesh and deformed bar reinforcement. 

In general, system constraints and options are the designer's decisions to generate 
a reasonable type and number of solutions; but, at certain times, they can be the actual 
physical limitations advocated by the special conditions of design and construction. 

Decision Criteria 

Total overall cost is chosen as the prime decision criterion for the selection of the 
optimal and nearly optimal pavement strategies. Availability .of initial funds is another 
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decision criterion that also acts as a restraint. Safety is controlled by the provision 
of seal coats and by specifying the minimum serviceability level. Riding quality and 
maintainability are controlled again by minimum specified serviceability level. 

Output 

The decision criteria included in the present working system are not comprehensive 
enough for making final judgments; this is left to the decision-maker. It is very diffi
cult to quantify, with current knowledge, the relative importance a decision-maker will 
ascribe to various economic, social, and experience values. The solution output, 
therefore, is arranged in a way that does not deprive the designer of his judgment to
ward decision-making. An ordered set of alternative design strategies and pertinent 
information for each are produced in the form of a summary table based on increasing 
order of the present worth of total overall costs. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORKING SYSTEM 

Computer program RPSl is written to solve various performance, structural, and 
cost models. The solution results in arrays of design strategies and their pertinent 
information. The strategies are stored and scanned for optimization by various tech
niques built into the program. 

A summary flow chart for the working system is shown in Figure 3. The design 
process in general can be broadly divided into the following major parts: 

1. Reading data, checking against invalid inputs, and printing input data; 
2. Generating possible initial designs; 
3. Selecting feasible initial designs; 
4. Designing subbases, reinforcements, and joints; 
5. Developing overlay strategies for feasible initial designs; 
6. Analyzing cost of all strategies; 
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7. Storing, optimizing, and scanning; and 
8. Printing output. 

The overlay strategies are developed for those initial designs that reach the mini
mum specified serviceability levels in times less than the analysis period. These de
signs are overlaid with portland cement concrete or asphalt concrete overlays, as 
specified. 

Figure 4 shows the general overlay performance patterns built into the program. 
Figure 4 also shows a relative difference in the designed performance patterns of struc
turally strong, medium, and weak initial designs (these designs illustrate the technique 
and do not represent actual pr oblems). 

Various structural and economic models are fitted together in this computer pro
gram to function as a most efficient total working system. A complete description of 
procedures and models is rather elaborate and is out of the scope of this paper. How
ever, a brief summary of the structural models used in RPSl is given in the following: 

1. Serviceability loss due to traffic, which is an extension of an AASHO Road Test 
equation (14). 

2. Serviceability loss due to swelling nature of clays, as developed by Scrivner et 
al. (13) and modified elsewhere (15). 

3~Traffic distribution over time, as provided by the Texas Highway Department. 
4. Increased foundation support due to subbases, which is developed by using layer 

elastic theory (15). 
5. Reduction in r oadbed s upport over the lifetime, which is developed by the analy

sis of slabs using discrete-element programs (15). 
6. Asphalt concrete overlay design, which is developed by using layer elastic theory 

(15). 
- 7. Portland cement concrete overlay design, as developed by the U.S. Army Corps 

of Engineers (16). 
8. Correlations among material properties, which are developed by using the avail

able data (15). 

. f Total Life of o Design Strategy 

- - - Strole9ies Rejected 

T m, ---------

Figure 4. Illustrative performance patterns of overlays in Rigid Pavement System 1. 
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9. Stochastic variations of the material properties, which are developed by using 
statistics ( 15). 

SYSTEMS ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 

The solutions given by the working system are illustrated by the following example 
(15, 17): A facility on the Interstate system is to be designed to carry high-speed traf
fic. T he facility is in a rural area and will carry about 10,000 initial average daily 
traffic with a 5 percent yearly growth. The total of 5 million 18-kip equivalent axle 
loads will be carried during a lifetime of 20 years. 

Serviceability index values after an initial and overlay construction will be 4.2 and 
4.0 respectively. Minimum serviceability index of 2.5 will be maintained at all times. 
The facility passes through an area of moderate swelling clays. 

Available initial funds restrict the possibility of relatively very thick initial con
struction. Also, it has been specified that the pavement will not be overlaid for at 
least 5 years after the initial construction and for 6 years after any overlay construc
tion. 

During an overlay construction, traffic will be disturbed over ½ mile of road length. 
Five percent of the vehicles will be stopped because of construction. An average of 48 
percent of the average daily traffic will arrive during the 8-hour working period every 
day. There are 2 lanes in each direction. One lane will be overlaid while traffic is 
diverted to the second lane. 

Subgrade has a mean modulus value of 100 pci with a standard deviation of 15 pci. A 
low-strength and a high-strength concrete are available with flexural strengths of 450 
and 650 psi and standard deviations of 40 and 60 pci respectively. Two subbases, gran
ular and cement-treated, are available with modulus values of 20,000 and 900,000 psi 
respectively. A granular subbase is observed to create a mild loss of support during 
its service life, whereas a cement-treated subbase remains very stable. Two types 
of deformed bars for each longitudinal, transverse, and tie-bar steel are available. 
One type of wire mesh is also available. Asphalt concrete for overlays has a modulus 
value of 200,000. For portland cement concrete overlays, the same concrete as used 
in the initial construction is to be provided. 

It is also specified that the design should have a confidence level of 9 5 percent with 
respect to each of the material properties-subgrade modulus and concrete flexural 
strength. Adequate maintenance should be provided. 

DISCUSSION OF SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

Within the specified combinations of concrete and subbase thicknesses, there are 
196 initial possible designs out of which several designs are rejected by the program 
because of constraints such as nonavailability of initial funds or initial life being less 
than the minimum specified time. The remaining 79 initial designs gave rise to 751 
design strategies out of which 652 were feasible within the program limitations. The 
first 20 designs consisted of jointed and continuously reinforced pavements with sub
sequent asphalt concrete overlays. Present worth of the total cost varied from $ 5.43 
to $ 5.65 per square yard. The optimal design for this problem (problem 1) is shown 
in Figure 5. A comparison of the effects of 2 important input parameters was obtained 
by also solving for 2 alternate conditions (Fig. 5b and c). 

DISCUSSION OF DESIGNS 

Most optimal designs in each of the 3 problems discussed in the foregoing required 
either 1 or 2 overlays during their service lives. In the past, this concept of stage con
struction has never been favored for rigid pavements, mainly because of inadequate 
analytical techniques and partly because of limited knowledge of the various aspects of 
composite pavements. Such initial designs have always been attempted and were con
templated to last their design lives without overlays. 

In each of the example cases described previously, the designs without overlays were 
estimated to have higher total overall costs than those chosen by the program. This is 
not a recommendation for overlays, but merely a recognition in the design program that 
many typical portland cement concrete pavements require overlays in less than 20 years. 
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Figure 5b clearly shows an interesting decision from the system. The program has 
favored a design with higher initial thickness and cost and only 1 thick overlay during 
the lifetime of the facility . The program makes this selection to avoid the higher costs 
that would be incurred for traffic delays during overlay constructions (in this problem, 
average daily traffic is 15,000). However, this problem has a cost of $ 5.80 per square 
yard for the minimum cost design, whereas problem 1 has a cost of $ 5.432 per square 
yard. This is a direct result of carrying more traffic. 

The effect of a restriction when enough funds are not available for initial construc
tion is shown in Figure 5c. A thinner slab is provided in the initial construction, and 
the structure is overlaid shortly thereafter. Total thickness of overlays is higher in 
this problem than they are in problem 1. However, a cost of $ 5. 552 per square yard 
for the optimal design results in problem 3, compared to a cost of $ 5.432 per square 
yard in problem 1. This is a direct result of having a restriction on available money 
for initial construction. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper presents a brief discussion of a complex detailed working systems analy
sis program. It is impossible to present all the details here. They are given else
where (15, 17). No inferences should be drawn from the example problems; they are 
given merely for illustration. The following conclusions are based on the detailed pro
gram and research: 

1. The problem of designing a rigid pavement is not solved by analyzing a small 
number of initial design. A successful solution demands using economy and other de
cision criteria in the analysis of various possible design strategies and searching for 
the optimum design based on cost factors. 

2. Such a solution process can be evolved in a systems framework and is difficult 
to handle ad hoc. This method is feasible and is shown to be very successful in RPSl. 
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3. Each design parameter has a definite effect on the overall cost and design of the 
pavement. The magnitude of these effects varies for different parameters as illustrated. 
A comprehensive sensitivity study is now under way on this program to order the factors 
by effect. 

4. The RPSl program must be put into use by highway departments and the results 
implemented and continually upgraded if the efforts of this project are to reach fruition. 
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EVALUATION OF TERMINAL ANCHORAGE INSTALLATIONS 
ON RIGID PAVEMENTS 
B. F. McCullough, Center for Highway Research and Department of Civil Engineering, 

University of Texas at Austin 

This paper explores the problem of cyclic movement with continuously 
reinforced concrete pavement. The growth and pushing outward effect, 
resulting from environmental changes, causes ruptures of abutment walls 
and is responsible for other undesirable pressure. It was hypothesized 
that the same type of anchorage system used on jointed pavements could 
be used on continuous pavements, thus solving the expansion problem. 
Anchorages were installed on continuous pavements in much the same 
manner as they had previously been installed on jointed pavements. The 
anchor lugs were placed in the ground transversely across the pavement 
and were attached to an anchor slab. Long-term observations and mea
surements were performed on 186 existing terminal anchorage systems 
on continuous concrete pavements. After several years of observation, 
it was found that no adverse movement or pavement growth took place. 
The terminal movement was found to be directly related to pavement length 
of up to 1,000 ft and temperature change and indirectly related to pavement 
grade, subbase coefficient, and number of lugs. An empirical equation 
expressing movement in terms of these variables is derived in this study . 
This equation, considering the boundary conditions, could be used as a 
design equation. 

•AN ALARMING AMOUNT of pavement growth was experienced in the late 1950's in 
numerous jointed concrete pavements (JCP) on the Texas highway system especially 
along the coastal area. As a result of concrete pavement growth, internal forces are 
built up in the slab and produce an outward push toward the free ends that closes the 
expansion joint at the bridge ends, ruptures the abutment walls, and applies an unde
sirable amount of pressure on the bridge or structure. In an effort to check this pave
ment growth problem, the Houston District constructed the first terminal anchorage 
system in Texas in March 1959. The satisfactory performance obtained with these ini
tial installations consequently resulted in terminal anchorages being installed at a num
ber of structures throughout the state. 

At about the same time that these anchorage installations were being installed on 
jointed concrete pavement, the Texas Highway Department initiated the use of continu
ously reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP) on a widespread scale throughout the state. 
Logically transposing the experience with the growth problem of jointed concrete pave
ments to continuous pavements resulted in the decision that continuous pavements would 
also require an extensive anchorage system. Figure 1 shows the details of the anchor
age system developed for CRCP. 

DESIGN 

In their treatise on terminal anchorages, Shelby and Ledbetter enumerated the basic 
concepts and assumptions used in designing the terminal anchorage system that was ini
tially used by the Texas Highway Department (_!)- Basically, the anchorage system for 

Sponsored by Committee on Rigid Pavement Design and presented at the 50th Annual Meeting. 
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Figure 1. Typical lug design of continuously reinforced concrete pavement. 

jointed concrete pavement consists of 2 anchor lugs, 3 ft deep and 2 ft wide, at each 
pavement terminal. The terminal anchorages are heaviiy reinforced to provide a stiff 
and rigid resistance member. The design concept of the anchorage system is to trans
fer the pavement growth forces to the soil mass through the passive bearing and shear 
resistance of the subsoil. It was felt that the critical elements were the bearing area 
of the lugs and the shear plane along the bottom of the lugs as well as along the face of 
a Coulomb wedge. 

The design for the anchorage system on continuous pavements was basically the same 
as the design for joinled pavements with the exception that 5 anchor lugs were used, and 
this resulted in a longer anchor slab (90 ft). 

The nomenclature of various components of the anchorage system may be enumerated 
at this point. The slab placed on top of the base or on top of the subsoil is defined as 
the anchor slab. The members extending vertically into the ground are defined as lugs; 
the one nearest the structure is considered the front lug. 

PERFORMANCE 

After 1959 the terminal anchorage systems of the types illustrated were installed on 
both jointed concrete pavements and continuously reinforced concrete pavements. Dur
ing the early part of 1963, several cases of terminal anchorage failure were reported 
in the Houston area on jointed concrete pavements. A preliminary survey indicated that 
a number of the terminal anchorage systems had experienced cracking in the anchor 
slab, closing of the joints between the anchor slab and the bridge approach slab, and 
faulting of the abutment walls. During the same period, all of the terminal anchorage 
systems on CRCP were performing satisfactorily, and in no case was adverse move-
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ment occurring. The only disadvantage associated with CRCP anchorage systems was 
the excessive cost required to construct them at each pavement terminal. As a result 
of these 2 facts, a research project was initiated in March 1963 to evaluate terminal 
anchorage installations on rigid pavements. 

OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

The objective of this study was to perform the field observations necessary to re
evaluate the lug anchorage designs. In addition, long-term observation and measure
ments were performed on 186 existing terminal anchorage systems on continuous con
crete pavements. 

EXPERIMENT DESIGN AND DISCUSSION OF DAT A 

The first phase of this study consisted of an appraisal of the factorial arrangement 
of test sections, On the basis and availability of other continuously reinforced concrete 
pavements throughout the state, sections were added as necessary to make as full a 
fractorial as possible. At the same time, sections were added in the northern part of 
Texas so that a comparison of environmental conditions could be made. The areas from 
which field data were obtained are shown in Figure 2. Locations could not be selected 
any farther south than shown because concrete pavements are not constructed in that 
area of the state. Data were taken as before on all sections for an additional year and 
were then analyzed. 

Layout of Experiment 

Figures 3 and 4 show the factorials of sections for 8 different subbase types including 
cement-stabilized, asphalt-stabilized, surface-treated, crushed sandstone, river gravel, 
rounded river gravel, crushed limestone, and lime-stabilized subbases. These experi-

Number of Projects in the 
Generol Area used in the 
study shown in circles. CHRISTI 

Figure 2. Division of the state on the basis of weather conditions. 
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Figure 4. Factorial of lugs, length, and grade, and for pavements having (al crushed river gravel 
subbase, (bl rounded river gravel subbase, (cl crushed limestone subbase, and (dl lime-stabilized 

subbase. 

ment designs are for CRCP only and are presented to give an indication of the data 
used. 
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Sections in north Texas were also added to the factorials of 3 subbase types for the 
weather environment study (Fig. 3). These sections were chosen so that variables such 
as number of lugs, slab length, and percentage of grade for both northern and southern 
sections would be approximately the same. 

The sections in south Texas with a 1-course surface treatment on the subbase and a 
crushed sandstone subbase were used to study the age factor (Fig. 3). These sections 
were chosen because data had been taken on them for a period of approximately 7 years. 

Data Analysis 

Data analysis for this paper was carried out first by obtaining cyclic end movement 
per degree of temperature for each section and second by using these as a basis for 
comparison. In this manner, temperature was eliminated as a variable, and the facto
rial arrangement of the test sections could be used to study the effect of pavement age, 
length, percentage of grade, number of lugs, environmental location, and subbase type. 

P avement Age-The main concern with pavement age is the possibility of pavement 
growth due to the infiltration of foreign material into the shrinkage cracks. It would 
seem plausible that any growth of the pavement end would show up as a permanent change 
in the distance between gage plugs (placed at 10-in. centers) at a given temperature. 
Furthermore, any major change in thermal coefficient would affect the cyclic end move
ment per degree of temperature change. 

Figure 5 shows gage plug reading versus air temperature for a typical section used 
in the age study. All points are close to the line passed through the data, and, because 
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these points represent data taken at ran- 12 .----.----r---.-----.----r----, 

dom intervals during a period of 5 years, 7 

it can be said that pavement age has not 
affected the cyclic end movement or gage 
plug distance at zero degree temperature 
for this section. Similar plots for all 

(!) CYCLIC END MOVEMENT PER DEGREE 
other sections of the age study have shown 3 TEMPERATUR E CHANGE 1 
the same relationship. 11. LI 

w 9 I---.,,"'<,,,-,-,..., R"EJ<r-Ov '7'Uffll Effect of Slab Length on End Move- g OF S'IEIIRs 

ment-Earlier research on this project ~ 
revealed that a pavement length of more 
than 1,000ft does not influence end move
ment more than a length of 1,000 ft (2). 
From this it may be concluded that a max
imum length of 500 ft contributes to move
ment on each end of the pavement slab. In 
pavements longer than 1,000 ft, the center 
portion of the slab is restrained by the 
frictional force from the subbase. 

II '-----'---__,_ __ ~ _ ___.._ __ __,_ _ _, 
0 20 4 0 60 BO 100 120 

Alf! TEMPERATURE ( °F) 

Figure 5. Effect of pavement age on end movement. 

Environmental Location-A study of the effect of weather conditions on end movement 
has to exclude temperatu.re so that northern and southern sections can be compared. Cy
clic end movement for northern sections can be plotted versus replicated southern sec
tions that have equal parameters such as subbase type. percentage of grade, length of 
slab, and number of lugs. Ideally, if there were no difference between northern and 
southern sections, the points would result in a 45-deg line. Figure 6 shows a plot of 
this type. It should be noted that all sections with slab lengths of more than 1,000 ft are 
considered equal, as far as slab length is concerned, on the basis of the preceding dis
cussion. Also, all grades lower than 0.30 percent were considered equal because it was 
felt that grades lower than this would be inconsequential. 

Although the points in Figure 6 do not fall exactly on the 45-deg line, there is approx
imately equal division. Therefore, on the basis of this study, it will be assumed that 
there is no appreciable difference in end movement characteristics resulting from en
vironmental location within the state. 

Length and Grade Percentage-The following relationship was found to exist between 
the cyc lic end movement , slab length, and percentage of grade while other variables 

are held constant: 

2 4 6 8 10 
CYCLIC END MOVEMENT X 10 - 3 

FOR SOUTH TEXA S SECTIONS 

Figure 6. End movement in south Texas versus end 
movement in north Texas. 

Log b = log As+ A4 log (iG[~ l) (1) 

where 

b = cyclic end movement, in. / deg F; 
L = length of slab contributing to end 

movement, ft; 
[G[ = absolute value of grade percentage; 
A4 = arbitrary constant; and 
As = constant dependent on subbase type 

and number of lugs. 

Here again cyclic end movement is used so 
that temperature as a variable may be ex
cluded from the study. 

Because a purpose of this paper is to 
verify an equation format previously de
veloped (2), Eq. 1 will be used as a starting 
point for analysis. Figure 7, in which each 
point represents 1 section, shows log b 
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TABLE 1 

DIFFERENCE IN END MOVEMENT CHARACTERISTICS 
DUE TO NUMBER OF TERMINAL LUGS AND SUBBASE 
TYPE 

Subbase Number of Lugs A, X 10- 3 

Surface treated 0 2.90 
Cement stabilized 0 5.75 
Cement stabilized 3 4.30 
Cement stabilized 5 3.70 
Asphalt stabilized 0 5.30 
Asphalt stabilized 5 2.68 
Crushed river gravel 0 5.50 
Crushed river gravel 5 4.40 
Crushed limestone 0 5.50 
Rounded river gravel 5 3.40 
Lime stabilized 0 4.50 
Crushed sandstone 2 9.40 
Crushed sandstone 3 7.70 
Crushed sandstone 4 7.20 
Crushed sandstone 7.00 

plotted versus log (--L-) for different 
\GI+ 1 

subbase types and number of lugs. 
The A5 intercept changes with subbase 

type and with number of lugs (Fig. 7, 0 lug), 
whereas A4 is approximately equal for both. 
Therefore, it may be stated that A4 is an 
arbitrary constant not dependent on any of 
the other variables, whereas A5 is depen -

dent on both subbase type and number of lugs. Thus, these data bear out the original 
equation format as given in Eq. 1. 

Subbase Coefficient and Number of Lugs-Table 1 gives A5 for each subbase type and 
number of lug combinations in this experiment. It was found that the following relation
ship existed between A5, subbase coefficient of friction, and number of lugs: 

Log A5 = A1 + A2 log C + A3 log (N + 1) 

where 

A1, A2, and A3 = arbitrary constants, 
C = subbase coefficient of friction, and 
N = number of rigid lugs. 

(2) 

A literary search was conducted, and a value for each subbase coefficient or friction 
was obtained. These values were assumed values of subbase coefficient of friction, and 
A5 was correlated in terms of these values. However, a more thorough study of this 
relationship indicates that the subbase part of A5 may be a combination of effects and 
not just coefficient of friction. For example, the type of subbase may influence the cy
clic end movement because of different types of soil masses acting against the lug sur
faces. Therefore, it is felt that the part of A5 determined by the subbase might be more 
appropriately called subbase coefficient C. 

Based on this assumption, values of subbase coefficient of friction, as such, could 
not be used for final correlation; and, because A5 is different for each subbase type with 
the same number of lugs, some arbitrary scale had to be set up and values obtained for 
the subbase coefficient so they could be correlated with A5 • 

Values of subbase coefficients were obtained by making a linear relationship between 
C, for the different subbase types, and A5. This was done by selecting random numbers 
to represent C for the subbase with the lowest cyclic end movement (surface-treated 
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subbase) and the highest cyclic end movement (crushed sandstone subbase). A value of 
2.65 was chosen for surface treatment and 1.35 for crushed sandstone. This then makes 
values of C, for the other subbase types, fall between 1.35 and 2.65. 

To obtain these values, Eq. 2 was used. This equation contains 3 unknown constants. 
Therefore, by use of 3 simultaneous equations of this form, the coefficients A1, A2, and 
& can be determined. These 3 equations are obtained by use of the As constants given 
in Table 1 for sections with surface-treated and crushed sandstone subbases and their 
respective number of lugs. The equations used were as follows: 

Log (2.9 x 10-3 in./deg F) = A1 + A2 log (2.65) + As log (0 + 1) 

Log (9.4 x 10-3 in./deg F) = A1 + A2 log (1.35) + A3 log (2 + 1) 

Log (7.0 x 10-3 in./deg F) = A1 + A2 log (1.35) + A3 log (5 + 1) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

After solving the equations for A1, A2, and A3, Eq. 2 was used to calculate C-values 
for each of the other subbases given in Table 1 by using As and the respective number 
of lugs. Table 2 gives the calculated C-values for all sections in Table 1. 

Verification of Equation Format 

Substitution of Eq. 2 into Eq. 1 yields the following relationship: 

Log b = A1 + A2 log C + As log (N + 1) + A4 log ( IGI ~ 
1 

) (6) 

On the basis of these data, the empirical relationship between end movement and the 
enumerated parameters is the same. 

EMPIRICAL DESIGN EQUATION 

On the basis of data taken on this project, it was found that Eq. 6 is valid and, fur
thermore, that no factor should be added to compensate for environmental location or 
pavement age. Therefore, a multiple regression correlation was run on this equation 
to determine the coefficient for each term. Then the equation could be used as a pre
dictor of end movement in terms of the pararneters contained in the equation. 

Regression Analysis 

The correlation of constants A1, A2, &, and A4 of Eq. 6 was determined by a multiple 
regression technique using the values of the parameters of each end system and the 
values (1) of the subbase coefficient previously determined (Table 2). The following re
sults ofthis regression analysis are A1 = -1.902, A2 = -2.027, & = -0.312, A4 = 0.107, 
and R2 = 0. 71, and standard error = 0.0008 in./deg F. The resulting empirical design 

TABLE 2 

SUBBASE COEFFICIENTS FOR USE IN 
EMPIRICAL DESIGN EQUATION 

Subbase 

Surface treated 
Lime stabilized 
Asphalt stabilized 
Rounded river gravel 
Crushed river gravel 
Crushed limestone 
Cement stabilized 
Crushed sandstone 

Subbase Coefficient of 
Friction 

2.65 
2 .13 
1.96 
1.95 
1.93 
1.93 
1.90 
1.35 

equation is as follows: 

L 0-101 

~ = 0.01253 (jaf~-i) (~T) 
C2,021 (N + l)o,312 

(7) 

where 

b.X = total movement for a given tempera
ture change experienced at an ex
pansion joint, in.; and 

b.T = change in air temperature for a given 
period, deg F. 
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Evaluation of Equation 

The standard error given in the preceding paragraph means that Eq. 7 would predict 
an expected end movement for a given temperature change within ±0. 0008 in./deg F. 
However, all of this error is not due to equation fit. A standard deviation analysis was 
run on all replicate sections, and the analysis indicated that an error of 0.00041 in./deg 
F of that measured could be expected from 2 sections under equal conditions. This re
plicate error is probably due to random variation in sampling and the existence of un
known variables. 

Although the coefficients found by regression analysis are slightly different from the 
ones found in a previous study (probably due to more available data for each variable), 
the standard error in this study is much less. Therefore, it is felt that these coef
ficients fit the actual conditions much better and the resulting equations will be much 
more reliable as a design guide. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

On the basis of this research project conducted by the Texas Highway Department 
during a period of 3½ yea.rs, the following conclusions are warr anted: 

1. The cyclic terminal movement of an 8-in. CRCP is directly related to pavement 
length and temperature change and indirectly related to pavement grade, subbase coef
ficient, and number of lugs. An empirical expression indicating movement in terms of 
these variables is presented here and may be used as a basis for design. 

2. The cyclic terminal movement of an 8-in. CRCP with and without terminal an
chorages was found to be independent of pavement age and environmental location. 

3. The study assumed that a maximum of 500 ft of CRCP contributes to end move
ment experienced at an expansion joint. 

4. Care should be taken in using the empirical equation derived here for design pur
poses. Parameters should not be used that are outside the limits of these data. Close 
observation of the values found to represent different types of bases indicates that these 
values may include more than just coefficient of friction because the values do not fol
low what might logically be expected. There is a possibility that some of the values 
derived here are partially due to the type of soil mass acting against the lug as well as 
the imposing force of surface friction. Because the equation is of an empirical form, 
no further distinction can be made at this time. However, it is felt that the values de
rived for each type of subbase apply to this empirical design equation. 

5. With certain combinations of subbase coefficient and grade percentage, the num
ber of terminal lugs for CRCP can be reduced to zero. A satisfactory performance 
dur~ng a period of 7 years and, in 1 case, 15 years verifies this. 
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IMPACT EFFECT ON RIGID PAVEMENT CORNER 
HAVING LOW SPOTS 
R. K. Ghosh, Ram Lal, and S. R. Vijayaraghavan, Rigid Pavement Research Division, 

Central Road Research Institute, India 

An approximate analysis has been made of the additional deflection that 
occurs in a rigid pavement corner because of the impact of a moving wheel 
over a low spot in the region. Analytical solutions for both supported and 
unsupported conditions of the corner have been presented. When there is a 
low spot, the dynamic deflection of the corner increases very rapidly with 
the speed of the vehicle up to a certain limiting speed, depending on the 
characteristics of the slab and support condition. In the case of thin slabs, 
the increase may be as high as 90 percent above the static value. In com
parison, when no low spot is present, the dynamic deflection decreases 
with the vehicle speed and is lower than the static value. Experiments 
conducted for some selected cases show that the comparison between ana
lytical and experimental values of additional dynamic deflection is satisfac
tory within the limitation of the investigation. 

•IN RIGID PAVEMENT, surface irregularities such as low spots are sometimes ob
served near joints and corners. These are a result of either bad workmanship or im
proper maintenance. In the latter case, expulsion of sealing compound from the joints 
results in concentrating the stresses and impacts. The resulting localized disintegra
tion of concrete under vehicular traffic forms depresssions or low spots. These de
pressions not only affect the riding quality of the pavement but also induce additional 
heavy impact loads on the pavement, such as the impact when a wheel travels over the 
low spots. 

A solution for the case when the low spot is away from a joint may be obtained from 
Timoshenko's analysis (3) . The effect of a low spot at a joint or a corner, where it is 
discontinuous, is covered here. The wheel load has been assumed to be concentrated 
at a point, and the joint has been assumed to be doweled. 

FULLY SUPPORTED FORWARD SLAB 

For the assumed configuration of a low spot spread over 2 diagonally opposite corners 
of adjacent slabs (Fig. 1), the following equation may be written with reference to the 
coordinates (origin O) shown in Figure 2: 

11 = (>../2) ( 1 + cos [ (2mc)/ L]} (1) 

where 11 is the variable depth of low spot, A is its maximum depth at the center, and L 

is its total length spread equally over both the slabs. 

Reaction Due to Inertia 

The effect of inertia may be neglected because the slab is fully supported and any 
vibration will be very much damped. 

Sponsored by Committee on Flexible Pavement Design. 
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WHEEL PAT]. SPOT 

COURSE 

Figure 1. Low spot at adjacent slab corners of a concrete pavement. 

Vertical Inertial Force of Load 

If a is acceleration caused by point load W that causes additional dynamic deflection 
y, then 

a = [d2 (y + 71)]/dt2 

The vertical inertial force due to this acceleration is 

F = (W/ g) ([d2 (y + 71)]/dt2} 

Resisting Force Due to Elasticity 

The resisting force due to the elasticity of the slab and its subgrade support is 

R=-k· y 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where k is the elastic reaction modulus of the pavement system in the corner region. 

DIRECTION OF 
LOAD MOVEMENT 

o' 

AFFECTED LENGTH,L AFFECTED LENGTH,L f
OINT 

! y 0
1 
= ORIGIN FOR FORWARD SLAB 

· 0 = ORIGIN FOR HIND SLAB 

Figure 2. Section of slabs through low spot along the bisector of the corner angle. 
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Forced Vibration 

From Eqs. 3 and 4, the equation for forced vibration due to the load moving on the 
low spot may be obtained as 

(W/ g) ([d2 (y + 7J}J / dt2} = -k· y 

or 

(5) 

Reckoning the time from the instant the load is at x = 0 (Fig. 2) and denoting the velocity 
of load by u so that x = u · t, we obtain the following from Eq. 1: 

7J = (>.. / 2) [1 + cos (2rrut/ L)] 

Substituting the value of 7J in Eq. 5, we get 

(d2y/dt2) + (kg/W) y = (2>..rr2u2/L 2
) cos (2rrut/L) 

Denoting kg/ W = p2, where p is the angular frequency of free vibration, we get 

Additional Deflection 

For initial conditions of y = 0 and y = 0 at t = 0, the solution of Eq. 7 is obtained 
from Dehmul's integral (_!) as 

or 

Denoting -r1 = t/u = total time taken by the load to cross the low spot and -r = 2rr/p = 
period of free vibration, we reduce Eq. 8 to 

For any position of the load along the low spot (Fig. 2), Eq. 9 is further modified as 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

y/ >.. = [l / [2(1 - -r//-r2
)]} (cos [(2rrt' / L) (-r1/-r)] - cos (2rrt'/L) } (10) 

The values of y expressed in terms of >.. have been calculated from Eq. 10 for different 
values of the ratio, -r1h, corresponding to the 3 positions of load at t' = t / 4, % L, and 
t/2 along the low spot. These are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows that, for all 
values of t', the additional deflection reaches maximum when -r1/-r approaches zero. 
-r1h tends to zero when the velocity of load is very high. The overall maximum occurs 
when t' approaches t / 2. The deflection becomes negative at locations corresponding 
to the values of -r1h between 1 and 3.0. 

Reaction Modulus 

If W denotes the load (spring-borne weight), k is the elastic reaction modulus at the 
triangular corner, and Amax is the maximum static deflection, we get 

k = W/ Amax (11) 
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Figure 3. Additional dynamic deflection for forward slab under fully 
supported (y/X vs T 1 hi and unsupported (y/'Ao vs r 1 h O ) conditions. 

The value of Amax may be computed from the following Westergaard equation @): 

Amax= (W/Kts2
) [1 · 1 - ('1/2 · r/ts) (0 · 88)] 
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(12) 

where K is the modulus of subgrade reaction; Ls is the radius of relative stiffness given 

by [Etl/ 12 (1 - µ2)K] ¼, in which E andµ. are re·spectively modulus of elasticity and 
Poisson's ratio of the slab material, and h is the slab thickness; and r is the radius of 
equivalent circle of tire imprint. 

Neglecting r for a point load, we obtain 

Amax= [(l · 1 W)/K t 8
2

] (13) 

Example 

li we talce a particulax example with W = 9,000 lb, K = 400 pci, E = 4 x 106 psi, h = 8 
in., andµ = 0.2, Amax works out to be 3.78 x 10- 2 in. Considering 25 percent load 
transfer at doweled joint, Amax : 0. 75 x 3. 78 x 10-2 in. The reaction modulus is k = 
W / Amax = 9,000/ (0 . 75 x 3. 78 x 10- 2

) = 323,000 lb/in. Because p2 = kg/W, by substitution 
we get 

p = ½rr [(323,000 x 32 x 12)/9,000] ½ = 18.63 cps 

Therefore, T = 1/p = 1/lB. 63 sec, and the ratio 

T1h = (t/u)h = 18.63 t/u (14) 
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For L = 4, 6, and 8 in. and v ranging from 20 to 73 ft/sec (i.e., 14 to 50 mph), the 
values of TJ./-r have been calculated. (y/>,.>max may then be obtained from either Eq. 10 
or the data shown in Figure 3. The variation of (y/ >-Jmax with v is shown in Figure 4. 
It is evident that the additional downwaxd (positive) deflection increases with the load 
velocity for a particular length of low spot. However, for a constant velocity, the ad
ditional downward deflection decreases with an increase in the length of low spot. 

UNSUPPORTED FORWARD SLAB 

In the case of an unsupported corner, the additional dynamic deflection due to a low 
spot being traversed by a moving load will be governed, among other factors, by the 
inertia of the slab, the effect of which will be appreciable. 

Reaction Due to Inertia 

The geometry of an unsupported corner as a cantilever slab in the form of an isosce
les triangle of uniform thickness is shown in Figure 5. If the width of an elemental strip 
dx at a distance x from the support is 

bx = b [1 - (x/L)] (15) 

the mass of the strip is 

w = (bx· dx · h · y)/g (16) 

where b is the breadth of the cantilever at the support, h is the uniform slab thickness, 

i 
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Figure 4. Maximum additional downward deflection for forward slab for different velocities 
of load. 
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CANTILEVER 

Figure 5. Unsupported corner of forward slab. 

L is the unsupported effective span length of the slab, g is the acceleration due to grav
ity, and y is the unit weight of slab material. Because of continuity of the cantilever 
over the support, the zone of influence of the load extends beyond the actually unsup
ported length. From tests conducted by the authors (1), it was observed that the effec
tive length of the overhang was about 90 percent more-than the actually unsupported 
length under both static and dynamic conditions of loadin~. 

Because acceleration of the unit mass is equal to d2y/ dt2, the inertial force of the 
strip may be obtained from 

or 

sx = ([b [1 - (x/L)] dx · h · 'Y }/g) (d2y/dt2) 

The total inertial force of the whole cantilever is, therefore, 

or 

S = (bhyL/2g) (d2y/dt2) 

Denoting bhyL/2 = M, we obtain the following reaction due to inertia: 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 
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Vertical lnerti.al Force of Load 

If we use the same low spot configuration as shown in Figure 2, the equation for 
inertial force F of the load W is 

F = (W/ g) ([d2 (y + 71)] / dt2
} 

Resisting Force Due to Elasticity 

(20) 

If we assume that the cantilever is an elastic spring, the resisting force due to its 
elasticity is, as before, 

R=-k•y (21) 

Forced Vibration 

From Eqs. 19, 20, and 21, the expression for forced vibration produced by a load 
moving on a low spot may be obtained as 

or 

(22) 

Applying Eq. 6 to Eq. 22, we get 

(d2y/dt2)+ [kg/(W+ M)] y = [W>../(W+ M)] (21r 2 1//t2
) cos (2rrut/t) (23) 

Denoting kg / (W + M) = p/, where po represents the angular frequency of free vibration 
and W>.. / (W + M) = >..o, we then transform Eq. 23 to 

(24) 

Additional Deflection 

For the same initial conditions as those for fully supported case, the solution of dif-
ferential Eq. 24 yields · - - · 

or 

y = (>.. 0 / (2 [1 - (L 2/ u2
) (p// 41r 2 )J} ) [cos p0 ti - cos (21rut1/ d] (25) 

If we denote L/u = T1 (as before) and To = 2rr/ po, Eq. 25 becomes 

(26) 

For any position of load along the low spot (Fig. 2), Eq. 26 may be further modified as 

y/ >..o = (1/[2 (1 - T//T0
2

) 1} (cos[(2rrL'/ L) (n/T0 )J - cos (2rrL'/ L)} (27) 

Equation 27, deduced in the foregoing, is of the same form as Eq. 10. If the variation 
of y/>..0 with T1/T0 for 3 positions of load (i.e., L

1 = L/ 4, 3/eL, and L/2) is drawn, an ex
actly similar set of curves as those shown in Figure 3 would be obtained. 
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Reaction Modulus 

As before, iOmax = W /k. Except for cantilever overhang (!), 

Amax = WL 3 /2Eio (28) 

where Io represents moment of inertia of the section of the cantilever at support. There
fore, 

k = W / Amax = 2Eio/L3 (29) 

Example 

If we take the same example as that for the fully supported case, then W = 9,000 lb, 
L (effective) = 48 in., h = 8 in., Io= 2,896 in.4, E = 4 x 106 psi, and Amax (from Eq. 
28) = 4.296 x 10-2 in. With the 25 percent load transference at doweled joints reduced, 
Amax = 3.22 x 10-2 in. From Eq. 29, the reaction modulus k = 9,000/3.22 x 10- 2 = 
279,300 lb/in. Because M = bhyL/2, taking b = ./2 x 48 in. and y = 144 lb/cu ft, we 
get M = 1,086 lb. Because po2 = kg/(W + M), we get 

p0 = ½rr [(279,000 x 32 x 12)/(9,000 + 1,086)]½ = 17.20 cps 

Therefore, -ro = 1/11. 20 sec. But because -r1/u, the ratio 

(30) 

For i = 4, 6, and 8 in. and u varying between 10 and 73 ft/sec (i.e., 6.82 to 50 mph), 
the values of the ratio -r1/-r0 have been computed. The values of (y/>-)max may be ob
tained from Figure 3. The variation of (y />-)max with u for the present case has been 
worked out and is shown in Figure 4. The set of curves obtained is similar to that for 
the fully supported case. 

FULLY SUPPORTED HIND SLAB 

Because the low spot is situated at the confluence of 2 or more slabs (Fig. 1), the 
moving load while traversing the low spot is met with change in support and other con
ditions, such as discontinuity at joints between the hind and forward slabs and slope of 
the low spot. Thus, as soon as the load enters the low spot in the hind slab, it begins 
to accelerate because of the downward slope. On approaching the forward slab, how
ever, the load experiences a retardation with corresponding increase in pressure on 
the slab and, hence, deflection. 

For analysis of impact effect on the hind slab, the expression for the low spot con
figuration may be modified as follows with reference to the origin O' (Fig. 2): 

11 = (>../2) [1 - cos (2rrx/ L)J (31) 

Forced Vibration 

The equation for forced vibration from Eq. 5 is 

(32) 

Reckoning the time from the instant the load is at o' and with u as the load velocity so 
that x = ut, we find from Eq. 31 that 

1) = (>../2) [ 1 - cos (2rrut/ i )J (33) 

Equation 32 can now be rewritten as 

(34) 
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Additional Deflection 

The solution of Eq. 34 yields additional deflection as 

(35) 

For any position of load along the centerline of the low spot, Eq. 35 may be modified as 

y/>.. = (1/[2 (1 - ,.//,r2
)]} (cos (2rrL'/L) - cos [(2rrL'/L) (1""1/-r)J) (36) 

where L' represents the distance traveled by the load at any instant measured from O'. 
The values of yin terms of>.. have been computed from Eq. 36 for different values of 
1""1/-r, and 3 positions of load at L' = L/4, 3/aL, and L/2 are shown in Figui·e 6. It may be 
seen that y is negative (upward deflection) when 1""1/-r is small, i.e., velocity is high. 
The overall maximum positive value of 0.42>.. at 1""1/-r = 1.65 is attained for y as the load 
approaches the corner tip of the hind slab. 

For the fully supported case, 1""1/-r = 18.63 L/u (see Eq. 14). Because positive addi
tional deflection occurs for values of 1""1/T greater than 1, the velocities chosen for 
analysis range from 2.0 to 12.4 ft/sec (i.e., 1.3 to 8.4 mph) for L = 4, 6, and 8 in. The 
y />.. values may be obtained from Eq. 36. The variation of (y />..)max with u is sinusoidal 
in nature and is shown in Figure 7. 

UNSUPPORTED HIND SLAB 

Forced Vibration 

Rewriting Eq. 22 for forced vibration by substituting the value of 11 from Eq. 33, we 
get 

(d2y/dt2
) + [kg/(W + M)] y = - [W>../(W + M)] (2rr2u2/L2

) cos (2rrut/L) (37) 

Additional Deflection 

Using the usual notations and solving Eq. 37, we obtain 

y/>..o = (1/[2 (1 - ,.//-ro2
)]} (cos (2rrL'/L) - cos [(2rrL'/ L) (1""1/-ro)]} (38) 

Comparing Eqs. 38 and 36 shows that they are exactly alike. Therefore, the curves 
shown in Figure 6 representing Eq. 36 would also be valid for Eq. 38. 

For the present case, the ratio T1h0 = 17.20 L/u (see Eq. 30). For the same range 
of values of L, u, and n /To as in the previous case, the maximum positive values of 
the ratio y />.. have been computed. The values of (y />..)max for different values of u are 
shown in Figure 7. 

EXPERIMENT AL INVESTIGATION 

This section discusses experimental verification of some of the analytical findings 
obtained previously. The experiments cover only the fully supported corner case with 
and without low spot. 

Low Spot 

Two adjacent corners at an expansion joint between concrete pavement slabs in the 
internal road system of the Institute were selected for the investigation. An artificial 
low spot, as shown in Figure 2, was prepared by grinding the concrete surface near the 
corners and by applying 1: 1 cement-sand mortar over the ground surface. Figure 8 
shows the low spot. The width and total length of the low spot were 4 and 8 in. respec
tively. The maximum depth, >.., was measured to be 0.10 in. at its center. Because 
the width of the expansion joint was ¾ in., the low spot spread over a length of 3% in. 
on each corner. The sealing compound at the joint was chamfered to conform to the 
general shape of the low spot. 
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Instrumentation 

For measuring transient deflections 
caused by moving loads, a cantilever 
steel-strip deflectometer equipped with 
electrical resistance strain gages was 
used. Four strain gages of Hungarian 
Orion EMG type, each having a gage fac
tor of 2.21 and a resistance of 120 ohms, 
were firmly bonded to the deflectometer, 
with 2 gages on each of the top and bottom 
surfaces at identical locations very close 
to the clamped end. The bridge was con
nected to the KWS/II-5 carrier frequency 
amplifier of German make (Hottinger 
Messtechnik). With the help of the ampli
fier, it was possible to have an indication 
of the static and dynamic responses from 
the movement of the recording needle. 
The static response could also be directly 
recorded through compensation by balanc-
ing the meter. The bridge-feeding was 

Figure 8. Test corners with low spot, with deflectom
eter pickup fixed under the hind slab 1 in. from center 

of expansion joint. 

done by a 5,000 cps oscillator that also generated the switch voltage for the phase crit
ical demodulator. The measuring voltage on the bridge output could be made visible by 
connecting it to a Phillips low-frequency oscilloscope. The maximum sensitivity of the 
oscilloscope was 2 mV /cm. The sweep time on the X-scale could be varied from 1 
sec/cm to 5 usec/cm. The vertical scale of the oscilloscope screen was calibrated for 
a known setting, and each small division corresponded to 0.0049 in. Figure 9 shows 
the general setup of the experiment. 

In the first series of experiments, the deflectometer tip was fixed at the bottom of 
the forward slab corner at a distance of 4 in. from the center of the expansion joint. In 
the second series, the deflectometer was placed under the hind slab corner, with its 
distance from the center of expansion joint being 1 in. The deflectometer assembly 
was protected from accidental damage during the test by being covered with a heavy 
steel plate. 

Test Procedure 

An empty Tata-Mercedes-Benz truck was used in the test. Its front and hind wheels 
on the right were made to traverse the test corners of 2 adjacent concrete slabs. Al

though the wheel load and tire pressure 
for both the front wheels were 2,352 lb 

Figure 9. General setup of experiment, with amplifier 
and recording oscilloscope assembly shown on left. 

and 82 psi respectively, those for the 2 
dual-tire wheels in the rear were 2,464 
lb and 84 psi respectively. 

The truck was operated to traverse the 
corners parallel to the longitudinal edge 
of the pavement at different speeds (4 to 
37 mph). The static response was mea
sured at crawl speeds of less than 1 mph. 
The correct position of the wheel from the 
edge was obtained from the tire imprint 
traced out by the tire on paper placed close 
to the corners. 

The response of forward and hind slabs, 
with and without low spots, to a moving 
front wheel only was transmitted on an 
oscilloscope screen and photographed for 
each run. The dynamic deflections were 
computed from the photographic records 
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TABLE 1 

LOAD TRANSFER AT JOlNT UNDER STATIC LOADING CONDITION 

Deflection Deflection at 
Load 

Test 
Slab That Under Loada Corner Tip of 

Transferred Wheel Is On (in.) Adjacent Slab (percent) (in.) 

1 Forward 0.0539 0.0221 29. l 
2 Forward 0.0539 0.0196 26.6 
3 Forward 0.0539 0.0221 29.1 
4 Hind 0 .0515 0.0196 27.6 
5 Hind 0 .0515 0.0221 30.0 
6 Hind 0.0515 0.0196 27 .6 

Avg 28.3 

awhen center of load is 4 in. from center of expansion point. 

by measuring the peak ordinates for those runs in which the outward lateral deviation 
of the wheel from the longitudinal edge of the corners was O to 2 in. The exact speed 
of the truck for each run was computed from the distance between the front and rear 
wheels (14 ft) and the sweep time from oscilloscope records. The speedometer read
ings provided a rough check. Observations were also made for the static response of 
the forward slab corner when the front wheel was about to leave the hind slab but was 
still fully on it. In this position the center of load was 4 in. from the center of the ex
pansion joint. Observations were also made of the hind slab corner with the wheel fully 
placed on the forward slab. From these observations, an average load transfer of 28.3 
percent of wheel load at the joint could be calculated (Table 1). Responses were re
corded for slabs with and without low spots. 

Response of Forward Slab Without Low Spot 

The maximum values of static deflection of the forward slab corner at crawl speed 
of the truck were recorded for different lateral positions of the front wheel. The varia
tion in deflection for different positions of the wheel shown in Figure 10 indicated that 
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Figure 10. Variation in static deflection of the forward slab under front 
wheel resulting from lateral shift of latter. 
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Figure 11. Kinetic response of forward slab corner without low spot: (a) speed 39.0 ft/sec; and (b) 
speed = 51.5 ft/sec. 

the deflection remained practically unaffected when the outer periphery of the wheel was 
off the edge up to 2 in. There was, however, a gradual decrease in deflection when the 
wheel was inside the slab but moving away from the edge. 

Kinetic response of the forward slab corner was obtained by running the truck at dif
ferent speeds ranging between 9. 6 and 3 5 mph. Figure 11 shows typical photographic rec
ords of the response obtained for 2 speeds. The values of dynamic deflection for dif
ferent speeds and lateral positions of the wheel are given in Table 2 and are shown in 
Figure 12. 

Response of Forward Slab With Low Spot 

In this case the truck was run at speeds between 11 and 37 mph. The typical photo
graphic records of the responses for 2 speeds are shown in Figure 13. The test data 

are given in Table 2 and are shown in 
Figure 12. 

TABLE 2 

EXPERIMENTAL VALUES OF DYNAMIC DEFLECTION 
AT DIFFERENT SPEEDS 

Slab 

Forward without 
low spot 

Forward with 
low spot 

Hind with 
low spot 

Test 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Vehicle 
Speed 

(rt/sec) 

14.0 
27.5 
35.0 
36.8 
39.0 
51.5 

16.3 
18.9 
21.2 
21.9 
26.9 
28.5 
29.2 
32.0 
39.5 
41.0 
54.0 

5.6 
7.6 
8.2 

10.7 

Dynamic Distancea 
Deflection (in .) (in.) 

0.04655 -0.5 
0.04165 2.0 
0.04043 2.0 
0.03675 0.5 
0.03920 0.0 
0.03920 1.5 

0 .04900 2.0 
0.05390 2.0 
0.07105 1.0 
0.05880 0.0 
0.07350 0.0 
0.09065 0.5 
0.09310 2.0 
0.09675 1.0 
0.09675 0.0 
0.09800 0.0 
0.10535 -0.5 

U.04655 0.0 
0.04900 1.0 
0.04900 2.0 
0.05390 0.5 

a Distance of the outer periphery of the wheel from the longitudinal edge of 
the corner. 

Response of Hind Slab 

Photographic records of responses of 
the hind slab corner with and without low 
spots were obtained for speeds varying 
between 4 and 7 mph. A typical response 
record is shown in Figure 14. The results 
are given in Table 2 and are shown in 
Figure 15. 

Comparison of Experimental Data 
With Theoretical Values 

The experimental results of additional 
deflection were compared with the values 
obtained from theoretical analysis. 

Reaction Modulus-For W = 2,352 lb, 
h = 3. 7 in., K = 500 pci, /J = 0.2, and 
Edyn = 1.3 x 4 x 106 psi under impact load
ing (30 percent increase assumed over 
the Estat value, 2), ~max from Eq. 13 
worked out to be 0.02419 in. when full ioad 
was transfered. However, because 28.3 
percent of the load got transferred through 
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Figure 13. Kinetic response of forward slab corner with low spot: (a) speed= 26.9 ft/sec; and (b) speed = 41.0 
ft/sec. 
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Figure 14. Kinetic response of hind slab corner with low spot (speed= 5.6 
ft/sec) . 
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the joint, Am~ was equal to 0. 717 x 0.02419 in. The value of k derived from Eq. 11 
was 135,600 lb/in. 

Free Period of Vibration-In the relationship p 2 = kg/W, W is the amount of effective 
load in contact with the low spot causing additional dynamic deflection. With contact 
area of the front wheel and total area of low spot on the forward slab being 28. 7 in. 2 and 
16 in. 2 respectively, W = 2,352 x 1

%a.7 = 1,310 lb. Hence, 

p = ½11 [(135,600 x 32 x 12)/1,310] ½ cps 

or p is equal to 31.8 cps. Therefore, T is equal to 1/21.8 sec. 

Additional Deflection 

Forward Slab-For r = 1/21.a sec, r1/r = 31.8 L/u. The values of r1/r were calcu
lated for L = 8 in. and u = 20 to 50 ft/sec. The values of y/>... and, hence, of y (with 
>... = 0.10 in.) could now be obtained either from Eq. 10 or more readily from values 
shown in Figure 3, taking L

1 = L/2. The theoretical and experimental values of y, the 
latter being obtained from the mean curve shown in Figure 12, were compared as shown 
in Figure 16, which also includes the values for E = 4.0 x 106 psi. 

Hind Slab-For r1/r = 1/21.0 L/u, L = 8 in., and u = 6 to 10 ft/sec, the values of r1/r 
were calculated . From these, the values of y />... and y could be computed either from 
Eq. 36 or more r eadily from values shown in Figure 6, for L

1 
= (%) L. The theoreti

cal and experimental values of y are shown in Figure 17. 

DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY 

1. The objective of the investigation is to determine the additional dynamic deflection 
of rigid pavement from the impact of a wheel load movement over the low spot in the 
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corner region of the slab. Readily usable formulas and graphs, which are reported in 
the paper to determine additional dynamic deflection of both forward and hind slab cor
ners for different conditions of support, allow an easy application of the findings. The 
theoretically determined values for some selected cases have been compared with the 
experimental results. 

2. The additional deflection is proportional to the depth, length, and slope of low 
spot, load velocity, and elastic reaction modulus of the slab, depending on support con
dition. Even though the theoretical curves for additional deflection for both the support 
conditions (fully supported and unsupported) are similar for either hind or forward slab, 
those for hind and forward slabs are basically different. The maximum deflection for 
the forward slab is reached when the load is just leaving the low spot and the vehicle is 
traveling at high speeds. In the case of the hind slab, the maximum additional deflec
tion at high speeds is always negative, i.e., upward in direction. Positive downward 
deflection of lower magnitude, however, occurs at lower speeds, and the maximum is 
induced when the load just leaves the hind slab. 

3. For a low spot length over both the hind and forward slabs of 4 to 8 in., slab 
thickness of 8 in., and effective corner length of 48 in., the maximum positive additional 
deflections (theoretically determined) in the hind slab do not vary with the length of the 
low spot and are of the magnitude of 0.415>.. and 0.372>.. for fully supported and unsup
ported conditions respectively, where >.. is the depth of the low spot. These occur at 
low speeds of 2.5 to 3.5 ft/sec, 4.5 to 5.5 ft/sec, and 6.5 to 7.5 ft/sec for the 4-, 6-, 
and 8-in. lengths of the low spot respectively. 

4. For the same conditions as in the preceding, the maximum positive deflection 
(theoretically determined) of the forward slab occurs at a speed of about 70 to 75 ft/sec 
and approaches the values of 0.96 to 1.0>.. and 0.86 to 0.89>.. for fully supported and un
supported conditions respectively. The difference between the maximum values for 
fully supported and unsupported conditions is 0.10 to 0.11>.. at high speeds, the deflection 
in the unsupported slab always being lower in magnitude. When the length of the low 
spot is increased from 4 to 8 in., the maximum positive deflection is reduced by only 
3 to 4 percent. 

5. The tests have been conducted on fully supported concrete pavement slabs of a 
3.7-in. thickness laid over a W.B. M. subbase (K-value"" 500 pci). In all the cases 
within the purview of the tests, there is a gradual reduction in the dynamic deflection 
with increase in speed of the vehicle when there is no low spot. At a speed of 50 ft/ sec 
(34 mph), the reduction is 27.5 percent when compared to the value at crawl speed (i.e., 
static condition). With a low spot, the dynamic deflection of the forward slab corner 
increases very rapidly with speed up to about 50 ft/sec (34 mph), after which the curve 
is asymptotic. At this speed, the additional positive dynamic deflection due to the low 
spot is 167 percent of the dynamic deflection when no low spot is present. This amounts 
to an increase of 94.5 percent in deflection over the static value. 

6. The experiment further shows that the dynamic deflection of the hind slab corner 
also increases with speed of the vehicle when a low spot is present. The increase is 
25 and 35 percent over the static condition and the case when no low spot is present re
spectively for a vehicle speed of 10 ft/sec (6.8 mph). Because, as indicated by theoreti
cal analysis, at high speeds the dynamic deflection of the hind slab corner with a low 
spot is always lower than it is when no low spot is present, the experiment has been con
ducted only at low speeds. 

7. The comparison of the values of theoretically determined and experimentally ob
tained additional dynamic deflection shows that they are in good agreement with each 
other. The agreement in the case of forward slab is, however, more satisfactory. The 
slight difference between the theoretical and experimental values may be attributed to 
inaccuracies in theoretical assumptions in the spread and nature of load, value of dy
namic modulus of elasticity, K-value of the subbase, and the like. Although in reality 
the load is of a distributed nature, it has been assumed to be concentrated in the theo
retical analysis. There is also the possibility that part of the vibrations of the wheel 
being transmitted to the body of the vehicle may cause an alteration of the vertical pres
sure of the springs on the axle. This may happen when the frequency of the wheel is not 
large in comparison to that of the body of the vehicle. 
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8. The analysis made in this paper serves to highlight the progressive detrimental 
effect of the surface irregularities such as low spots on rigid pavement under moving 
loads and to stress the necessity of exercizing adequate controls during construction 
of new pavements and proper maintenance of the existing pavement. 
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METHOD FOR SEPARATELY EVALUATING STRUCTURAL 
PERFORMANCE OF SUBGRADES AND 

OVERLYING FLEXIBLE PAVEMENTS 
Nari K. Vaswani, Virginia Highway Research Council 

The structural evaluation of flexible pavements is now carried out mostly 
with deflection-measuring devices such as the Dynaflect or the Benkelman 
beam. The object of the investigation reported here was to determine 
whether the properties of the deflected basin measured by these devices on 
the pavement surfaces could make it possible to evaluate the subgrade and 
the overlying pavement together and separately. In this investigation it 
was found that, by means of theoretical and field studies, the maximum 
and other deflections in lhe deflecled Lasin could ue used lo evaluate the 
strength of the subgrade before the pavement is laid over it, the strengths 
of the subgrade and pavement separately after the pavement is laid, and the 
change in strength of the subgrade and pavement due to seasonal changes 
or age. A general chart was developed that correlates maximum deflec
tion and spreadability with the subgrade strength, the average pavement 
strength, and the thickness index of the pavement. This chart was tested 
for separate structural evaluations of the subgrade and its overlying pave
ment for projects in Virginia. Ten typical examples of the projects are 
given in the paper. 

• AN INCREASE in the development of sophisticated equipment for use in evaluating the 
structural performance or strength of pavements occurred following publication of the 
WASHO Road Test results. In spite of the availability of this equipment, many states, 
including Virginia, have been unable to determine whether failures or changes in the 
structural behavior of flexible pavements are attributable to the subgrade only, the 
pavement over the subgrade, or both the subgrade and the pavement. 

The surface deflections of a pavement have proved to be a very valuable indicator 
of the structural performance of the pavement as a whole, including its subgrade. Most 
states, including Virginia, have equipment for measuring these deflections. The com
monly adopted apparatus is the Benkelman beam. The Dynaflect is being used in Vir
ginia and in some other states. Both measure the maximum and other vertical dis
placements within the deflected basin. In this investigation, Dynaflect data were used 
to determine the contribution of the subgrade and the overlying layers to the structural 
behavior of the flexible pavement. 

SCOPE AND PURPOSE 

A theoretical evaluation was conducted in this investigation in which maximum de
flection data and other available measurements of displacements in.the deflected basin 
were used to evaluate the strength of the subgtade separately from the strength of the 
overlying pavement and, thus, to determine the amount of change in the strength of the 
subgrade separately from the change in the strength of the overlying pavement. The 
study was divided into 3 parts as follows: 

1. Theoretical determination of the thickness-equivalency values of materials hav
ing different moduli of elasticity and Poisson's ratios; 
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2. Development of a pavement evaluation chart that evaluates the subgrade strength 
separately from the pavement strength; and 

3. Application of the pavement evaluation chart for evaluating the subgrade before 
the pavement is laid and the subgrade and overlying layers separately after the pave
ment is laid at any time of the year. 

VARIABLES, CONSTANTS, AND ASSUMPTIONS 

The dependent variables in this investigation were the maximum deflection of the de
flected basin and the spreadability of the deflected basin. The spreadability is the av
erage deflection in percent of the maximum deflection and, in this investigation, was 
taken as follows: 

dmax + d1 + d2 + da + d4 
5 

d >< 100 percent 
max 

(1) 

where 

dmax = maximum deflection of the pavement, as measured in the field and 
d0 , when theoretically calculated; and 

d1, d2, d3, d4 = deflections at 1, 2, 3, and 4 ft from the center of the applied load. 

The Dynaflect equipment used in Virginia measures all the deflections of the basin 
at one setting. The correlation between the Dynaflect and the Benkelman beam as mea
sured in Virginia is given by the relationship dmax of the Benkelman beam = 28.6 dd 
of the Dynaflect (1). 

In the theoretical evaluation, the materials in the layered system were assumed to 
be elastic, isotropic, and homogeneous, and it was assumed that there was a perfect 
bond between the adjacent layers. A Chevron computer program (2) was used for this 
evaluation. A maximum wheel load of 9,000 lb, as allowed in Virginia (3), was chosen 
for use in the investigation. The tire pressure was taken as 70 psi over-a circular con
tact area having a radius of 6.4 in. 

Pavement systems with layers of decreasing strength from the top of the pavement 
toward the subgrade were taken into consideration. Neither the sandwich layer system 
nor the case of weaker layers over .stronger layers is included in the results because 
of their different behavior. This difference in behavior is reported from studies (4) 
conducted prior to this investigation. -

THEORETICAL EVALUATION OF SUBGRADE PROPERTIES 

Based on Boussinesq's and Terzaghi's (5) analyses, the following simple relation
ship for displacements in a deflected basin -of the top horizontal surface has been drawn 
for a semi-infinite single-layer system: 

where 

dr = deflection in the deflected basin at a distance r from the load center; 
P = applied load; 

Us = Poisson's ratio of the subgrade material in the layer; 
Es = modulus of elasticity of the material in the layer; and 

f (r) = function of r, the distance from the center of the applied load. 

(2) 

Based on Eq. 2, the deflection values in the deflected basin were calculated for vari
ous values of Es, us, and P. It was found that, for all values of Es and us, the deflec
tions at any point in terms of the maximum deflection d0 were constant. The deflec
tions for a 9,000-lb wheel load, a 70-psi tire pressure, and a 6.4-in. radius at 1, 2, 3, 
and 4 ft from the center of the applied load were found to be 0.277 d0 , 0.134d0 , 

0.089 d0 , and 0.067 d0 respectively. 
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Figure 1. Evaluation of thickness-equivalency values. 

The investigations carried out on projects in Virginia also showed that the deflec
tion is a function not only of the strength of the pavement s tructure over the subgrade 
but also of the strength of the subgrade. A 1969 investigation (7) gave the following 
equation: log d0 + 0.043 (D + subgrade facto1·) = 0 .32. Tltis equation could a lso be con
verted in the general equation to the form log d + a log (D + s ubgrade factor) = b, where 
a and b are constants. Figure 2 (main curves, left to r i ght) shows how the s ubgrade 
strength contributes towar d the decreased deflections. 

INTERACTION OF SUB GRADE AND PAVEMENT OVER 
SUBGRADE WITH MAXIMUM DEFLECTION AND SPREADABILITY 

For u = 0.47 and P = 9,000 lb it was found that Eq. 2 reduces to the form Es x d0 = 
700 lb/in. Based on this computation, the 2 horizontal scales shown in Figure 2 have 
been drawn along the base line to show the relationship between the modulus of elasticity 
of the subgrade (without an overlying layer, i.e., at D = 0) and the maximum deflection 
dmax or do· This figure shows that at the base line the spreadability of the subgrade 
is 31.35, irrespective of the modulus of elasticity of the subgrade, when D = 0. 
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Thus, the spreadability of a semi-infinite subgrade material for any value of Es and 
us for a 9,000-lb wheel load was found to be constant as follows: 

d + 0.277 d + 0.134 d + 0.089 d + 0.067 d 
Spreadability = 

0 0 

5 ~ 
0 0 x 100 = 31.3 5 

0 

The value of d0 varies with the values of Es and us, If us is kept constant, the value 
of Es will have to be proportionately changed to get the same value of maximum deflec
tion d0 • 

THICKNESS INDEX AND SUBGRADE FACTOR 

In the AASHO Road Test, the resistance to deflection or the structural behavior of 
a pavement was defined by the following model equation: 

log dmax = ao + a1h1 + azh2 + a3h3 + . . . = ao + D (3) 

where 

ao = a constant; 
a1, a2, a3 = coefficients of relative strength and are termed thickness equivalencies 

in this investigation and could be defined as equivalent strengths per inch 
depth of the material in a given layer; 

h1, h2, h3 = thicknesses of the layers having thickness-equivalency values of a1, a2, 
and a3 respectively; and 

D = thickness index and is equal to a1h1 + azh2 + a3h3. 

The thickness equivalencies of the materials for given moduli of elasticity were the
oretically determined by calculating maximum deflections with a top layer of a given 
modulus of elasticity resting over a subgrade with a modulus of elasticity of 1,000 psi. 
Figure 1 shows the relationship between the maximum deflection and the thicknesses of 
the top layers with given moduli of elasticity. 

To determine the theoretical thickness equivalency of each of these materials re
quired that the thickness equivalency of 1 material be assumed as unity. The thickness 
equivalency of the material with a modulus of elasticity E of 300,000 psi was assumed 
to be equal to 1.0. An example of evaluating the thickness equivalency of a material is 
as follows. In Figure 1, for d0 = 0.35, the thickness of the layer with E = 30,000 psi 
is 4 in., whereas the thickness of the layer with E = 300,000 psi for the same value of 
d0 is 1.8 in. Thus, the thickness equivalency of the material with E = 30,000 psi at 
d0 = 0.35 is equal to 1.8/4 = 0.45. In a similar manner, the thickness equivalency of the 
material having an E of 30,000 psi is determined for different values of do from Figure 
1. An average of the thickness-equivalency values so obtained is considered as the 
thickness equivalency of the material having an E of 30,000 psi. It was found that there 
was very little difference between the thickness equivalencies obtained for the same ma
terial with varying amounts of deflections. The thickness equivalencies of the materials 
so determined are shown in Figure 1. 

An evaluation was carried out to determine whether the thickness-equivalency values 
so determined would satisfy Eq. 3 given previously. This was done by evaluating 2-
and 3-layer systems with varying thicknesses and moduli of elasticity of the layers 
overlying the same subgrade as shown in Figure 1. The correlation between log d0 
and the log of the thickness index D was found to be good, with a correlation coefficient 
of 0.985 and a standard error of estimate of 0.098 in the equation log d0 + 0.92 log D = 
-0.173. 

It may be pointed out that in 1968 a similar type of relationsip was developed from 
projects in Virginia. This relationship was log dmax + 0.068 D = 2.06 (§_). The rela
tionship could be converted in the general equation to the form log d0 + a log D = b as 
determined by the theoretical evaluation mentioned previously, where a and b are con
stants of the equation. 
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Pavement layers over the subgrade increase the spreadability while reducing the 
deflection. In some cases it may be possible to determine the amount of decrease in 
deflection caused by the overlying pavement layers. If this is determined, then the de
flection of the subgrade could be calculated by adding this decrease in deflection to the 
total deflection determined on the top of the pavement. The deflection of the subgrade, 
along with the spreadability value of the pavement over the subgrade, will make it pos
sible to determine the modulus of elasticity of the subgrade, the thickness index of the 
pavement, and the average modulus of elasticity of the pavement layers. 

In Figure 2, 4 main curves have been shown. Each is for a different modulus of 
elasticity of the subgrade, and each is divided into subcurves. The subcurves-A, B, 
and sometimes C-for each of the main curves have pavement layer moduli of elasticity 
of 30,000, 300,000 and 3,000,000 psi respectively. Thus, if the maximum deflection 
and spreadability values are known, the subgrade modulus of elasticity, the thickness 
index of the pavement, and the average modulus of elasticity Eav of the pavement could 
be determined. For example, given do = 0.078 in. and S = 60, from Figure 2 it is found 
that Es = 2,500 psi, D = 5.0, and Eav of the pavement= 300,000 psi. 

The main curves shown in Figure 2 are almost parallel to each other. The spacing 
among them is based on the maximum subgrade deflection or on the modulus of elastic
ity of the subgrade. Once the subgrade deflection or modulus of elasticity of any sub
grade is known, the main curve for deflection versus spreadability can be extrapolated. 

The extrapolation of the subcurves is not based on a simple arithmetic relationship 
like that shown for the main curves. This is evident from curves lA, lB, and lC for 
the pavements (over the subgrade) having moduli of elasticity of 30,000, 300,000, and 
3,000,000 psi respectively. For the same modulus of elasticity of the subgrade, the 
spacing among the subcurves increases with an increase in the modulus of elasticity 
of the pavement over the subgrade. This change tends to zero along the tangent lengths 
of the curves but becomes more prominent when the curves bend. It may, therefore, 
be necessary to calculate and plot more curves between these bends to facilitate ex
trapolation. 

Each of the subcurves shown in Figure 2 was determined by assuming that there is 
a uniform modulus of elasticity of the pavement over the subgrade. In practice the 
pavement consists of materials in layers with different moduli of elasticity. In that 
case, an average modulus of elasticity of the pavement Eav needs to be determined. 
As an example, a 3-layer system is discussed in the following, and its results are 
shown in Figure 3. In this example, the modulus of elasticity E1 of the top layer is 
taken as 300,000 psi, and the modulus of elasticity E2 of the second layer from the top 
is taken as 30,000 psi. The subgrade modulus of elasticity Es is equal to 1,000 psi, 
which represents curve 1 of the general evaluation chart shown in Figure 2. The thick
nesses of the top and the second layers were varied. Three cases were taken with the 
top layer thicknesses equal to 2, 4, and 6 in. respectively. In each case, the thickness 
of the second layer was varied from O or 2 in. up to 8 in. These 3 cases are shown 
in Figure 3 by curves a, b, and c. Figure 3 shows that all 3 curves a, b, and c lie with
in subcurves lA and lB, which are for the pavements having the moduli of elasticity of 
the pavement over the subgrade equal to 30,000 and 300,000 psi respectively. These 
3 curves show that, as the average modulus of elasticity of the pavement layers over 
the subgrade increase·s , the curves move from s ubcurve lA (E = 30,000 psi) toward 
subcurve lB (E = 300,000 psi). The average modulus of elasticity Eav of the pavement 
over the subgrade could be calculated from the following equation: 

E _ h1E1 + h£2 + • • • 
av - h1 + h2 + •.. (4) 

The preceding discussion and Figure 3 show that the curves with more than 2 layers 
could be extrapolated in the general evaluation chart shown in Figure 2 by evaluating 
the average modulus of elasticity Eav• 
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BEHAVIOR OF SUBGRADES IN PRACTICE AND THEIR EVALUATION 

In the theoretical analysis, as explained previously, the spreadability of a uniform 
elastic subgrade was found to be constant, that is, 31.35. Measurements of the sub
grade deflections of projects in Virginia have shown that the spreadability value of the 
subgrade varies and is usually greater than 31.35, but in extremely poor soils the value 
is less than 31.35. Because the projects show that the spreadability values of the sub
grade are not constant as defined by a theoretical single-layer system, it is necessary 
that in practice the subgrade be considered a combination of 2 or more layers with their 
combined strengths being defined not only by the maximum deflection but also by the 
spreadability value. The need for specifying the spreadability value in addition to the 
deflection value is evident in the following discussion. 

Evaluations of some of the very poor subgrades in Virginia have shown that, when 
the spreadability is less than 31.35, the subgrade is of a poor quality. When the value 
is less than 31.35, the subgrade could be considered equivalent to a layered system 
with a weaker layer lying over a stronger layer. Figure 4 shows 3 theoretical cases 
in the 2- and 3-layered systems wherein a weaker layer lies over a stronger layer. In 
each case the spreadability value is less than 31.35. The main curves, 1 through 5, 
have been calculated in the same manner as the 4 curves shown in Figure 2 and have 
spreadability values greater than 31.35. The 2-layer systems shown by curves band 
c are for layers of E = 1,000 psi and E = 250 psi respectively, with both being over a 
stronger layer of Es = 30,000 psi. Curve a is for a layer similar to that of curve b 
but has in addition a 2-in. layer of E = 30,000 psi. Curve a is shown as a typical ex
ample of a silty clay soil with the top 2 in. having dried to form a thick, rigid crust 
over the weaker moist subgrade. After the pavement is built, this top crust could re
gain moisture and behave like the 2-layer system defined by curve b. 

9,000 lb. 
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i'-'-'i 
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Numerous cases were evaluated theoretically for spreadability values above and be
low 31.3 5. For cases of the former, there was no negative (upward) deflection in the 
deflected basin; for all cases of the latter, there was a deflection. Furthermore, as 
the spreadability value decreased, the location of the negative deflection in the deflec
tion basin tended to approach the load center, which provides a higher slope in the de
flected basin. Figure 5 shows 4 theoretical examples of such negative deflections. Thus, 
Figure 4 shows that, as the spreadability value continues to decrease below 31.35, the 
subgrade support should be considered poorer and poorer. 

Figure 4, in combination with Figure 2, could be used to evaluate the structural 
strength of the subgrade from the deflection and spreadability data obtained from the 

• D 

0 J 

0. 2 

Index: 

:_:_:_ -...:.:.: Two Jaye r system 

0. 3 ___ Three.layer system 

---Curve (a) - S = 20 . B 

0 , ~ - -- ---- Cuive (b) - S = 19 , B 

- -Curve (c) - S = 20.4 

- - - Curve (d) - S = 28, B 

o. 5 

0 

H = Distance from the cente r of applied load in ft. 

Cutve No, of Es 2nd laver from top Too laver 
Design Layers (psi) E2(psi) h2 (in ) E1 (psi) h1 (in , ) .s do 

(a) Three 30,000 1,000 5 30,000 2 20, B o. 147 

(b) Two 30,000 - - 1,000 5 19, B 0, 182 

(C) Two 30,000 - - 1,000 15 20, 4 0. 469 

(d) Three 30,000 I, 000 GO 30,000 2 28 8 0. 474 
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h , 4 in~ radius 

E = 30,000 psi 

E= l,OOOpsi .,_.. h2 variable 
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Two layer syste m Three laye r sys te m 

Figure 5. Deflection basin for spreadability values less than 31.35. 
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field. For the purpose of design, the data so obtained could be converted to the base 
line of spreadability equal to 31.35. 

Examples of evaluating the subgrade by converting it to the base line of spreadabil
ity of 31.35 and the effect of the pavement over the subgrade are given in the following: 

1. Subgrade evaluation before pavement is laid-On a project the following data were 
obtained for 1 basin. The Dynaflect deflection dd of the subgrade was 0.0044 in. and 
the spreadability S was 40. 7. Using the correlation between the maximum deflections 
for a 9,000-lb wheel load, with dmax = 28.6 dd, we have dmax = 28.6 x 0.0044 = 0.1258 
in. Plot this point in the general chart shown in Figure 2. This is shown by point a 
in Figure 6. Extrapolate by drawing a line parallel to the main curves. This line cuts 
the base line (of spreadability = 31.35) at b, where dmax = 0.215 in. Because Es >< 

dmax = 700 lb per in., we have Es = 700/0.215 = 3,250 psi. Thus, the subgrade strength 
is equal to a single layer of semi-infinite depth having an Es = 3,250 psi plus a top layer 
of thickness index D = 2.1. This top layer consisting of the same material as the sub
grade has an increase in strength, i.e., modulus of elasticity. This increase in strength 
could be due to drying of the top layer. 

2. Subgrade evaluation after the pavement is laid-The data for pavement deflec
tions on the same project for the same location as in the foregoing are shown by point 
c in Figure 6. The extrapolated line parallel to the main curves and passing through 
c cuts the base line ate where d0 = 0.143 in. This gives the value of Es = 700/0.132 = 
5,300 psi. In this case, the subgrade strength improved by a value of 5,300 - 3,250 = 
2,050 psi. The increase in subgrade strength could be due to either the confining ac
tion of the pavement or the lower level of stress on the subgrade with the pavement on 
the subgrade. 

PAVEMENT EVALUATION OF FIELD PROJECTS BASED ON 
GENERAL EVALUATION CHART 

To develop better designs, pavement research and design engineers in Virginia and 
in other states regularly evaluate existing pavements. For this investigation, a num
ber of field projects were considered to determine how the general evaluation chart 
shown in Figure 2 could be used as an aid to better evaluation. The details of these 
projects are given in Table 1. All data are the averages of the actual data recorded 
in the field. Most of the data were recorded in the spring. It was found that, when 
these data were plotted on the general evaluation chart, most of the projects had a pos
itive downward slope, which indicates an increase in deflection and a decrease in 
spreadability with time. Details of 4 such projects marked A through D are given in 
Table 1 and are shown in Figure 6. The coordinates of these performance curves or 
any other curves would first be taken parallel to the main curves and then parallel to 
the horizontal axis as indicated by the dotted lines PQ and QR on curve C. Thus, PQ 
gives the decrease in the thickness index D of the pavement over the subgrade, and QR 
gives the reduction in the value of the modulus of elasticity of the subgrade or the sub
grade support value. 

In some cases, a positive upward slope indicating an increase in deflection and an 
increase in spreadability was noted. Four examples are given by projects E through 
H in Table 1 and are shown in Figure 7. The coordinate parallel to the main curves 
gives the increase in the thickness index of the pavement, and the coordinate parallel 
to the horizontal axis gives the reduction in the subgrade support value. 

A few cases of very little variation in the deflection and spreadability have been 
noted. One example of this is given by project J in Table 1 and is shown in Figure 7. 
This curve shows a slight increase in the thickness index of the pavement with no change 
in the subgrade support. 

No project with a negative upward or downward slope was found. A negative upward 
or downward slope would mean an increase in the subgrade support value. 

Thickness equivalencies of the materials used in pavement construction in Virginia 
have been determined (8) and are given in Table 2. Based on these values, the thick
ness indexes Dv of the projects mentioned previously were calculated and are also given 
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TABLE 1 

PERFORMANCE DATA ON TYPICAL PROJECTS 

Deflection Data 
Thick- Date 

Project Pavement Sectiona ness of Con- Date Average Average Date Avernge 
Average Theoretical 'l'heorellcal Index, struction of Col- Spread- of Col- Spread-Maximum Maximum Dv lection Deflectionb ability lection Dellcc Uon ability 

A 7 in. AC + 3 in. Agg 8.0 July 1955 10/ 25/ 66 0 .022 59 4/ 24/ 67 0.037 51 
B 1.5 in. AC+ 6 in. CTA 

+ 4 in . Agg 10.5 Nov . 1964 4/ 3/ 67 0 .020 65 3/ 27/ 67 0.032 50 
C 5 in . AC + 8 in . Agg 7.8 July 1962 11 / 3/ 66 0.022 52 4/ 11/ 67 0.024 49 

and 
4/ 2/ 68 0.033 47 

D 9.5 in. AC+ 6 in. Agg 
+ 8 in. CTS 15 .1 June 1962 10/ 22 / 66 0 .0095 63 5/ 22/ 69 0.0158 57 

E 7 in. AC + 6 in. Agg 
+ 6 in. CTS 11. 7 Jan. 1966 4/11 / 67 0 .029 54 4/21/69 0.034 57 

F 3 in. AC + 8 in. CTA 
+ 6 in. CTS 13 .6 Jan. 1966 4/11/67 0.021 70 4/21/69 0.013 74 

G 7 in. AC+ 4 in. CTA 
+ 6 in. CTS 13.6 Jan. 1966 4/11/67 0.014 70 4/21/69 0.017 77 

H 7 in. AC+ 4 in. CTA 
+ 6 in. CTS 12 .8 Jan. 1966 4/11/67 0.016 69 4/21/69 0.018 75 

J 7 in. AC + 10 in. Agg 
+ 6 in. LTS (in cut) Sept. 1962 5/ 5/67 0 .0153 44 5/ 8/69 0.0152 45 

K 8 in . CRC + 4 in . Agg 
+ 6 in. CTS 21.2 Dec. 1969 6/ 15/ 70 0.0074 66 

aFull names for abbreviations of materials are given in Table 2. 
bMaximum deflection under 9,000-lb wheel load and calculated in this table from Dynaflect deflection dd by the equation dmax = 28 6dd 

in Table 1. The performance of these projects based on the general evaluation chart 
is shown in Figures 6 and 7 and is discussed in the following. 

Project A has a design thickness index Dv = 8 (Table 1). This value exactly cor
responds with the theoretical thickness index during the year 1967 as shown in Figure 
6. In 1 year, from 1967 to 1968, the thickness index of the project decreased from 8 
to 5, with a little deterioration in the subgrade support value (Fig. 6). Because the 
subgrade deterioration is small, resurfacing-if needed-might restore the project to 
its original strength or the strength required for the present traffic. The Virginia de
sign chart for the thickness index versus traffic is given in a 1969 report (8). 

Project B has a design thickness index of 10.5. This value also corresponds closely 
with the theoretical thickness index during the year 1967 as shown in Figure 6. In 1 
year (1967-68) the thickness index of the project decreased from about 9.8 to about 5. 
There has been no deterioration in the average modulus of elasticity of the pavement 
over the subgrade nor in the subgrade support (Fig. 6). The same type of improve
ment suggested for project A described previously would apply to this project. 

Project C has a design thickness index of 7 .8. The theoretical thickness index dur
ing the year 1966, as shown in Figure 6, was about 6,6. In the year 1966-67, the D

value decreased from 6.6 to about 5.4 
with no change in the subgrade support. 

TABLE 2 

THICKNESS-EQUIVALENCY VALUES FOR 
PAVEMENT MATERIALS 

Material 

Asphalt concrete 
Cement-treated aggregate 

in base 
Untreated aggregate 
Cement-treated subgrade 
Lime-treated subgrade 
Continuously reinforced 

concrete 

Abbreviation 

AC 

CTA 
Agg 
CTS 
LTS 

CRC 

8Theoretically evaluated for E = 4 million psi. 

Value, 
¾ 

1.0 

1.0 
0.35 
0.44 
0 .44 

From 1967 to 1968 the D-value decreased 
further to 4. 5, and the subgrade support 
value also decreased. It was found that 
cracking of the pavement increased con
siderably in the year 1967-68. The year 
1967-68, therefore, indicates a period 
of high deterioration for this project built 
in 1962, 

Project D has a design thickness index 
of 15.1, which closely corresponds with 
the theoretical index of about 14.5 during 
the year 1966 as shown in Figure 6. In 
the 3 years from 1966 to 1969, the value 
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of D decreased from 14.5 to about 8.5, and the subgrade support value decreased con
siderably. It is, therefore, probable that the main cause of deterioration is the de
crease in subgrade support. In 1966 the pavement had almost no cracks. In 1969 the 
pavement was mostly cracked. 

Projects E through Hare experimental projects built next to each other and so the 
subgrade modulus of elasticity of these projects ought to be the same. The curves for 
these projects are shown in Figure 7. The 1967 data for these projects lie on the same 
extrapolated curve for one subgrade support, which indicates the accuracy of this chart. 
These projects, completed in January 1966, have a positive upward slope with time as 
shown in Figure 7, which indicates a slight deterioration in the subgrade support value 
but an increase in the thickness index. The upward slope indicates that the pavement 
is performing well, unless the asphaltic concrete is becoming more and more rigid and, 
hence, brittle. 

Project E has a design thickness index of 11. 7, as given in Table 1, whereas its 
theoretical thickness index, as shown in Figure 7, was about 6 in 1967. Projects F, 
G, and H have design thickness indexes of 13.6, 13.6, and 12.8 respectively. These 
values are close to their theoretical index values of 15.0, 14.0, and 12. 5 respectively 
in 1967. 

Project J has a thickness index value lower than the theoretical thickness index 
value, but from 1967 to 1969 it showed no change in the subgrade support value and a 
slight increase in its theoretical index value. This project was built in 1962, and in 
1969 it was still without cracks. 

Project K (Table 1) is a recently built continuously reinforced concrete pavement. 
It is shown by the point marked K in Figure 7. The object of this point is to show the 
comparative relationship between flexible and rigid pavements. 

The evaluation of the 9 projects on the basis of the general evaluation chart could 
be summarized as follows: 

1. The design thickness index Dv, which is evaluated on the basis of the thickness
equivalency values av for paving materials used in Virginia, usually is close to the 
theoretical thickness index value. 

2. The general evaluation chart shown in Figure 2 gives the structural performance 
of a pavement. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. For the proper evaluation of pavements by means of deflection data, the spread
ability value of the deflected basin, in addition to the maximum deflection, must be 
known. 

2. The average modulus of elasticity of the pavement over the subgrade is an im
portant factor in pavement evaluation. 

3. The general evaluation chart based on a theoretical analysis (Fig. 2) could be 
applied for evaluating the changes in the subgrade and the pavement strength of flexible 
pavements. 

4. As the spreadability value of the subgrade continues to decrease below 31.35, 
the subgrade support should be considered poorer and poorer. 

5. The thickness index evaluated on the basis of the thickness-equivalency values 
for paving materials used in Virginia seems to be almost the same as the theoretical 
thickness-index value. 
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c? t-J OF SHRINKAGE STRESSES IN 
EDICT~ 1S CONTAINING SOIL-CEMENT BASES 

vEME. - '1-~' Bruinette, Kruger, Stoffberg and Hugo, Pretoria, South Africa; and 
p etO-,::- :IL-- j. -th, Institute of Transpol'tation and Traffic Engineering, 

i,' Jon!-~~ 0 £ California, Bel'keley 

U~ivers i-t-9' 
'Ll-~rence of shrinkage cracks in pavements containing soil-cement 

Tl oC:c::- 4uite common. Whether such cracking is detrimental to the struc-
iee e;. 1-~ 119-vior of the pavement section depends on a number of factors, in

bas a,l- 10e e i:wironment and materials used in the pavement. The fact that 
tu( di.'J'l-€!,: e, have' been experienced in some pavements subsequent to this c: \:)l-E:J:'10 justifies an attempt to formulate an analytical procedure that 
P 

O c~::1-0~~mit the prediction of shrinkage stresses and cracks in pavements 
cr~1-d_ l?~ o.€-" soil-cement bases. This paper permits 1 such an approach using 
wo o.t~~:,. el? characteristics of all of the materials in the pavement structure 
co e c :J'.'e :t' -with the shrinkage and strength characteristics of the soil cement 
~ g;etll-~ c:l"emental axisymmetric finite-element solution. Stresses are pre
.0 ~o J.~t selected time intervals by increasing the shrinkage strains in the 
1; cted :a::Pent in small time increments and allowing relaxation due to creep 
~il ce r 1:)efore superposition of the next shrinkage increment. Two cases 
~ 0 cc0 

1y-:zed: one considers a uniform shrinkage in the soil cement; the 
t"'e ~Jl.:;1.ot1Siders a differential shrinkage assuming that desiccation begins 

a tlle:t"_ c gll:dace of the soil-cement base and migrates toward the interior. 
0 t we_ clt.1ded is a brief discussion of the influence of asphalt concrete 
~ 1 eo :a.fl atllre and thermal effects on the magnitude of the shrinkage stresses. 
~ ...-,er 
tefX'.l~ 

S of feet of cement-treated base can be constructed daily with modern con-
notJSJ\.~ipJllent. Shrinkage is an inherent property of such a material and begins 

•T tiOo. eel on after the material bas hardened. 
struc -cillg _ ~~ge stresses will be developed for a cement-treated base constructed on a 
occ~r st>J."1 surface and subjected to uniform shrinkage strains throughout its depth. 

_ ~0p.1esS iJl the layer is restrained in any way, however (i.e., by continuity with 
fr1c;1 ~ge b:Y interlayer friction, or by differential shrinkage), stresses will be de
li s f" ui.yel'" 6 'general, 1 factor or a combination of these factors will be present in the 
0the-r ed· lJ1 e· development of shrinkage stresses is, therefore, inevitable. 
v~10f a11d th stresses develop, they may be relieved by relaxation because many ma
flelA~ tbese e,C:bibit shrinkage also exhibit creep. Because the magnitude of shrinkage 

, · 19 t.11at roportional to the length of a continuous base, stress relief by creep may 
tella69es iS insufficient to keep the stresses below the tensile strength of the material, 
7t~~ a.111 l)B 50 cracking of the cement-bound material will occur. This cracking may be 
~

1
~ 11wh c~ d b:Y an elastic recovery with a corresponding reduction in shrinkage stress. 

10 otoPa.n10 onti.Jlues, however, and the process keeps repeating itself until the result
ace iol<age cs do not exceed the tensile strength of the material. 
~hr 9u-esse difficult problem to analyze m athematically, but a method of analysis ap
ing: 1'l1iS iS_ ~able if a better understanding of the factors that influence shrinkage crack-

ars desll nt~treated materials is to be achieved. Many authorities disagree as to 
?0

.,. ill ce1n~h cracking is really a problem. Recent South African experience (!), for 
Ult> tl er su 
wne l 

~ n Theory of Pavement Design and • resented at the 50th Annual Meeting. ------=cl' h bVY cornrnniee o 
sponsore 63 
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.$,ivestigation because the formatinn of wide shrinkage 

b. 
....,. ~ - ~ ~t weakenA<t the suugrade and led to seve1·e fatigue c 

. tu·es sue - ~ - -xarople, )US 1 • . , J"l- ~49-
~ lowt:ld wa.l..-!1· l11hlu:al1 c«:::--....;in ~.lyze this problem, at least to a first approximation, 
~ in the pavement str~ ~ -«::pod. It is possible not only to consider different mat1 
ing lt is possible today t ~ ~ ent but also to effectively treat nonlinear problems w 

ing the finite-~leme~ el~~ ..-ital procedu1·e or with interaction (~. The developmt 
u~aracteristiC~ 111 e~c re~~ ~alyz~d similarly by in_crementing the shrinkage str 
c te -by-step ll.near lllC ~ -V V~ allowing creep relaxation to occur after each shrinl\ 
8 f ~tu•inkage s~esses

1 
c ao.°' ~ .shrinkage has been achieved or until cracking bas oc 

~ sJl'lall time interva ~i~ ...:a. 
0

1;i.c recove1·y after cracking complicates the analytical 
~n crement until the m f e J.9-- _e;j.derably, and simplifications have to be introduced. 
10urred. The pi•oces~i°-ra- oO~J.J.Y observed the first few days after construction . Th 
~eabnent of the pi·o a~e u.e; ~- 9 early crack spacing may be very close to that finally 

---

Shrinkage crac~s but t,:l'1:L :eoach would be to assume a crack spacing and analyze 1 

racks are very_ hne, a.n a.J?l? .:f'O:rther cracking will occur. By repeating this procedu 
~ined. J,,.ccoi-din~ly, hetb-e:C ~clC width) can be estimated. Stress relief at cracking l 
pavement to predi~t w(an.d c:C d although it will be shown that precise values of stresi 
a final crack spacing ch. :l::1-l'.1 ~J'.J'.lent because of a number of uncertainties in the an.all 
ignoi-ed by thi.S _apptaat tb.e :d1 -w the relative importance of the acto s 1:haf control the 
are not determlllab _e le to Gt>-0 esees in a pavement. 
sis it will be poss.~blk· ge :;;tr :foregoing, it follows that a proper analysis requires th 
de;elopmen o~ sht)J i:n in we W characteristics of the cement-treated material as wel 

From the discuss d streJ'l.g otl'ler layers present in the pavement. 
shrinkage, creep, ~n foJ:' we. on a 3-layer pavement was selected consisting of a 3-ir. 
as similar propert1~\estig;at:Ly-idg an 8-in. soil-cement base (according to the Portland 

For the present lil r 
0

-qel'.°la of soil ce1nent) resting on a clayey subgrade. Proper
asphalt concre~e ~ayedefiriiti0° terial were determined experimentally, whereas appro-

cement Assoc1.ationt ated :tl'l-a. ....-.aterials were obtained from other test programs in 
ment- re ... ,-,er .... ~ d 

ties of the ce . . the ov'" een use . 
riate properties fo~·a1s had b s1.1bsystem for the analysis of a pavement and one that 

~hich similar matellcoxnP1ete as well as thermal effects and loading. In this paper, 
Figure 1 s~ows ~ and creePubsY'stem shown in Figure 1 will be described. The com-

. ders shrmkag f we s 
cons1th lower portion o 
only e 

Figure 1 · 
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AND STRAINS 
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. ubsystern considering shrinkage and creep. 
oes1gn s 

UNACCEPTABLE 
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plete subsystem, including loading effects, is important for design consideration and 
has been treated in detail elsewhere (22). 

MATERIAL PROPERTIES 

Soil-Cement Base 

Materials-The aggr egate used in this investigation consisted of a partially crushed 
gravel obtained in fractions of 2 s izes (des ignated A and B, Fig. 2) and silty clay {C, 
Fig. 2) combined in the propor tion 4A:1B:1C {Fig. 2) to produce a material des ignated 
A-2-4, according to the AASHO classification. The silty clay (3) exhibited the follow
ing characteristics: liquid limit, 29.2 percent; plastic limit, 19.4 percent; plastic in
dex, 9.8 percent; organic content, 2.5 percent; clay mineral composition, illite and 
montmorillonite; and AASHO classification, A-4. A cement content, based on the Port
land Cement Association wet-dry test, of 5. 5 percent by weight was determined for the 
selected gradation. 

Vibratory compaction at a water content of 7 .5 percent by weight was used to pre
pare the laboratory specimens. Prior to compaction, the aggregate was oven-dried 
at 235 F for about 18 hours. Because such treatment would influence the properties 
of the silty clay, this material was air-dried until its water content was reduced to a 
level less than 2 percent. 

Uniform mixtm·es were obtained by separating the aggregate into a series of sizes 
and then by recombining them to meet the grading shown in Figure 2. The graded ag
gregate and cement were thoroughly mixed in a rotating pan, after which water was 
added to the m~ture through a nozzle under pressure. Addition of the water required 
2 to 3 min. during which time mixing was continued. Immediately following mixing, 
the specimens were compacted as noted previously. A variation in density of less than 
±2 percent about the mean (138 lb/cu ft) was obtained. 

Shrinkage Properties-The magnitude and rate of shrinkage of soil cement are in
fluenced by a var iety of factors with clay content having dominant influence . Although 
portland cement concrete shrinks slowly and continuously and may reach a magnitude 
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of only 1,200 >< 10-6 in./in. over a period of 30 yP.ars (4), soil cement can shrink as 
much as 2,000 x 10-6 in./in. in only 13 days (5). -

For the soil cement under consideration, the following procedure was followed for 
recording shrinkage strains. Beam specimens, 3 in. square by 18 in. long, were com
pacted with ¼-in. diameter by 3-in. long stainless steel bolts cast 1 ½ in. into and per
pendicular to the 3-in. square ends of the beam. The protruding points of these bolts 
were previously carefully rounded and served as reference points for the subsequent 
shrinkage measurements. Shrinkage was recorded by a vertically mounted 0.0001-in. 
dial gage, as is shown in Figure 3, relative to an aluminum reference beam that was 
insulated at handling points and stored under the same conditions as the specimens. 
Specimens were cured for varying periods at 100 percent relative humidity before being 
transferred to lower relative humidity environments. During this initial curing, little 
dimensional change occurred. Reductions in length on the 90, 65, and 30 percent rel
ative humidity environments are shown in Figures 4 and 5. The data shown in Figuref 
4 and 5 indicate that the rate as well as the magnitude of shrinkage increases as the 
ambient relative humidity decreases. Also noted is the fact that prolonged moist
curing increases the shrinkage potential. This may be due to an increase in the prod
ucts of hydration (and, in this respect, the behavior of the mix is similar to that of 
concrete). 

As shown in Figures 4 and 5, most of the shrinkage occurs within the first 30 days. 
This high initial rate of shrinkage is probably due to the suction forces resulting from 
the loss of capillary water. The rate of shrinkage decreases as equilibrium is ap
proached. In the later stages, shrinkage is more than likely caused by a loss of 
surface-absorbed and interlayer water (6). Figure 6 shows that a linear interpolation 
of shrinkage strains is possible over the- range of relative humidities indicated. 

For the analytical investigation, polynomials were fitted to the shrinkage data points 
that allowed easy interpolation for any desired time and relative humidity within the 
range considered. 

Creep- Where the pavement layer is subjected to shrinkage under restrained condi
tions, creep in the layer will reduce both the rate of development and the magnitude of 
the resulting stresses. 
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Figure 3. Equipment and specimen configuration for shrinkage 
measurements. 
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It is generally assumed that creep in tension and in compression has the same char
acteristics (5, 7). The usual procedure, therefore, is to determine creep in compres
sion and·apply the results to problems dealing with tension. Work by Illson (8) on con
crete has indicated, l).owever, that the rate of creep in direct tension can be much higher 
initially than the rate of creep in compression. H this is true for soil cement, then the 
stresses predicted on the basis of compression creep tests would initially be too large. 
Accordingly, it was decided that creep in tension would be more representative, and 
equipment shown in Figure 7 was developed to conduct tensile creep experiments. 
[Ideally, the creep experiment should be conducted in accordance with the strain gradi
ent expected in the pavement. Because the strain gradient has a significant influence 
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on both the strength characteristics and fatigue response of soil cement (22), it can be 
expected to influence creep behavior. Thus, direct tension creep tests would be appli
cable, strictly speaking, to uniform shrinkage problems only.] 

It should be noted that there are a number of problems associated with tension creep 
testing of soil cement. For example, the stress level must be comparatively small to 
ensure that the material will not fail with time (7, 9). Because the tensile strengths of 
cement-treated materials are comparatively low, the stresses to be applied in creep 
are correspondingly smaller, with the results that small creep strains are obtained. 
This in turn necessitates that careful measurements be made. The procedure by which 
this was accom,plished is shown in Figure 7. Resulting creep data are shown in Fig
ure 8. It will be noted in Figure 8 that the creep response of the material is similar 
to its shrinkage behavior (Figs . 4 and 5). The rate and magnitude of creep increase 
as ambient humidity is reduced, and the major portion of the creep strain occurs with
in the first 30 days. 

In the finite-element analysis used here, stiffness rather than creep characteristics 
are required. Ideally, the stiffness characteristics should be determined by means of 
a r elaxation test. In this type of test, the strain €o is kept constant while the change 
in str es s o (t) with time is recorded. The relaxation modulus E (t) is then defined as 

E (t) = o (t) 
€0 

Such tests are extremely difficult to perform, and the usual procedure is to conduct 
creep tests and derive a relaxation modulus from these results. At least 2 procedures 
are available to make this determination. The first procedure involves the direct in
version of the creep compliance: 

D(t) = dt) 
Oo 

where cr0 = applied constant stress and € (t) = strain varying with time, to yield a re
laxation modulus 
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ao 
E(t) = -

dt) 

This modulus is sometimes referred to as the reduced stiffness. Direct inversion may 
not necessarily produce a correct time-dependent modulus. Accordingly, a second 
procedure is to assume that the material is linearly viscoelastic in response and, thus, 
that the following superposition relation is applicable: 

t t I E (t) D (t - 7') d7' = J E (t - 7') D (t) d7' = 1 

0 0 

This equation makes it possible to solve for 1 function (e.g., the modulus) if the other 
(i.e., the compliance) is defined on the time scale. Hopkins and Hamming (10) devel
oped a technique to solve this equation by numerical means, whereas Monismith, Alex
ander, and Secor (11) successfully applied it to test data on asphalt concrete. 

Both procedureswere used to estimate the relaxation moduli from the creep data 
shown in Figure 8. The resulting relationships are shown in Figure 9. For use in sub
sequent calculations, polynomial expressions were used to represent the curves shown 
in Figure 9. 

Because only 2 relative humidities were considered, it was necessary to develop a 
procedure for determining response at other humidity conditions. Based on the sim
ilarity between creep and shrinkage responses, it was assumed that linear interpola
tion over the relative humidity range considered was again justified. A check on re
duced stiffness values determined from creep data for concrete (12) lent support to this 
~c~~n. -
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Strength-There are many factors that influence the strength of cement-treated ma
terials, and a general failure criterion awaits the results of additional studies. A series 
of strength tests were conducted on the material used in this investigation, and the re
sults, together with their significance, are presented in this section. 

One measure of strength that is frequently used is the unconfined compressive 
strength. The influence of curing time on ultimate compressive strength of 4-in. di
ameter by 8-in. high specimens, cured under 100 percent relative humidity conditions, 
is shown in Figure 10. 

Extensive research is being conducted on the fracture of concrete. Because many 
of these principles are also applicable to soil cement, they are referred to in this paper 
where applicable. 

Shah and Winter (13) traced the nonlinear behavior of concrete to the mortar
aggregate interface that constitutes the dominant weak link in a mix. Shah and Chandra 
(14) related the internal microcracking and crack propagation to the external param
eters of volume change and Poisson's ratio. Variation of these parameters with stress 
level expressed as a percentage of the unconfined compressive strength (Fig. 10) is 
shown in Figure 11 for the soil cement. 

The initiation stress 0'1, the stress at which Poisson's ratio begins to increase, is 
an indication of a beginning in significant bond cracking; i.e., cracking of the mortar
aggregate interface. At the critical stress O'CR• these bond cracks are bridged by 
mortar cracks, and the specimen begins dilatmg. Below O'i, linearity in the stress
strain relationship exists. 

Direct tensile strength and modulus of rupture tests were also performed. The di
rect tensile strength tests were conducted on specimens 4 in. in diameter by 8 in. high 
with load-transfer end caps bonded to each specimen with epoxy resin. Modulus of 
rupture tests were performed by using third-point loading on beams 15 in. in length 
with a 3-in. square cross section. The results are shown in Figure 12. 

These results indicate that the strain gradient has a significant influence on the ten
sile strength of the material. Although the strain gradient is zero for a direct tensile 
test, it is constant in a flexural experiment. The strength in a splitting tensile test, 
with yet another strain distribution, is somewhere between these 2 values (15). 

Materials in the pavement section are seldom subjected to only uniaxial stresses. 
The presence of any or both of the other principal stresses may modify the strength 
characteristics substantially. Figure 13 shows the influence of confining pressure on 
the compressive strength and stress-strain relationship of the soil cement. Confine
ment increases the strength significantly and also makes the material more ductile . 
Figure 13 also shows that curing increases the brittleness during unconfined compres
sive strength testing. 

Of the many failure criteria for combined stresses that are available, the distortion 
energy theory of Van Mises would appear to hold most promise for concrete-like ma-
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Figure 10. Relationship between unconfined compressive strength and time for soil cement. 
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terials. According to this theory, the failure surface, in terms of octahedral stresses, 
is expressed by 

,. o = a + b ao 

where 

TO = octahedral shearing stress = % (cr1 - cr2) 2 + (a2 - 0'3)2 + (a3 - cr1)2, 
a0 = octahedral normal s tresses = % (cr1 + 0'2 + 0'3), and 

a and b = constants. 

This approach has produced fair results in biaxial compression-tension tests for 
conc rete (16, 17). Recently, Kupfe1· , Hilsdod, and Rusch(l8) conducted biaxial strength 
tests underalfcombinations of load for concr ete. From the results presented, it was 
possible to plot data shown in Figure 14 in terms of octahedral stresses. It is clear 
that 1 linear expression is not sufficient to define tne total failure envelope. It is pos
sible, however, to define a failure criterion in the compression-tension zone, for ex
ample, by conducting only 2 tests-an unconfined compression strength test and an un
confined tensile strength test. For the soil cement, this approach yielded the following 
equation: 

-r0 /crc = 0.08571 + 1.157 (a0 /crc) 

which is not much different from that developed by Kupfer, Hilsdorf, and Rusch (18) 
for concrete (Fig. 14) or the equations presented by McHenry and Karni (17) and Bresher 
and Pister (16). It should be noted that the confined compression test results for the 
soil cement showed a very distinct nonlinear deviation from the straight-line expression 
presented in the foregoing. 

It is evident, therefore, that no simple failure criterion exists, even for the simple 
cases of uniaxial and biaxial stresses. For the problem of sustained shrinkage stresses 
in a pavement, the problem is complicated further by the presence of 2 additional fac
tors; i.e., drying out of the specimen and sustained loading. 
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Figure 14. Results of triaxial strength tests for plain concrete (1.!i) . 

A material that is shrinking is also drying, and it would be expected that drying 
would influence the properties of the material. In Figure 15 the influence of relative 
humidity on the direct tensile strength of soil cement is shown. Where a 100 percent 
relative humidity environment caused a steady increase in strength, lower relative 
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Figure 15. Influence of curing in different humidity environments on ultimate tensile 
strength of soil-cement specimens. 
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humidities had the effect of contributing initially to an increase in strength and then to 
a marked reduction. The same effect was noticed on the secant modulus of elasticity. 

Figure 16 shows the effect of the initial curing period on the modulus of rupture after 
a prolonged period of drying. In Figure 16, the following is noted: 

1. The strength increases with the time of initial curing; 
2. Flexural strengths of specimens subjected to drying are independent of the rela

tive humidity that caused the dried-out condition; and 
3. Little difference in strength exists for specimens cured for periods longer than 

20 days as compared to those cured continuously. 

In general, if a material is subjected to a sustained load, failure will occur after 
some time if the sustained load is large relative to the short-term strength. Studies 
of concrete by Meyers, Slate, and Winter (9) indicate that mortar cracks should not 
result upon application of the sustained load if time failure is to be prevented; i.e., the 
stress should be below the critical stress <YCR· For soil cement, this corresponds to 
a mean stress level as low as 7 5 percent (Fig. 11). 

States of stress in the problem under consideration here are predominantly biaxial 
tension versus tension subjected to a significant strain gradient. Under such condi
tions, the uniaxial direct tensile strength or modulus of rupture (depending on the strain 
gradient) are acceptable failure criteria, and little advantage is gained, at the moment, 
by additional testing effort. Because of the sustained nature of the loading, failure 
would occur at a certain percentage of these values. 

Asphalt Concrete 

In the analysis presented here, the only property required for the asphalt concrete 
is its creep response . Rather than developing such data, we used stiffness character
istics for an asphalt concrete developed by :pagen (19). These characteristics, repre
sented by a creep modulus, are sh0wn fo1· an extended time scale at 25 C (298 K). The 
corresponding temperature-dependent shift factor at is shown in Figure 17. It will be 
noted in Figure 18 that the modulus remai.ns fairly constant (approximately equal to 
10,000 psi) for temperatures above 40 F and relaxation times longer than about 1 day. 
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Figure 16. Influence of initial curing period on modulus of rupture of soil-cement specimens 
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Based on research conducted bv Paduana (20). it was decided to use a constant modu
lus of 1,500 psi for the clayey sub grade beca~se ,his data indicated that materials of 
this type reached an equilibrium value in creep fairly rapidly. 

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION 

An outline of the finite -element approach to the problem is given in the Appendix. 
By this approach the element nodal points are locked, and the required nodal forces 
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Figure 18. Composite creep curve for asphalt concrete (19_) . 
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are determined for a finite increase in shrinkage strains. These nodal forces are then 
reversed, applied to the system, and solved for stresses and displacements. The fi
nal stresses are obtained by a superposition of the stresses due to full restraint and the 
stresses due to nodal point displacements. This procedure is followed for each strain 
increment, and the stresses are added to those calculated in the previous increments. 
Relaxation due to creep is taken care of at each time increment by using the relaxation 
modulus corresponding to the difference in time between the final time and the time of 
increment. 

This problem ideally should be treated with a 3-dimensional finite-element approach. 
Such,programs ~urrently require too much computer time to be of practical use. The 
other alternatives are axisymmetric, plane stress, or plane strain idealizations of the 
problem. Initially, before cracking occurs, a plane stress approach seems appropri
ate; but, after the pavement has cracked into smaller, more or less rectangular blocks, 
an axisymmetric idealization would appear to be the best approach. Accordingly, a 
constant strain axisymmetric finite-element program was used for this analysis. 

In the analysis, the following assumptions were made: 

1. Linear viscoelasticity is applicable to failure. 
2. Continuity exists between all layers. 
3. The experimental data presented here are applicable. It should be noted that 

laboratory creep and shrinkage results to be used in the analysis were obtained from 
specimens that had been cured 3 weeks prior to testing. In the field, shrinkage and 
creep begin almost immediately after construction, and it is not known what effect the 
presence of an asphalt concrete layer would have on shrinkage in the soil cement. 

4. A crack penetrates the asphalt concrete to its full depth immediately and also 
to some depth into the subgrade. If continuity between layers did exist and a cement
treated base did crack, the layers in contact with the cement-bound material would also 
have to crack with it at the interface because 2 points adjacent to the crack with 0 dis
tance between them are suddenly given a finite displacement. Even if continuity were 
destroyed over a certain distance, high stresses would still be developed for shrinkage 
after only 1 day, as shown in Figure 19. Figure 20 shows the axisymmetric finite
element mesh assumed for subsequent analysis with a crack spacing at 20 ft. The ele-
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Figure 19. Influence of lack of continuity between layers on tensile stresses in asphalt
bound and soil-cement layers due to 1-day shrinkage at 65 percent relative humidity. 
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Figure 20. Finite-element representation of pavement structure for shrinkage stress determinations. 

ment configuration was arrived at after some experimentation to ensure acceptable a 
curacy for a reasonable solution time on the computer of about 30 sec per shrinkage 
increment. 

5. Temperatures in the asphalt concrete were varied from 87 to 50 F through its 
depth. Data on tempe1·ature distributions in a 2.5-in. thick asphalt layer fo r a pave
ment near Morro Bay, Califor nia, developed.by Kas ianchuk (21) served as a basis for 
this distribution. -

If a pavement is subjected to a uniform shrinkage with depth, the magnitude of de
veloped stresses depends solely on the restraint offered by the other layers. This can 
be regarded as a lower bound solution to the shrinkage problem. 

For the pavement shown in Figure 20 subjected to uniform shrinkage, the maximum 
tensile stress variation with time is shown in Figure 21. These stresses are extremely 
small and can hardly be responsible for the final crack spacings. Factors such as thick
ness of asphalt concrete and its temperature have an influence on the magnitude of 
stresses. However, these factors are of minor importance if thermal stresses are 
superimposed on the uniform shrinkage stresses as seen in Figure 22. Here it is as
sumed that the stress-free temperature is 50 F. 

It is doubtful, however, whether uniform shrinkage will ever occur in a pavement. 
Desiccation will probably start at the surface and migrate slowly toward the interior. 
One approach to this problem is to assume that the base is subjected to a parabolic dis
tribution of relative humidity. Figure 23 shows the resulting stresses that could be de
veloped. From the magnitude of the stresses (as compared with those shown in Figure 
21), it is apparent that differential s h1•inkage represents a much more critical stress 
situation. 

If the relative humidity difference between top and bottom surfaces of the cement
treated base remains fixed with time, stresses will increase at an increasing rate be
cause the corresponding shrinkage strain difference continues to increase at an increas
ing rate. These stress variations are shown in Figure 24. 
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In an actual pavement, the initial difference between the relative humidities at the 
top and bottom of the layer will diminish with time, until eventually the pavement will 
again arrive at a uniform relative humidity .condition with stresses corresponding ac
cordingly. In a finite-element analysis, this means that a redistribution of stresses 
is required after each strain increment to account for the diminishing differential 
shrinkage. Because of the uncertainties regarding the actual relative humidity dis
tribution and rate of desiccation, as well as the extra effort and computer time re
quired for such an analysis, this type of solution was not attempted. Instead, a rate 
of desiccation was assumed, and the analysis was performed without doing the stress 
redistribution. The resulting solution then represents an upper bound for the problem. 
If the lower bound solution is also known (uniform shrinkage case), an approximate so
lution c'an be obtained by simply fitting a line between the 2 extreme solutions. This 
approach is shown in Figures 25, 26, and 27. 

Figure 25 shows the assumed humidity distributions with depth as well as with time, 
whereas Figures 26 and 27 indicate the results due to 2 different 5 percent humidity 
differentials. From the latter 2 curves, the following observations are made: 

1. The band between the 2 bounds is much narrower for the 70 to 65 percent differ
ential than for the 90 to 85 percent differential although the strains involved are exactly 

~ /n,t/ol relo/we humidity 
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Relative h11ml<lily 
al /Jollam of CTB 

Relative humidity 
al lap of CTB 

Time, I - days 

a. Re/alive Humidity vs Time. 

Top re/alive humidity 

RH (h, I) 

ln,ti ol /Jo/tam 
relotrve humidity 

/J. Relative Humidify vs Depth. 

Figure 25. Assumed time and depth variations in relative humidity 
for use in analyses shown in Figures 26 and 27. 
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Figure 26. Variation of shrinkage stresses with time, 90 to 85 percent relative 
humidity differential. 

the same (because of linear interpolation). This is probably due to the fact that less 
stress relief occurs at the higher humidities (Fig. 8), which is reflected in the higher 
upper bound. 

2. The maximum differential shrinkage stresses are reached before the shrinkage 
strains reach a maximum, i.e., the shrinkage curves alone are not an indication of 
stress development. 
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SUMMARY 

The results presented in this paper indicate that it is possible to approximate the 
crack spacing in a pavement containing a soil-cement base, provided that the actual 
distribution of shrinkage strains in the pavement is known. Because nodal point dis
placements are part of the computer output, it is also possible to predict crack widths. 
It is doubtful, however, that this is of significance. 

Repeated loading of vehicles crossing a crack will slowly destroy any remaining fric
tion and aggregate interlock after cracking. It is this loss of load transfer across the 
shrinkage crack that gives rise to fatigue cracking in the cement-bound material, and 
it is possible to predict the development of such distress by a 3-dimensional finite
element approach (22). 

It is hoped that the approach described here or a similar approach would be applied 
to other types of soil-cement mixes to permit comparisons to be made. It also seems 
desirable that the problem of load transfer across the crack be thoroughly studied to 
assist in developing improved utilization of cement-stabilized soils in pavement con
struction. 
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APPENDIX 
AXISYMMETRIC FINITE - ELEMENT ANALYSIS OF 

SHRINKAGE STRESSES IN PAVEMENTS 

The finite-element approach to the determination of shrinkage stresses in a pave
ment, for 1 increment of time, is briefly summarized in the following. 

The potential energy of an elastic solid is given by 

¢ = J ½ EiO'idV - JwiF1dV - JwiPi dA 

volume volume area 

where 

w = displacement of point i in an elastic solid, 
F = body force, and 
P = surface traction. 

Written in matrix form, Eq. 1 becomes 

¢ = J½ CtJT[a]dV -J[w]T[F]dV- J[wJT[P]dA 
volume volume area 

(1) 

(2) 

For a finite-element system composed of M arbitrary elements, Eq. 2 is written as 
a sum of integrals (23): 

M 

¢ = [ JJ½ [dT[a]dV-J[wJT[F]dV -J[w]T[P]dAf (3) 

m=l volume volume area 

The potential energy is expressed in terms of unknown nodal point displacements by 
assuming a displacement field within each element, satisfying compatibility between 
elements of the system 



[wJ = [dJ [uJ 

where [uJ = unknown nodal point displacements. Element strains are expressed as 

[E:J = [aJ [u] 
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(4) 

(5) 

For an elastic material the stresses are expressed in terms of corresponding strains 
and environmental effects by the elastic stress-strain relationship 

[e7J = [CJ [d - [rJ (6) 

Equations 4, 5, and 6 are substituted into Eq. 3 to result in the following expression 
for the potential energy: 

M 

¢ = [ { ½ J [uJT [a]T [CJ [aJ [uJ dV - J [u]T ( [dJT [F] + [aJT [rJ) dA 

m=l volume volume 

-J[uJT [ d]T[PJdAl (7) 
area 

The potential energy is minimized by the requirement 

!¢ = 0 for i = 1, ... , N 
uU1 

where N is the number of unknown nodal point displacements. 

After matrix differentiation, the equilibrium of the finite-element system is given 
by 

M 

[ J [a]T [CJ [aJ [uJ dV = I: J [dJT [FJ + [aJT [r] dV + E J [d]T [PJ dA 

m=l volume volume 

or 

[K] [uJ = [QJ 

where [KJ is the stiffness matrix given by 

M 

[K] = [ [kill] 

m=l 

The individual-element stiffnesses are given by 

[km] = J [a]T [CJ [a] dA 

volume 

The load vector [QJ is defined as 

M 

area 

[QJ = [ { J ([d]T [FJ + [a]T [rJ) dV + J [d]T [p] dA I 
m=l volume area 

Equation 8 can now be solved for the unknown nodal point displacements [ul 

(8) 

(9) 
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Shrinkage and thermal effects are included in Eq. 6 for the axisymmetric solid as 

arr Cu C12 C13 0 "rr 

azz C21 C22 Ca:i 0 £zz 

0 ee Csi C32 Csa 0 ree 
arz 0 0 0 C1<1 frz 

where 

T = temperature, 
01 = coefficient of thermal expansion, and 
S = shrinkage strain. 

C11 C12 C13 0 TOltt + Brr 

C21 C22 C23 0 TOlzz + Sxx: 

C31 C32 C33 0 T01ea + Bee 
(10) 

0 0 0 0 0 

These thermal and shrinkage stresses for the restraint conditions are transformed 
to nodal point forces by Eq. 9. 

The step-by-step time incremental procedure is handled as follows. For a 1-
dimensional viscoelastic material subjected to a strain rate, the stress after an 
elapsed time t is given by 

a(t) = /E (t - 1) d~~'T) d'T 
0 

n-1 

a(t) = [ 

i=O ti 

ti+l 

I E(t - 1) ddr) d1 
d'T 

If the time increments are made small enough, the trapezoidal rule can be used. 

n-1 

a (tn) = [ ½ [E (tn - ti+l) - E (tn - ti)] [ r(ti+l) - r(ti)] 

i=O 
n-1 

= [ [E(tn - ti+½)] [1:(ti+l) - r(ti)] 
i=O 

For an axisymmetric solid, this equation becomes 

arr 1-v V V Arrr (ti+l) 
n-1 

E (t - t. ¼) 1-V V Arzz (ti+l) azz [ 
ti n 1+ 2 

aea (1 + v) (1 - 211) II V 1-v Area (ti+l) 

arz i=O 1-2v .0.e- rz ( ti+l) 0 0 -2-

where .0.f. (ti+l) = £ (ti+l) - r (ti). 



METHOD FOR CALCULATING EQUIVALENT 
18-KIP LOAD APPLICATIONS 
J. F. Shook and T. Y. Lepp, The Asphalt Institute, College Park, Maryland 

Several thickness design methods make use of traffic analysis procedures 
based on equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications (EWL1s), The 
basic method for determining EWLrn uses load equivalency factors with axle 
weight distribution data from truck weight study reports for calculating 
equivalent applications, but this method is somewhat tedious to follow, and 
sufficient data often are not readily available. To produce a more usable 
method, an investigation into factors affecting EWL1s was made by using 
results of truck weight and loadometer data from 47 states. It was found 
that EWL18 correlated well with the number of heavy trucks, but the cor
relation coefficients varied considerably among states. A similar study 
using only ADT also showed considerable variation among both states and 
highway class within a given state. Both of these were not as good as 
relationships using some measure of average axle weight or average truck 
gross weight. The most useful relationship and highest correlation of all 
those investigated was found among EWLrn, legal axle load limit, average 
heavy truck weight, and number of heavy trucks. 

•A NUMBER of thickness design methods use traffic analysis procedures that are based 
on equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications (EWLrn), Among them is the AASHO 
method (1 ), those derived from it by various state agencies, and The Asphalt Institute 
method (2). The basic method for determining EWLrn uses load equivalency factors 
with axle- weight distribution data from truck weight study reports for calculating equiv
alent applications. The calculations are given in Table 1 and elsewhere (4). 

Several states having access to computers use truck weight study data routinely to 
calculate, for design purposes, equivalent applications such as that given in Table 1. 
However, for states not having access to computers, the traffic analysis method shown 
in Figure 1 is quite tedious and time-consuming. Many other organizations, not having 
ready access to truck weight study data or to computers for calculating equivalent ap
plications, may use short-cut methods, and these are often very helpful. Sometimes, 
traffic situations are categorized without any real resort to computations. A proper 
accounting of traffic, however, is necessary for accurate design of both new and over
lay pavements. Therefore, the most useful method for determining EWL1a is one that 
is intermediate in complexity between those that use full truck weight study data and 
those that make essentially no use of the data. 

One example of a very simple method for calculating EWLrn, expressed as DTN and 
shown in Figure 2, was published in an early edition of the Thickness Design Manual (3). 
This method was derived from studies of truck weight study data from 47 states for the 
years 1959 through 1963. It is primarily based on a correlation between EWL1a and 
traffic volume for different classes of highways and streets. The procedure was simple 
to use but inexact. For example, for an interurban freeway with a vehicle-per-day 
count of 10,000, the EWL1s could vary from 400 to 3,000 equivalent applications per day. 
This represents a difference of 2 in. of asphalt base or surface in a new pavement de
sign, or perhaps the difference between none and 2 in. of overlay, a substantial differ
ence in some situations. 

Sponsored by Committee on Flexible Pavement Design and presented at the 50th Annual Meeting. 
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TABLE 1 

COMPUTATION OF EQUIVALENT APPLICATIONS 

Axle L oad Mean Load Number Percen t Equivalent 

(lb ) Axle Load Equivalellcy of Axles Axles Applications, 
(lb ) Factor EWL " 

Single axle 
Under 3,000 2,000 0 .01165 0 0 0 
3,000 to 6,999 5 ,000 0.02672 332 16 .4 8.87 
7,000 to 7,999 7,500 0.0538 278 13.7 14.96 
8,000 to 11,999 10,000 0.108 762 37 .6 82 .30 
12 ,000 to 15 ,999 14,000 0.3285 121 6.0 39.75 
16,000 to 17,999 17 ,000 0.757 101 5.0 76.50 
18,000 to 19,999 19,000 1.321 181 8.9 239.10 
20,000 to 21,999 21 ,000 2.305 173 8.5 398.76 
22 ,000 to 22 ,399 } 
22,400 to 23,400 23 ,000 4.019 64 3.2 257 .22 
23,401 to 23,999 
24,000 to 25,999 25 ,000 7 .017 11 0.5 77 .19 
26 ,000 to 29 ,999 28 ,000 16 .17 5 0.2 80 .85 

Total 1,275 .50 
Total weighed 2,028 
Total counted 8,020 

Tandem axle 
Under 6,000 3,000 0.0108 1 0.10 0.0108 
6,000 to 11,999 9 ,000 0.0278 203 20 .02 5.64 
12 ,000 to 17 ,999 15 ,000 0.0719 181 17 .85 13.01 
18,000 to 23,999 21 ,000 0.186 93 9.17 17 .30 
24,000 to 29,999 27 ,000 0.484 133 13.12 64.37 
30,000 to 31,999 31,000 0.912 85 8.38 77 .52 
32 ,000 to 33 ,999 33 ,000 1.253 106 10.46 132 .82 
34,000 to 35,999 35,000 1.721 93 9. 17 160 .05 
36,000 to 37,999 37,000 2 .363 57 5.62 134.69 
38 ,ooo to 39,999 39 ,000 3.246 35 3.45 113 .61 
40 ,000 to 41 ,000 40 ,500 4.113 12 1.18 49 .36 
41,000 to 42,000 41,500 4.827 5 0.49 24 .14 
42 ,ooo. to 43,999 43,000 6.125 6 0.59 36.75 
44 ,000 to 45,999 45,000 8.412 3 0.30 25 .24 
46 ,000 to 49 ,999 48,000 13.45 1 0. 10 13.45 

Total 867 .96 
Total weighed 1,014 
Total counted 4,010 

Total single and tandem 2,143.46 

Avg per axle 0.705 
Avg per vehicle 2. 114 

Note: Computations aoolv for 4-axle tractor-semitrai ler combinations accordinq to 1961 Mary land FAPR . 
8Asphalt Institute load factors. 
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A method is presented in this paper that 
attempts to overcome some of the defi 
ciencies of the design traffic analysis pro
cedures discussed briefly in the preceding. 
It is based on studies of truck weight study 
data from the same 47 states mentioned 
previously for the years 1959 through 1963 
and additional data from 11 states for the 
years 1964 through 1967 . The method is 
shown in Figure 3. 

The new method is based on a correla
tion among EWL1s, single-axle load limit, 
average gross weight of heavy trucks, and 
number of heavy trucks. All of the inputs 
are readily obtained except, perhaps, aver
age truck weight. Unfortunately, as ex
plained in the following, there are too many 
differences among states to permit the de
veloping of any across-the-board correla
tion without using some measure of aver
age truck weight or average axle weight. 
The authors felt that gross weight of trucks 
was more easily obtained than average axle 
weight, and so they chose this for use with 
the method. In several cases, particularly 
those involving truck-loading facilities and 
parking lots, this has proved to be the case . 
The method also has been checked against 
axle weight distribution data from several 
countries outside the United States and has 
been found to work. We feel, therefore, 

Figure 3. New traffic analysis method of The Asphalt 

that the method does have merit and should 
prove useful to persons making traffic 
analyses for asphalt pavement structural 
design. Institute. 
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DISCUSSION OF ANALYSIS METHOD 

Correlations Between EWL1a and Number of Heavy Trucks 

The traffic analysis procedure shown in Figure 3 has the following mathematical ex
pression: 

Log EWL1s = -10.68 + 3.40 log S + 1.33 log W + 1.05 log N 

where 

S = legal single-axle load limit, 1,000 lb; 
W = average heavy truck gross weight, lb, for 2-axle, 6-tire trucks or larger; and 
N = number of heavy trucks. 

This relationship was developed from a study of factors that affect EWL1a. This study 
indicated that increasing axle load trends seemed to correlate well with increasing truck 
volumes, although there were important differences among various states. Average 
truck weights and volumes vary from state to state and can vary considerably from high
way to highway in the same state. Also, it has been found through calculations of EWL18, 

using truck weight study data, that automobiles and light trucks contribute little to EWL18 

in most cases. With this in mind, it was felt that heavy truck traffic alone might serve 
as the basis for developing a simplified traffic analysis procedure. This, of course, de
pended on whether there was a reasonable correlation between the number of heavy trucks 
and EWL1a calculated by using axle weight distribution data. A least squares regression 
of each state's loadometer data indicated that this was so. 

Regressions were made on truck weight data from 47 states with the log of the num
ber of heavy trucks and the log of the calculated EWL1s as the variables. The following 
model was used: 

Log EWL1a = Ao + A1 log (number of heavy trucks) 

Data for the study were obtained from Tables W-1 and W-4 of reports on loadometers 
and truck weights submitted by most states to the Federal Highway Administration each 
year. In this study, calculations were made for each loadometer station for each high
way classification reported by the states. 

The mean EWLrn, number of heavy trucks, and number of loadometer stations for 
each of the states used in the study are given in Table 2. Asphalt Institute load equiva
lency factors were used to calculate EWL1a (4). Average equivalent applications per 
vehicle were calculated from the data in the W-4 tables as given in Table 1. The vehicle 
factors were then used with truck count data in the W-1 tables to calculate EWL18 for 
each loadometer station. 

It was noted that the majority of the A1 values were close to 1.1. This indicated that 
a 1.1 slope could be used in developing a traffic analysis chart. This was supported by 
the high values obtained for the correlation coefficients. Typical data obtained in the 
regression analyses are given in Table 2 and shown in Figure 4. As expected, the re
gression analyses resulted in a spread in Ao values because of the variation in average 
axle load from state to state. 

Because most regression lines had slopes of about 1.1, the possibility of using the 
results for making a simplified design procedure was considered. A traffic analysis 
chart (Fig. 5) was constructed. The chart consisted of a series of arbitrarily selected 
lines (design lines) that could be identified with numbers determined for each state. 
These are given by highway classification in Table 3. The procedure was not adopted 
for use in The Asphalt Institute manual, however, because it was felt that it would re
quire too much updating as traffic patterns and weight restrictions were changed in each 
state. 

It is also significant to note that, because the majority of A1 values given in Table 2 
are greater than 1.0, the EWL1s contributed per truck is not a constant, but it increases 
as the volume of heavy truck traffic increases. Thus, choosing a rate of growth for 
volume alone could result in underestimates of the total EWL18 expected during the de-
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TABLE 2 

RURAL HIGHWAY REGRESSION VALUES 

Mean Number 

Mean Number Counting of 
Slate Year A,, A, R' RMSE 

EWL11· Heavy 
Period Load-
(hours) ometer Tn1cks 

Slalions 

Alabama 1962 -0 . 2 970 1.02 0,987 0 ,0287 383 66 7 24 10 
1963 

Alaska 1962 0 0823 0 ,84 0,866 0 1403 43 71 16 7 
1963 

Arizona 1962 -0 .8678 1.24 0.797 0. 1402 106 212 8 10 
1963 -1.17 38 1.34 0.942 0 .0699 330 578 24 10 

Arkansas 1962 -1 , 1675 1,33 0 .850 0 ,0791 423 716 24 II 
1963 

California 1962 0.5153 0.77 0.683 0. 1091 415 548 8 14 
1963 -0.7311 1.20 0.990 0 ,0385 1,974 2.321 24 13 

Colorado 1962 
1963 

Connecticut 1962 -0.1923 1.10 0 ,981 0 .0955 784 654 8 8 
1964 1.05 0.990 0 .0521 1,906 1,073 24 8 

Delaware 1962 -0 .1897 1.14 0,997 0.0349 513 357 8 8 
1963 0. 0390 1.09 0.997 0 ,0380 1,947 977 24 1 

Florida 1962 -0.4231 1.14 0.953 0.0891 316 363 16 32 
1963 -0.3024 1.08 0.948 0.0979 282 352 16 32 

Georgia 1962 -0.3644 l.12 0.978 0 .0668 271 316 13-8, 2-24 15 
1963 

Hawaii 1962 -0.1325 1.06 0.903 0.1098 406 377 12 7 
1963 -4.0760 2.72 0.423 0.3661 192 220 12 G 

Idaho 1962 -0.0412 0.94 0.987 0.0012 230 353 24 5 
1963 

Illinois 1962 -0.5446 1.10 0.975 0.0510 172 328 8 17 
1963 

Indiana 1962 -0.7429 1.17 0 ,902 0.0825 281 527 8 20 
1963 -0.7269 1.18 0 .910 0.0659 282 498 8 20 

Iowa 1962 -1.1949 1.40 0.966 0.0961 343 456 24 11 
1963 -0.6799 1.25 0.974 0.0762 457 466 24 1l 

Kansas 1962 -0.6996 1.19 0.941 0.0519 117 213 8 12 
1963 -0.3933 1.06 0.981 0.0351 265 453 24 12 

Kentucky 1962 0.0518 0 ,97 0 .963 0.0420 636 692 24 8 
1963 -0.1143 1.00 0.934 0.0600 640 854 24 10· 

Louisiana 1962 -0.3836 1.12 0.859 0 .1287 186 231 8 10 
1963 -0.7490 1.26 0.951 0.0697 375 434 24 10 

Maine 1962 -0.4728 1.17 0.965 0.0870 527 540 24 10 
1963 

Maryland 1962 -0.2596 1.12 0.976 0.0853 1,299 1,019 24 12 
1963 -0.0578 1.06 0.993 0.0444 1,471 1,076 24 12 

Massachusetts 1962 
1963 

Michigan 1962 -0.6821 1.15 0.988 0.0752 443 762 24 9 
1963 

Minnesota 1962 -0.4751 1.08 0.970 0.0719 178 332 7-16, 14-24 21 
1963 

Mississippi 1962 -0 ,0206 0.93 0.760 0.0705 226 350 8 14 
1963 

Missouri 1962 -0.6762 1.12 0.914 0.0594 390 832 24 19 
1963 -0.3740 1.01 0.943 0.0454 410 876 24 19 

Montana 1962 -0.0115 0.92 0.800 0.1157 178 267 8-16, 1-21 9 
1963 

Nebraska 1962 -0.5650 1.14 0.915 0.0823 86 153 8 25 
1963 -0.2222 0,98 0.628 0.1847 246 451 24 25 

Nevada 1962 -0.4108 1.17 0.973 0.0944 87 103 8-8, 2-24 10 
1963 

New Hampshire 1962 
1963 

New Jersey 1962 
1963 

New Mexico 1962 0.1047 1.01 0.791 0 .1331 222 166 8 12 
1963 -0.2903 1.20 0.894 0.1082 617 378 24 12 

New York 1962 -0.0960 1.01 0.858 0.097 624 731 24 2a 
1963 

North Carolina 1962 -0.4592 0.92 0.830 0.0802 72 339 8 21 
1963 

North Dakota 1962 -0.5026 1.06 0.969 0.0501 130 288 24 16 
1963 

Ohio 1962 -0 .9373 1.28 0.956 0.0719 946 1, 139 24 t2 
1963 

Oklahoma 1962 -0.1663 1.16 0.943 0 ,0616 859 472 8-16,2-24 10 
1963 

Oregon 1962 -0.3297 1.11 0.969 0.0410 277 307 8 6 
1963 
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Table 2 (continued) 

state Year 

Pennsylvania 1962 
1963 

Rhode Island 1962 
1963 

South Carolina 1962 
1963 

South Dakota 1962 
1963 

Tennessee 1962 
1963 

Texas 1962 
1963 

utah 1962 
1963 

Vermont 1962 
1963 

Virginia 1962 
1963 

Washington 1962 
1963 

West Virginia 1962 
19t33 

Wisconsin 1962 
1963 

Wyoming 1962 
1963 

10
4 

8 . 

6 

~ 

?. 

., 
...J- 103 

3: 
w 8 

6 

4 

2 

Ao A, R' 

-0.7456 1.16 0.982 
-0.5147 1.08 0.980 
-1.2990 1.51 0.95 

-0.1752 1.02 0.911 
-0.0983 1.03 0.957 
-0.3149 0.96 0.913 

-0.1091 1.07 0.741 

-0.0117 0.99 0.878 

- 0.1928 0.95 0.955 
-0.4354 1.07 0.946 
-0.8089 1.24 0.786 

-0.3004 1.03 0.845 
-0.3406 1.05 0.974 
-0.0165 0.92 0.869 
-0.1725 0.89 0.704 
-0.8492 1.39 0.931 
-0.6869 1.21 0.906 
-1.7203 1.55 0.958 

-0.5712 1.14 0.966 

0 

2 4 

Mean Counting 
RMSE 

Mean Number Period EWLrn Heavy (hours) Trucks 

0.0466 443 854 16 
0.0616 599 1,121 24 
0.1388 761 589 25 

Rural and Urban Stations Combined for 1962 
0.0909 324 
0.0536 883 
0.0739 82 

0.0783 433 

0.0923 553 

0.0684 79 
0.0823 114 
0.1292 100 

0.0953 298 
0.0612 651 
0.0855 211 
0.1144 624 
0.1401 236 
0.1291 124 
0.1358 119 

0.0697 63 

0 
0 

MARYLAND 1963 

RURAL HIGHWAYS 

2 

429 8 
904 24 
213 16 

370 8 

597 1-16, 18-24 

154 8 
218 8 
186 8 

499 8 
972 24 
318 8 
892 24 
206 8-8,2-16 
202 9-8, 2-16 
286 16 

119 8 

4 

NUMBER OF HEAVY TRUCKS ( 2 axle- 6 tire and over) 

Figure 4. Typical regression curve. 

Number 
of 

Load-
ometer 
Stations 

14 
14 
5 

11 
10 
18 

8 

19 

9 
9 
5 

12 
11 
8 
8 

10 
11 
28 

8 
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Figure 5. Possible traffic analysis chart. 

DESIGN LINES FOR HEAVY TRUCK CORRELATION CHART 

., 

., 
L, 

Interstate Primary Jnlerstale 

• 

State and Primary Urban and Stale and Primary 
Rural Local Roads Rural 

Alabama 2 Montana 3 
Alaska 3 Nebraska 2.5 
Arizona 2 .5 Nevada 3.5 
Arkansas 2.5 I New Hampshire 
California 3,0 1.5 New Jersey 
Colorado New Mexico 5 
Connecticut 5,0 3 New York 3 
Delaware 5 2.5 North Carolina 0 
Florida 3.5 2.5 North Dakota 2 
Georgia 3.5 Ohio 3 
Hawaii Oklahoma 5 .5 
Idaho 2.5 1.5 Oregon 3.5 
Illinois 2 Pennsylvania 2 
Indiana 2 Rhode Island 5 
Iowa 4 3 South Carolina 3 
Kansas 2 ,5 0. 5 South Dakota 1.5 
Kentucky 2 .5 0 .5 Tennessee 4.5 
Louisiana 3.5 2.5 Texas 3,5 
Maine 4 2 Utah 2 
Maryland 4 3.5 Vermont 2 .5 
Massachusetts Virginia 2.5 
Michigan 2 1.5 Washington 2 .5 
Minnesota 2 2 West Virginia 3 
Mississippi 2.5 Wisconsin 2.5 
Missouri 1.5 0 Wyoming 2 

Note: Refer to chart shown in Figure 5, 
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sign period. On the other hand, a traffic 
analysis procedure based on the reported 
regression slopes allows for an increase 
in average axle weight with increases in 
truck traffic volume. 

Effect of Time of Count 

TABLE 4 

EFFECT OF TIME OF COUNT 

Durati on of 
Count 

(hours) 

24 
16 
8 

Number of 
Regressions 

28 
16 
22 

Low 

0 .70 
0 .87 
0.68 

Range in R 2 

High 

0 .997 
0 .98 
0 .997 

It will be noted from the data given in Note: Data taken from 1962 and 1963 rural highway information 

Table 2 that states report loadometer and 
traffic survey data based on differing count 
periods, which vary from 8 to 24 hours. 

Me an 

0.95 
0.94 
0.88 

Table 4 gives the correlation coefficient information for 64 least squares regressions 
of main rural highway data for different times used in collecting the data. Generally, 
it was found that 24-hour count data gave the highest correlation values, whereas 8-hour 
count data yielded the lowest. However, this may not be true for highways with uni
formly distributed daily truck traffic. For example, Delaware had a 0.997 value for 
both the 8-hour counts in 1962 and the 24-hour counts in 1963. This indicates that the 
heavy truck distribution for Delaware's main rural highways is approximately the same 
for either an 8- or 24-hour count. On the other hand, the regressions for California 
data gave correlation values of 0.683 for the 8-hour count and 0.99 for the 24-hour count. 
In view of these differences, it would be better to use 24-hour count data when present 
and future equivalent applications are estimated. However, in these studies we had to 
use the data available and believe that there are no serious consequences to the method 
presented. 

Correlations Among EWL18, Legal Load Limit, Aver age Heavy 
Truck Weight, and Number of Heavy Trucks 

Variations among states, as given in Table 2, result from variations in both the axle
weight and the truck-type distributions. However, these differences are not consistent 
for all states or highways. Legal weight-limit variations, character of vehicle, load 
prevailing in a given area, and many other factors account for these differences. Re
gardless of the differences, a study of the 2-year data indicated that regression values 
for a given state are similar from year to year if changes such as increased legal axle 
limit do not occur. 

Nevertheless, changes can be expected from time to time in factors that affect the 
relationship between EWL1s and the number of heavy trucks. For this reason, the cor
relation study was expanded to include a search for a method that would not require 
identification of analysis factors (e.g., design lines shown in Figure 5) with individual 
states. 

It was shown in the foregoing that EWL1a correlates W(:)ll with the number of heavy 
trucks but that differences among states have significant effects on design. After con
siderable study of many possible factors, including average axle weight, we found the 
most useful relationship and highest correlation to be among EWL1B, legal axle load 
limit, average heavy truck weight, and number of heavy trucks for all data available 
from 1962 through 1967. The final form of the relationship is given in the nomograph 
shown in Figure 3. 

Data used were collected at 10 to 23 weighing stations on all classes of highways in 
11 states during the years 1962 through 1967. Ther e were 383 data points altogether. 
The resulting correlation was R2 = 0.91. The equation was 

Log EWL1a = -10.683 + 3.401 log S + 1.334 log W + 1.051 log N 

where 

S = legal single-axle load limit, 1, 000 lb ; 
W = average heavy truck gross weight, lb ; and 
N = number of heavy trucks. 
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The nomograph shown in Figure 3 was developed from this equation and is included 
in the latest edition of The Asphalt Institute manual (2). Although designed specifically 
for the Asphalt Institute method, it can be used with reasonable accuracy with other 
methods derived from AASHO Road Test data. Preferably, however, a similar nomo
graph should be developed by using AASHO load equivalency factors instead of Asphalt 
Institute factors to calculate EWLrn, Also, the inclusion of more data than those used 
in this study might result in a slightly different set of coefficients for the equations. 

Modifications now under study include relationships among average truck weight, 
truck count data, and percentage of loaded trucks. The intent is to make as much use 
as possible of data that can be collected by counting instead of by weighing. The use 
of 1963 interstate rural data from 31 states in trial models have given correlations of 
R2 = 0.82 for average heavy truck weight expressed as a function of the log of count 
data. The percentage of heavy trucks loaded contributed at least 63 percent of the cor
relation. It seems possible that further modifications of the model will yield a more 
accurate equation that could be applied throughout the United States and elsewhere. 

CONCLUSION 

Simple methods for calculating equivalent 18-kip single-axle load applications for 
traffic analysis for pavement structural design are useful to designers not able to use 
full truck weight study data. Three methods are presented in this paper utilizing re
lationships correlating EWLrn and other factors, including number and average weight 
of heavy trucks, based on studies of truck weight study data collected from state high
way departments. One method is currently used by The Asphalt Institute in its design 
manual. Even simpler methods are possible for use in states or smaller jurisdictions. 
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STRUCTURAL DESIGN OF UNSURFACED ROADWAYS 
AND AIRFIELDS 
George M. Hammitt, II, U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, 

Vicksburg, Mississippi 

ABRIDGMENT 
•AN INVESTIGATION was conducted concerning the development of a structural design 
procedure using soil as a surfacing layer for roadway and airfield pavements. A review 
of the literature revealed limited pertinent testing that consisted of a total of 78 full
scale controlled tests conducted by the U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment 
Station. The test items were generally 2-layer systems composed of a higher strength 
soil material overlying a weaker soil layer. These soils were of various types, thick
nesses, and strengths (subgrade and cover). They were tested under various conditions 
of load, tire pressure, and tire size. Only failed items used in single-wheel load tests 
were considered in an analysis to develop equations for design of cover layers. 

A multiple linear regression analysis was performed, and prediction equations were 
developed for thickness, coverage (service life), subgrade strength, load, and tire 
pressure in terms of the independent variables most affecting these values. These pre
diction equations are a method of presenting design criteria for unsurfaced roads and 
unsurfaced airfields based on the results of the full-scale testing. 

The 5 independent variables of tire pressure, load, coverage, subgrade soil CBR, 
and cover soil CBR were tentatively selected as best defining thickness, the dependent 
variable. The 1 dependent variable and the 5 independent variables were put in a com
mon logarithm form, and a linear correlation was developed in an equation form. The 
addition of more variables did not significantly increase the degree of correlation. De
leting any of the 5 variables decreased the degree of correlation and the increased stan
dard error of estimate. An attempt to analyze the performance of different test items 
on the basis of material components revealed that there was no appreciable difference 
in the performance. Also, the correlation values were better when the type-of-material 
variable was deleted. The following equation is presented as best predicting thickness 
requirements: 

Log thickness = -1. 02165 + 0.63624 log tire pressure 
+ 0.21484 log load + 0.23937 log coverage 
- 0.402813 log subgrade CBR 
- 0. 31404 log cover CBR (1) 

This correlation has a standard error of estimate of 2.5 in. and an R-value of 0.815; 
R2 equals 0.665. A shape number relating tire dimensions and deflections, b • d(6 )112, 
was used as an additional variable. In this form b is equal to width, d is equal to diam
eter, and 6 is equal to deflection of tires. However, the addition of this variable did 
not improve the degree of correlation; therefore, it was not included. Also, deletion 
of the cover CBR variable weakened the correlation and increased the standard error 
of estimate; therefore, this variable was retained. 

Sponsored by Committee on Theory of Pavement Design. 
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A similar type of analysis was used for each of the other 4 variables with the follow
ing results: 

Log coverage= 5.90386 - 1.73226 log tire pressure 
- 1.75002 log load+ 1.21599 log subgrade CBR 
+ 1.10497 log cover CBR + 0.851912 log shape number 
+ 2.64158 log thickness (2) 

Log subgrade CBR = - 1.57455 + 0.49026 log tire pressure 
+ 0.58114 log load+ 0.17190 log coverage 
- 0.00123 log cover CBR - 0.38251 log shape number 
- 0.65471 log thickness (3) 

Log load= 1.74026 + 0.20493 log tire pressure 
- 0.07135 log coverage + 0.16762 log subgrade CBR 
+ 0.07199 log cover CBR + 0.74112 log shape number 
+ 0.20042 log thickness (4) 

Log tire pressure = 1.47676 + 0.28537 log load - 0.09836 log coverage 
+ 0.19691 log subgrade CBR + 0. 20471 log cover CBR 
- 0.44815 log tire shape number 
+ 0. 31440 log thickness (5) 

The assumptions of a linear relationship are generally sound for the ranges of vari
ables described from actual tests, but the true relationship may be far from linear for 
wider ranges. Specific reverification tests are needed in the lower and higher ranges 
of extrapolation where test data did not exist. Six additional tests in these ranges would 
confirm the findings and substantiate the assumption of linear relationship for the en
tire range of prediction. 

Additional study is needed to better define the load-carrying capability of soils of 
large values of modulus of elasticity E in a 2-layer system. For identical subgrade 
conditions, this study revealed only very small actual reduction of thicknesses when 
increases of cover soil strength occurred. A series of tests is needed in which iden
tical sections, with the exception of cover soil type and strength, are constructed, 
tested, and compared. 

The 5 prediction equations for thickness, coverage, subgrade CBR, load, and tire 
pressure represent a method that previously was not available for the design of road 
shoulders and unsurfaced roads and airfields. The equations are the results of anal
ysis of 78 full-scale test items. 



HIGH-SPEED PROFILOMETRY 
J. R. Darlington, Testing and Research Division, 

Michigan Department of state Highways, Lansing 

The General Motors rapid travel profilometer has been evaluated by the 
Michigan Department of state Highways. It meets or exceeds all specifi
cations for accuracy and reliability. It does not return a survey type of 
elevation map because long-wave features must be filtered out. For this 
reason, its profiles must be viewed as correct in the frequency domain but 
incorrect in the spatial domain. An inertial guidance system capable of 
recording long-wave features would solve the problem. Profile analysis 
in the frequency domain is confined to the 4 basic measures: mean squares, 
amplitude distributions, autocorrelation, and power spectral density. It 
is possible to extract some single number indexes based on the 4 standard 
measures. Power spectral density appears to be most interesting for high
way work. 

•THE RAPID TRAVEL PROFILOMETER (RTP) developed by General Motors(!) has 
ushered in a new era of road profile measurement. At the same time significant ad
vances in data acquisition and signal analysis methods have provided powerful tools 
for profile study. Opportunities to use these new techniques became apparent during 
an evaluation of the RTP. This paper discusses the theory of the RTP, the outcome 
of the evaluation study, and the use of modern data acquisition and signal analysis on 
RTP profiles. 

Profiles may be viewed as an elevation map for a narrow strip of roadway (width 
of wheel) or as a random signal with certain properties in common with all other ran
dom signals. Implications of this dual viewpoint are discussed. 

THE GENERAL MOTORS RAPID TRAVEL 
PROFILOMETER (RT P) 

The RTP is based on 2 systems. The first is hardware consisting of acceleration 
and displacement transducers. The second is software consisting of a signal-processing 
concept that can be implemented in various ways. The first system is relatively 
straightforward and consists of 2 transducers mounted in a vehicle. These are a 
linear potentiometer connected between a small road-following wheel and the vehicle 
body, and an accelerometer mounted in the vehicle body. Each transducer senses 2 
components of vertical motion. The road-following wheel senses body bounce and 
changes in surface elevation that occur too rapidly to move the vehicle as a unit. The 
accelerometer picks up body bounce and elevation changes that occur slowly enough to 
move the entire vehicle as a unit. Acceleration data are then integrated twice to pro
duce a displacement signal. When road-following wheel and accelerometer displace
ment signals are algebraically summed, the result is a road surface profile. Body 
bounce is canceled because it appears with equal magnitude but opposite polarity in 
each signal. 

It is evident that long-wave features, such as hills or grade changes, are picked up 
by the accelerometer, and short-wave features are picked up by the road-following 
wheel. At this point, signals from the transducers, if processed as described, would 

Sponsored by Committee on Surface Properties-Vehicle Interaction and presented at the 50th Annual Meeting. 
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yield a true elevation profile measured with respect to a reference established by the 
accelerometer when it was first turned on. Accuracy in recording long-wave, high
amplitude features such as hills would depend only on the quality of the accelerometer. 
If it responded to very low accelerations, even curvature of the earth would appear in 
long profile runs. 

Explanation of the second system embodied in the RTP concept requires a digres
sion into the nature of road profiles. Road profiles possess 1 characteristic that 
makes them difficult to measure. In terms of signal theory, profiles are said to ex
hibit a very high dynamic range of perhaps 80 dB (decibel) or more. In other words, 
it means that there is a great difference in amplitude between large features such as 
hills and surface details. For this reason, the attempt to measure surface detail, 
when it is accompanied by high-amplitude features, is similar to hearing a whisper 
next to Niagara Falls. Profile surface details will be invisible if the recording instru
ments are scaled to accommodate hills. If the instruments are scaled to make surface 
details visible, recorder overload will occur on the hills. This problem is avoided in 
surveying methods because instruments are continually moved to keep within range of 
the rod and the results are recorded numerically; this provides infinite dynamic re
cording capacity. 

It is evident that some way had to be found to eliminate high-amplitude signals when 
profile is recorded on a medium of limited dynamic range. Fortunately, the nature of 
road profiles ensures that high-amplitude data will consist of long-wave features such 
as hills or grade changes. For this reason, a high-speed profilometer need only filter 
out the low-frequency signals induced in its sensors by high-amplitude hills and grade 
changes. 

This filtering is accomplished by the second system associated with the RTP. It is 
actually a signal-processing concept that can be implemented in different ways depend
ing on desired results. Basically, the fundamental operations of integrating accelera
tion twice and summing the result with road-following wheel displacement are combined 
with filtration. This is accomplished by forming the product of transfer functions for 
the operations desired and programming the result on an analog or digital computer. 
The computer then acts as a processor for the acceleration and road-following wheel 
signals. An illustration of this concept is as follows: 

(

transfer road-following) (transfer) 
function wheel function . 
for double + displacement x foi· · = profile 
integration signal filtration 

The function labeled "filter" can be a transfer function for any third or higher order 
high-pass filter. Developers of the RTP chose the Butterworth design but could have 
used the Chebeyshev, Paynter, elliptical, or other type of design depending on needs. 
In practice the RTP operator chooses a filter cutoff frequency, feeds the transducer 
signals into the computer, and records a final profile that has all frequencies below 
the cutoff point attenuated. The filter not only removes the high-amplitude long-wave 
features but also permits use of a less-than-perfect accelerometer and eliminates con
cern over low-frequency noise contamination of the accelerometer signal. This con
tamination arises from drifts in the electronics and tilts of the accelerometer from a 
true vertical during the profile run. 

It is valuable to note an important fact at this point. The transducer signals them
selves do not span a great dynamic range. It is only after processing the accelerometer 
signal through double integration that high-amplitude hills and grade changes emerge. 
This is made clear by noting that double integration of a very small positive or negative 
acceleration over a long period of time results in a very large output. In other words, 
the second derivative of road profiles does not have a high dynamic range. Conse
quently, one could obtain long-wave, high-amplitude features by installing a near
perfect accelerometer on a nontilting mount and digitally processing the resulting 
signal. Digital processing provides a very high dynamic recording range, as was seen 
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in the case of surveying. Filtration to remove the very lowest frequencies would 
probably still be needed, even with digital processing, because some low-frequency 
contamination is unavoidable. 

The major effects of filtration depend on the intended use of the profile. If the pro
file is viewed as a random signal, the filter merely specifies the lower cutoff frequency 
of the data. The profile can then be analyzed by modern signal-analysis techniques 
without further difficulty. If the profile is viewed as an elevation map for a narrow 
strip of roadway, the filter introduces some problems. The main difficulty is lack of 
a fixed reference such as that used in surveying. This results in a final profile that 
does not look at all like the actual terrain. The filter introduces what might be called 
a piecewise linear reference for wavelengths up to one-tenth as long as the longest 
wave passed by the filter without attenuation. Thus, if the filter is passing 1,000-ft 
waves with no attenuation, waves up to 100 ft will be measured with respect to a linear 
reference. This reference is located at some arbitrary height and angle over the road
way. The next 100-ft segment, even if overlapping most of the first segment, will be 
measured with respect to a slightly different reference. Waves longer than one-tenth 
of maximum get shifted in phase and appear in the RTP profile ahead of their actual 
location on the roadway. 

At present, the only way to produce a survey type of terrain map is by restoring 
long-wave features through a process called tipping. This requires transit shots at 
some predetermined interval, such as every 100 ft. When transit data and RTP profiles 
are processed by the tipping program, a true elevation map results with far less work 
than would be required by transit alone. With improved accelerometers, mounts, and 
digital processing, the required known elevation points could be thousands of feet apart. 

EVALUATION OF RTP 

We have seen how the RTP works and what it can do in theory. Evaluation of the 
device by the Research Laboratory Section of the Michigan Department of state High
ways has shown close agreement between theory and practice. Accuracy under static 
conditions was easy to check and was found to be within specifications. Accuracy 
under dynamic conditions was considerably more difficult to determine. 

Dynamic accuracy of any system is usually checked by feeding in a sine wave of 
fixed amplitude and noting the ratio of output to input for all frequencies of interest. 
Another method has recently been used that consists of feeding in broad-band random 
noise and measuring the power spectral density of the output. Random noise presents 
the system with all frequencies at once, thus providing a more realistic test. It was 
not feasible to apply either test to the RTP because very costly and complex drivers, 
generators, and delay networks would be needed. 

Dynamic accuracy was determined by a technique developed in the early 1960's as 
part of a general attack on problems in signal theory. It is a statistical process de
fined by the expression 

in which Gx(f) and Gy(f) are power spectral estimates for each of 2 signals, and Gxy(f) 
is the cross spectrum at frequency (f). This coherence function statistic reveals the 
extent of agreement between 2 signals in a narrow frequency band centered at fre
quency (f). The result, after the function is evaluated for various (f), is a graph or 
table showing amplitude correlation (0: 1) for all wavelengths in question. The analysis 
requires uniform and closely spaced, precise level readings from a test section con
taining equal intensity of roughness at all wavelengths. The RTP profile for the same 
test section was digitized, and the analysis was performed by computer. Analysis was 
complicated by the necessity to get RTP and precise level profiles in phase and by the 
arbitrary RTP reference that required tipping of the precise level profile to match the 
RTP reference. Analysis spanned wavelengths from 100 to 1 ft, and all coherence 



values were significantly high indicating high 
dynamic accuracy. Table 1 gives the wave
length, frequency in cycles per foot, and co
herence value for each estimate. 

With accuracy established, the RTP was 
evaluated as a tool for highway work. The 
RTP itself has beenfound to be very reliable, 
easy to maintain, and straightforward to op
erate. Beyond this, its high speed is essen
tial in view of ever-increasing traffic loads 
that make older devices too slow and hazard
ous to operate. Several small improvements 
were made in the underbody photocell that was 
originally intended to sense cracks and joints, 
but that is now used as a test section marker 
to sense reflective strips placed on the road
way. The road-following wheel was fitted 
with a distance-sensing pulse marker to aid 
in horizontally scaling the computer profile. 

The most important aspect of evaluation 
concerns the question already mentioned. 
How is the profile to be used? If only signal 
analysis is desired, there are no difficulties 
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TABLE 1 

COHERENCE VALUES BETWEEN AN RTP 
PROFILE AND A PRECISE LEVEL PROFILE 

Wavelength 
(ft) 

100.0 
50.0 
25.0 
16.7 
12.5 
10.0 
8.4 
7.2 
6.3 
5.5 
5.0 
4.2 
3.1 
2.5 
2.1 
1.8 
1.4 
1.3 
1.1 
1.0 

Frequency 
(cycles per foot) 

0.01 
0.02 
0.04 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.12 
0.14 
0.16 
0.18 
0.20 
0.24 
0.32 
0.40 
0.48 
0.56 
0.72 
0.87 
0.91 
1.00 

Coherence Value 
(correlation) 

0.997 
0.984 
0.979 
0.959 
0.947 
0.951 
0.956 
0.909 
0.963 
0.843 
0.872 
0.944 
0.9 18 
0.954 
0.991 
0.979 
0.858 
0.816 
0.891 
0.9 16 

with the RTP. If the elevation map view is held, there is strong impetus to develop a 
system that can handle very long waves, conceivably as long as 5,000 ft. This became 
an issue when more uses were found for the elevation map. One use, for example, was 
airport runway profiles requiring the recording of 2,000-ft waves. Another case in
volved estimates of bituminous material needed in resurfacing jobs. This problem has 
been studied at the Research Laboratory, and the general solution is evident. Record
ing of very long waves requires a very high-quality accelerometer on a stable platform 
and digital processing of the output. Experimentation along these lines using gyro 
stabilization has yielded encouraging results. Because the RTP is actually a small
scale inertial guidance system, it would be possible to install a true inertial guidance 
system, such as those used in missiles, if the proper security environment could be 
achieved. This would allow pickup of very long waves similar to true surveying. 

PROFILE ANALYSIS 

Research Laboratory findings indicate that the major impact of the RTP concept 
lies in the field of profile analysis. Again, the signal versus elevation map view of 
road profiles has a strong bearing on analysis considerations. If the profile is viewed 
as a random signal with properties common to all random signals, the analysis possi
bilities are limited to modern signal analysis techniques. 

These methods of signal analysis that make it possible to rationally analyze random 
signals began to develop about 1958. To quote from Bendat and Piersol @, "Four main 
types of statistical functions are used to describe the basic properties of random data: 
(a) mean square values, (b) probability density functions, (c) autocorrelation functions 
and (d) power spectral density functions." These 4 categories allow classification of 
the 2 traditional roughness measures: inches per mile and slope variance. Inches per 
mile is found to fit no standard classification and is, in fact, an undefined measure. It 
is not supported by signal measurement theory even though it may correlate with sub
jective ride quality or other objective measures. Slope variance is classifiable under 
mean square values and is a rudimentary measure of average intensity for the profile's 
first derivative. Neither measure provides any information about average intensity in 
a given wavelength band. This is vital information because it relates roughness to 
specific profile features. In addition, of course, current instruments used to produce 
the traditional roughness measures "see" a distorted version of the actual profile. 
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Power spectral density (PSD) alone, of the 4 available measures, supplies average 
intensity of the profile in given wavelength bands. For this reason, PSD is said to 
completely characterize the random process. 

The RTP lends itself perfectly to a PSD analysis because an undistorted profile is 
recorded on magnetic tape and because vital filtering functions are performed. Long
wave, high-amplitude data would bias the PSD function if it were not removed by the 
profile process filter. 

Research Laboratory work with PSD analysis led to the 4 following points: 

1. A study of the available literature indicates that no measure is available that is 
more comprehensive or that is supported by a body of statistical and engineering 
expertise; 

2. The investigator using PSD analysis must specify his statistical decisions so 
others may compare their work; 

3. Data for which PSD analysis would be unreliable will not yield a statistically 
valid measure of any other type; and 

4. PSD analysis must be done with great care because any contamination of the pro
file by even weak periodic or nonperiodic noise will seriously bias the analysis. 

Even though PSD is the analysis of choice, there are at least 2 other possibilities 
for a single-number index that can then be used for correlation with other measures
contractor evaluations ,ff the like. These 2 measures are statistically valid because 
they are derived from the 4 basic signal analysis measures. The first is merely mean 
squares but is computed for a narrow band of wavelengths important to the study at 
hand. The second is an amplitude distribution for a narrow wavelength band. This 
measure will usually form a Poisson distribution and is, therefore, fully specified by 
a single number. This is due to the fact that any Poisson distribution can be specified 
by its mean or variance, and, although this measure is not physically meaningful at 
this time, it is statistically valid. 

If the profile is viewed as an elevation map for a narrow strip of roadway, another 
analysis viewpoint prevails. In this case the profile is used directly for a growing 
variety of purposes. In order to reproduce long-wave features or orient a profile seg
ment to the true elevation, it is necessary to tip the profile as discussed previously. 
True elevation profiles have been used for a variety of maintenance purposes including 
joint blowups, potholed areas, and heaved slabs. They have been used in pavement 
studies involving comparison of profiles recorded at different times. A current use 
of elevation map profiles is in determining amounts of bituminous material needed in 
resurfacing jobs. In this case a computer simulation of the paving machine is passed 
over the elevation profile, and bituminous quantities are computed. 

SUMMARY 

The General Motors rapid travel profilometer embodies principles of inertial guid
ance that will undoubtedly underlie all high-speed profilometers to come. The device 
is best understood in terms of filter theory because the important feature of the RTP 
concept is its filter. Evaluation of the device by the Research Laboratory Section of 
the Michigan Department of state Highways has shown it to be accurate and reliable. 
It will, however, need improvement if very long waves are to be recorded. The RTP 
permits use of modern signal-analysis techniques . Of these, power spectral density 
analysis seems to be most important. 
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PRACTICAL USES OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS WITH 
SURFACE DYNAMICS ROAD PROFILOMETER 
Roger S. Walker and W. Ronald Hudson, Center for Highway Research, 

University of Texas at Austin 

This paper presents some practical uses of power spectral analysis and 
coherence analysis of data obtained from the surface dynamics road pro
filometer. A brief description of spectral and coherence analyses is pro
vided, along with some practical examples of their use. The first applica
tion is an investigation of differences between an inexpensive replacement 
road-following wheel and the standard wheel that comes with the profilom
eter. The second example involves construction control and identification 
of differences between 2 methods for laying asphaltic base materials. Both 
of these investigations involved statistically designed experiments so that 
more reliable conclusions could be obtained and confidence limits defined. 
Slope variance and roughness index statistics were also examined for the 
work and are compared with the spectral and coherence analyses results. 
These methods appear to be a practical use of spectral techniques. Ex
tension of these methods may provide the best approach yet available for 
development of adequate road profile specifications and construction control. 

•DEVELOPMENT of the General Motors surface dynamics (SD) profilometer has made 
it possible to rapidly obtain road profile data. In addition, the data provided by the SD 
profilometer are better than those provided by other profilometers in that long wave
length information is included (1, 2). This new device, however, brought many prob
lems of how to process and use the large quantities of data obtained. Initially, research 
efforts at the Center for Highway Research at The University of Texas at Austin were 
primarily directed toward computing various summary statistics, such as slope variance 
and roughness index values from the digitized road profile data. These values were 
then used for correlations with ratings made by a panel in order to develop equations 
to predict pavement serviceability index (PSI) (3). Recent work has been expanded to 
include the use of spectral analysis for analyzing these data. 

Spectral analysis, which separates road profile data into the various frequencies 
contained in the data, has been discussed by Quinn and Hagen, who used rod and level 
measurements for obtaining profile data ( 4), and briefly by Whittemore and others, who 
used the SD profilometer as the measuring device (5). In the studies by Quinn and 
Hagen, problems in obtaining a standardized method for computing power spectra were 
discussed. Some of these problems still exist although the profile data obtained by 
Quinn and Hagen for these studies were not obtained with the profilometer, and the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT) was not used to compute the power spectral estimates. (The 
fast Fourier transform is an algorithm that provides Fourier coefficients directly. 
Use of this method is much faster for computing power spectral estimates than the 
mean-lagged product method that was most commonly used up until the past 10 years.) 

The General Motors report (5) includes several power spectral plots of road profile 
data obtained with the profilometer. In this study, however, the investigators towed 
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the profilometer behind a test truck at 3 mph so that usable data could be obtained for 
their investigations. Wheel bounce at higher speeds of the road-following wheel was 
said to be detrimental to their studies. (The profilometer was towed so that approxi
mately the same wheelpath used by the towing or test truck would be measured as re
quired by the experiment.) 

Consideration of this brief background would seem to suggest rejection of the use of 
power spectrum or spectral analysis as an analysis tool for examining road profile data 
obtained with the SD profilometer. In this paper, however, a way to avoid many of the 
problems in the reports mentioned previously is discussed, and some practical methods 
of using spectral analysis on data obtained with the SD profilometer are given. The 
Appendix briefly discusses spectral analysis and some problems that should be avoided 
when computing power spectral and coherence estimates. Accurate power spectral 
estimates require certain statistical assumptions about the data to be analyzed. This 
paper discusses the conditions imposed on road profile data to satisfy these assumptions. 

STATISTICAL ASSUMPTIONS FOR SPECTRAL ANALYSIS METHODS OF 
ROAD PROFILE DATA 

Accurate power spectral estimates of road profile data require data from a sta
tionary Gaussian random process. An ensemble of random time functions (or a random 
process) is stationary if any translation of the time (or distance) origin leaves its sta
tistical properties unchanged. Because a power spectrum may be thought of as a 
second-moment spectrum (see spectral analysis discussion in Appendix), its first and 
second moments fall under this category. The profilometer filters out all low-frequency 
and direct current components. Data characteristics of the first moment or mean ap
proximately meet this definition (see also trend removal discussions in Appendix). The 
second moment or variance requirement is not generally satisfied. Darlington, how
ever, has found that road profile variance is reasonably constant on newer concrete 
and bituminous pavements (6). The total problem of nonstationarity can be somewhat 
ignored by a change in viewpoint from a local to an overall or averaging effect. That 
is, from the overall viewpoint, an averaging of several regions of rough and smooth 
pavements is of primary concern. For this viewpoint, if stationarity is not met, the 
variance values would be too high for the smooth regions and too low for the rough 
regions. It should be noted that the stationarity problems are not confined to spectral 
analysis. They also affect slope variance or other summary statistics and must al
ways be watched for in any such statistical analysis. In most analyses of this type, 
the overall viewpoint is usually assumed. 

Darlington (6) provides a good discussion concerning the random characteristics of 
road profile data. These discussions lead to the assumption that typical highway pro
file data, as obtained with the SD profilometer, are usually Gaussian or near-Gaussian 
because they are an ensemble of random time functions and have a mean approximately 
equal to zero. 

These statistical restrictions are not so serious as they might first appear because 
it has been shown (7) that the power spectral estimates are fairly robust with respect 
to non-Gaussian signals. Furthermore, using the combination of data from the pro
filometer, spectral analysis from an overall viewpoint, and trend removal techniques 
(7) alleviates the problems of stationarity. 
- Coherence analysis (Appendix) has been found to be quite useful for current road 

profile analysis because of its capacity to detect differences between 2 different road 
profiles on a frequency basis. In addition, it also has several other advantageous fea
tures that should be noted. First, Foster and Guinzy (8) found that coherence is also 
fairly insensitive to non-Gaussian signals. Second, a comparison was made of run-to 
run profiles, or right wheelpath versus left wheelpath, for the same road section, and 
profiles are stationary or nonstationary in the same manner. Because each coherence 
value is a statistic, confidence limits can be applied; and statistical tests on these 
coherence values can be made. It is in the use of coherence analysis that recent pro
gress has been made at the Center for Highway Research. 
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Some of the problems that one must avoid in using spectral analysis are discussed 
in the Appendix. The next 2 sections describe how a combination of coherence and 
statistics has been used in detecting road-following wheel characteristics of the pro
filometer and differences in construction methods for laying an asphalt base material. 

SD PROFILOMETER-REPLACEMENT WHEEL STUDIES 

The SD profilometer (1, 2) was developed so that road profile data could be obtained 
at high speeds without causing undue traffic interference. A potentiometer mounted to 
a road-following or sensor wheel is used to detect sensor-wheel and vehicle-body dis
placements (high-frequency roughness). The weakest link in the overall system has 
been this sensor or road-following wheel for the following reasons: 

1. The mechanical equipment causes most of the system troubles, at least more 
than the electronic equipment; 

2. The usable life of these wheels is too short in relation to their high cost; a...ll.d 
3. Wheel bounce is not uncommon, and has been noted at speeds as low as 10 mph 

on relatively good roads with a PSI > 4.0. 

Many of the mechanical problems mentioned can probably be solved only by use of a 
noncontact probe, which should also greatly enhance operation of the SD profilometer. 

The limited usable life of the sensor wheel, its susceptibility to cutting, and its high 
cost (about $500) prompted investigations for a substitute. K. J. Law Engineers, Inc., 
is now selling a less expensive wheel for about $300, and recent but incomplete in
vestigations have proved it to be acceptable, thus far, in terms of its measurement 
capabilities. Indications of its usable life have yet to be obtained. 

Several inexpensive wheels were carefully examined and tested (e.g., in terms of 
balancing, construction, and visual measuring quality), and all but one were eliminated 
as a potential replacement wheel candidate. A test was then conducted (9) to determine 
whether any differences could be discerned between the standard $ 500 wheel delivered 
with the system (from now on referred to as the control wheel) and the replacement 
wheel candidate. 

At the beginning of this experiment, the various measurement characteristics that 
could be used to discern possible differences were defined. Because a set of PSI pre
diction equations was developed (3), it was decided to use the independent variables in 
this set of equations as 1 group of characteristics, i.e., log slope variance and rough
ness index. Significant differences in these statistics would then indicate significant 
differences in PSI measurements. As indicated previously, these 2 variables, however, 
provide only 1 index for the total profile wave form. Thus, it was also decided to use 
coherence values between repeat runs for each frequency range as a further check on 
possible wheel differences. The following experiment was then designed (Fig. 1): 

1. Wheel type-2 levels (control wheel and replacement wheel); 
2. Roughness-3 levels (PSI values of 4.0, 2.5, and 1.7); 
3. Speed-2 levels (50 mph and 20 mph); and 
4. Replications-6 replications. 

The analysis of variance for the log slope variance and roughness index statistics 
is given in Table 1. There is a significant difference only in roughness type, as 
expected. 

From these findings, it can be concluded that the inexpensive wheel could replace 
the control wheel for computing PSI. Examination of the marginal means (Table 2) 
seems to provide further evidence to support using the relacement wheel because the 
marginal mean of the replacement wheel is less than that of the control wheel in the 
log slope variance analysis. However, just the reverse is true in the roughness index 
analysis. Thus, it might be suspected, particularly with the large number of degrees 
of freedom, that there are no significant differences between the replacement wheel 
and the control wheel. However, an examination using spectral analysis revealed that 
the characteristics of the 2 wheels had certain significant differences. 
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Figure 1. Experiment design for replacement wheel experiment. 

For the spectral analysis , coherences between repeat runs were used as the 
dependent variable. Table 3 gives the general analysis of variance that was then run 
on all spectral frequencies. For this experiment, the frequency spectrum was divided 
into 128 frequency bands; hence, there were 128 analysis-of-variance runs. As noted 
from this table , the third-order interaction term is used as the experimental error 
with only 2 degrees of freedom. To get a better test, the other interaction terms were 
tested and pooled if not found significant at the 75 percent confidence level. This yields 
a possible maximum of 7 degrees of freedom as noted. In all cases, at least some 
terms were pooled. 

A few comments should be made in regard to the assumptions of normality necessary 
for the analysis of variance tests. The coherence samples do not come from a normal 
distribution, as may be noted elsewhere (10). However, for coherence about 0.25 or 
more and 1.0 or less and for 10 or more degrees of freedom, these curves are near 
normal or at least fairly symmetrical. In addition, the F-test in the analysis of vari
ance has been found to be fairly robust for some symmetrical distributions. The re
striction of normality, however, is a stringent restriction in many cases and should be 
considered when conclusions are drawn about the analysis of variance results . 

From the results of the coherence analysis of variance test, roughness was found 
significant as expected in the range from the 99 percent confidence level, in most cases, 
down to wavelengths of about 4. 5 ft. Speed was found significant at the 97 .5 percent 
level at the 83- and 43- ft wavelengths. This is logical because these frequencies are 
affected by the filtering action of the analog computer because of the 20- and 50-mph 

TABLE 1 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR LOG SLOPE VARIANCE AND FOR ROUGHNESS INDEX 

Degrees 
Log Slope Variance Roughness Index 

Source of 
Sums of Mean Sums of Mean Freedom 
Squares Squares Squares Squares 

Wheel type, 1 1 0.04289 0,04289 3,870.11278 3,870.11278 
Roughness, 2 2 20, 74885 10.37443" 2,997,657 .24426 1,498, 828.62213" 
Speed, 3 1 0.04714 0.04714 11,002.62726 11,002.62726 
12 2 0,87306 0.43653 43, 553.67089 21, 776.83545 
13 1 0.11598 0.11598 359.85474 359.85474 
23 2 0.61547 0,30773 9,182.44606 4, 591.22303 
123 2 0.00036 0.00018 745,69207 372.84603 
Experimental error 60 8.55918 0.14265 114,013.74619 1,900.22910 

Total 71 31.00293 3,180, 385.39424 

aSignificant at 99 percent confidence level , 
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TABLE 2 

MARGINAL MEANS FOR LOG SLOP E VARIANCE AND 
FOR ROUGHNESS INDEX 

Log Slope Roughness 
Factor Category Variance Index 

Mean Mean 

1, replacement wheel 1.9 6151 417 .04149 
2, control wheel 2.01032 402.37841 

1, smooth 1.22690 136.82475 
2, medium 2.35175 464.90328 
3, rough 2.37909 627 .40182 

3 1, 50 mph 2.01150 422.0717 6 
2, 20 mph 1.96033 397.34814 

TABLE 3 

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR COHERENCE 

Source 

Wheel lype, 1 
Roughness, 2 
Speed, 3 
12 
13 
23 
E rror, 123 

Degrees of Freedom 

1 
2 
.I 

~ I Pool when possible 

speed differences. Most important, the 
wheel type was found significant at the 
99 percent confidence level at wavelength 

bands corresponding to ½, 2, and 3 times the sensor wheel circumference. There was 
a small mean square error term corresponding to the sensor wheel circumference, but 
it was not found to be significant at the 90 percent confidence level. Finally, speed, 
roughness, and wheel type were all significant at the 99 percent confidence level at the 
third harmonic of the wheel circumference. From these results, it can be concluded 
that both wheels bounce (as was noted from the power spectral plots) but that the bounce 
of the replacement wheel significantly affects the variance amplitudes at harmonics of 
the wheel circumference and that, furthermore, this bounce is a function of roughness, 
type, and speed. These conclusions appear to be quite reasonable and yield more confi
dence to the analysis of variance assumptions. 

The results of this experiment make the use of the replacement wheel tempting when 
PSI is computed, particularly where many runs are required over rough sections and 
might result in more rapid wear of the sensor wheel. On the other hand, the experi
ment may indicate the robustness of the log slope variance and roughness index sta
tistics and recommend that the control wheel be used for accurate profile measurements. 

Repeat runs on many different road sections reveal that, at 20-mph and greater 
speeds, wavelengths less than 4.5 ft (which correspond to the third harmonic of the 
wheel circumference) are difficult to measure twice unless perhaps the exact samewheel
path is rerun. That is, these coherence values (including their respective confidence 
limits) tend to drop below 0.5. This result can be accounted for by considering, first, 
the wheel bounce problems at these speeds and, second, the failure to drive the vehicle 
over the exact same wheelpath. On roads, the longer wavelengths are usually more 
uniform, whereas the short wavelengths tend to be more localized. In addition, the 
ability of the vehicle to measure the very small amplitude roughness, particularly on 
smooth roads, becomes a problem and in most roads cannot be detected. 

An example of wheel bounce with the control wheels on a smooth section run at 10mph 
is shown in Figures 2 and 3 for both left and right sensor wheels. The PSI computed 
for the section was 3.7. The section is located on 1-45 near Buffalo, Texas. As may 
be noted, the spectral peaks at 0.645 cycles per foot, which is in the same frequency 
band as the wheel circumference. A more pronounced effect of this bounce exists for 
the left wheel; however, further plots indicate that this is simply a function of the road 
traveled. 

Coherence between repeat runs seldom yields high coherence values less than about 
4.5-ft wavelengths that are much greater than 9 in. or 0.75 ft (the base length is used 
in computing slope variance). Because wheel bounce occurs at 0.645 ft, slope variance 
is clearly biased by both wheel bounce and the inability of the vehicle to travel over the 
same wheelpath (i.e., without the special concerted effort of driving over the exact 
same wheelpath). Furthermore, it should be noted that much of the right portion of the 
spectrum is near horizontal, or that the energy in these frequencies is all about equal. 
This characteristic can be considered system noise (coherence is 1 measure of its 
randomness) and is similar to white noise, i.e., an ensemble whose spectral density 
is sensibly constant through the frequencies of interest. (System noise will include not 
only electronic noise but also the failure of the system to obtain the exact same profile 
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twice. This may be due to the electronic noise , the measuring limits of the profilom
eter, or simply the exact wheelpath not being repeated.) Slope variance is, thus , lower 
bounded by the system or random noise and probably measures roughness indirectly 
through wheel bounce in many cases of smooth sections at high speeds. 

These general observations seem to further support the use of the cheaper wheel, 
particularly when PSI is measured and when high speeds and longer wavelength results 
are desired. For precise road profile measurements and short wavelengths, it would 
seem though that the control wheel should be used and then at a very low speed. This 
is consistent with the earlier comments on use of a profilometer (5). 

With spectral analysis, measuring characteristics of the system for particular road 
types can be investigated by studying the coherence of repeat runs. Additional use of 
spectra). analysis for determining differences between construction methods is dis
cussed in the next section . 
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Figure 2. Power spectral plot for left wheelpath. 
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Figure 3. Power spectral plot for right wheelpath. 
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In the preceding section, the use of spectral analysis for investigating system char
acteristics of the SD profilometer was discussed. This section describes some recent 
results in investigating differences between 2 methods of laying an asphalt base .ma
terial on an Interstate highway (1-45) in Texas . The 2 methods a re the t r aveling str aight
edge and the stretched-wire methods. The stretched-wire method had been used in this 
particular area, but, because it costs more than the traveling straightedge method, 
there was interest in determining whether any differences between the methods could 
be found and what conclusions could be drawn from these differences, if any. In the 
following discussions, it will be shown that differences between these methods were 
found (10). However, what effects these differences may yield are yet to be determined. 
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TAB L E 4 For the experiment, the SD profilometer 
was driven over 2 sample sets: 1 set was 
driven in July and 1 set in August for each 
construction method; the sample set or sec
tions in July were geographically different 
from the set run in August . For each method, 
each sample set consisted of 4 randomly 
selected 1,200-ft sections of about 2 miles of 
road in the July runs and of about 1 mile of 
road in the August runs. The 2 methods were 

AV E RAGE PSI VAL UES (BAS E MATERIALS) 

Run Set 

July, sets 1 and 2 

August, sets 3 and 4 

Traveling 
Straightedge 

3. 7 

3.6 

Note: PSI va lues were computed from 20-mph equation. 

used side by side on the northbound and southbound lanes respectively . 

Stretched 
Wire 

3.4 

3.4 

From the road profiles measured with the SD profilometer, slope variance, cross
slope variance , roughness index, PSI, and spectral analysis were all computed. The 
slope variance, cross-slope, roughness index, and PSI values all revealed that the 
traveling straightedge method yielded a less rough road, and, in many of the cases, 
this statistic was found significant at the 95 percent level. These findings would all 
seem to indicate that the traveling straightedge should be used not only because it costs 
less but also because it actually yields a less rough road. A few facts, however, should 
be noted. The material being laid, over which the runs were made, was only the base 
material; por tland cement concrete is used on top of this base, and i t changes the short 
wavelength rouglmess. Also, the base length used for computing slope variance (9 in.) 
is very sensitive to the small-amplitude, short wavelengths. 

Because these small-amplitude bumps are probably taken out, or at least changed, 
by the concrete top layer, the use of slope variance and roughness index is not too use
ful as a basis for deciding that the first method is better than the second for laying an 
asphaltic base material. However, as far as indicating the small roughness differences, 
they do provide some measurements that might be useful for other problems. Table 4 
gives the average PSI values for the 4 sets of runs. For smooth roads such as these, 
the PSI is almost completely determined from the log slope variance. 

Possible uniform wavelength differences , which 1 method might consistently intro
duce over the other , were discerned by computing coherence between right and left 
wheelpaths or profiles . t-tests were then made on these values for each frequency 
range to see whether 1 method had higher coherence for a particular frequency. These 
tests indicated that there were differences at the 99 percent confidence level for wave
lengths in the 24- to 34-ft range and at the 95 percent confidence level for wavelengths 
in the 55- to 100-ft range . Tests to ensure that the frequencies on the 2 common sets 
were not significantly different were made to provide further validation . These yielded 
the proper indications. Furthermore, the 10-mph runs yielded the same set of results 
for the 24- to 34-ft results. The 55- to 100-ft band could not be called significantly 
different at the 95 percent confidence level ; however , this band has begun to be affected 
by analog computer filtering in the profilometer. The coherence means were higher 
for the 10-mph runs, as was expected. Table 5 gives the results of these runs. 

These findings, of course, are dependent on how well the 2 sets of runs represent 
all the sections in which these 2 construction methods were used. The consistency in 
the 2 run sets as well as in the 10- and 20-mph runs , however, lends strong support 
to the measurement accuracies. 

TABLE 5 

WAVELENGTH ANALYSIS 

Mean Coherence at 20 mph 
Wavelength Bands 

(ft) 

24 to 34, 20 mph 

55 to 100, 20 mph 

Traveling 
Straightedge 

0. 751 
(0.851 at 10 mph) 

0.960 
(0.877 at 10 mph) 

Stretched 
Wire 

0.524 
(0.610 at 10 mph) 

0. 815 
(0.806 at 10 m ph ) 

Notes 

Significant at 
99 percent 

Significant at 
95 percent 
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10 ft 

Spring -Loaded 
Metal Shoe or Ski 

Bolted Connection 

-4-- Direc1ion of Travel 

Figure 4. Longitudinal grade-reference ski. 

With regard to the statistical characteristics of coherence, the coherence values 
were obtained at about 30 degrees of freedom from a population that is fairly sym
metrical. The normality assumption of this population, however, is not now as impor
tant because of the central limit theorem, particularly with the peaks in these distribu
tions and the number of degrees of freedom used (14 for the 20-mph runs)in the t-tests. 

Further investigation of the physical characteristics of the longitudinal grade refer
ence ski, which was used in the northbound lane where the frequency band, 24 to 34 ft, 
was found to be significant, revealed a definite relationship between the ski dimensions 
and this band. Figure 4, a schematic of the ski dimensions, shows that, although the 

r------- '10 f ,.,,...,.--1, .,...... __ ---~--::::-.,......_ --~ ------.,...... 1. ---

--r--- 40f1. - ----~i 
Wavelengths Generated 

With Rigid Ski 

--~-------~' '~---
I--- 20 ft. ------1 

--------- 40ft. --------~ 

Wavelengths Generated 
With Spring Loaded Shoes 

Wavelength Limits : 

20 ft . min due to 

1/2 ski length 

40 ft max due to 

fu II ski length 

Figure 5. Wavelengths generated by longitudinal grade-reference ski 
transversing abrupt bump. 
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40-ft frame is rigid, spring-loaded metal shoes are used for roadway contact. With
out these shoes, the ski would tend to generate 40-ft wavelengths, as shown in Figure 5. 
With the shoes, however, the ski frame deflects only when the spring for the contacting 
shoe reaches its maximum contraction. This tends to reduce the width of these bumps 
to values between 20 to 40 ft, and these most likely tend to be distributed around 30 ft 
or in the 24- to 34-ft wavelength bands. The other band found significant is in the vi
cinity of the second harmonic. 

Spectral analysis was used to discern differences between roads constructed by the 
2 methods. Determining such differences is 1 problem; relating these differences to 
pavement ridability or deterioration is another. For example, even though the travel
ing straightedge method might have introduced these wavelength differences, their ef
fect on PSI might be negligible. The next section discusses a method of relating PSI 
to wavelengths in a road with the use of coherence. 

USE OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS FOR COMPUTING PSI 

As mentioned in the previous section, identifying wavelength differences in construc
tion methods is 1 area of concern. Determining how these differences affect pavement 
ridability and wear is an additional area of concern. Investigations are currently in 
progress to obtain a PSI prediction equation with wavelength coherences as the inde
pendent variables. The procedure being used to find such an equation involves com
puting coherence values for the right versus left and for repeat runs from profile data 
obtained during 2 large-scale rating sessions held in Texas in 1968 (3). Regression 
analysis will be run on the results, and PSI values will be determined from the rating 
panel that is used as the dependent variable. If the procedure is successful, the re
sults of the regression analysis not only will yield a new method for computing PSI as 
a function of wavelengths in a road but also will provide a measure of wavelengths that 
are most undesirable to a rider. This information could be used as a scale for specifi
cations in construction control. It would be much more meaningful than slope variance 
because wavelength bands are physically more easily taken into account than a single 
statistic, such as slope variance or roughness index measurement. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This paper discusses some uses of spectral analysis as a tool for analyzing road 
profile data obtained with the SD profilometer. Assumptions necessary for using spec
tral analyses are summarized briefly; the uses of spectral analysis in the identification 
of system characteristics of the SD profilometer and in the control of construction are 
described, and some general comments on current investigations of its use in obtaining 
a new PSI prediction equation are given. The Appendix briefly defines power spectrum 
and coherence and discusses some of the more common computational problems that 
must be avoided in using the FFT for spectral analysis. 

Some of the more important conclusions drawn from this paper are as follows: 

1. Spectral analysis is a useful tool for analyzing road profile data obtained with 
the SD profilometer; 

2. The combined use of spectral analysis and slope variance provides conditions in 
which an inexpensive sensor wheel can be used in place of the much more expensive 
wheel delivered with the system; 

3. Spectral analysis is useful for establishing measurement accuracies of the SD 
profilometer for the various operating speeds; and 

4. Spectral analysis can be successfully used for discerning differences in various 
construction techniques not discernible with other common statistics such as slope 
variance. 

It may be possible to use spectral analysis to obtain a measurement of the wave
lengths that are most bothersome to the rider. Work is currently proceeding in this 
area. 
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APPENDIX 

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF SPECTRAL ANALYSIS 

The term spectral analysis, as it is used in this paper, includes all techniques for 
summarizing time series functions by separating these functions into their frequency 
components. A detailed discussion of spectral analysis techniques such as Fourier 
transformations, power spectrum , and coherence is not provided here , but information 
on these analysis tools can be found in the listed references. A brief description of 
these terms is given to supplement the paper . 

In 1807, Fourier discovered that an "arbitrary" function could be expressed as a 
linear combination of sine and cosine terms. The mathematical transformation, which 
performs this operation on a function to transform data from the time domain to the 
frequency domain, was appropriately named a Fourier transformation. 

The following equation provides the formula for this transformation for a smooth 
function: 

ao ~ 
G(t) = 2 + L (an cos nt + bn sin nt) 

n=l 

where 

1 !1T an = 77 f(t) cos nt dt, and 
-11 

1 / 1T bn = 77 f(t) sin nt dt - 1T s: t s: 1T. 
-1T 

(1) 

Figure 6, which consists of a very simple wave form composed of only 2 sine waves , 
shows a simple example of this transformation. The more complicated wave forms can, 
of course, consist of an infinite number of these terms. 
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Sin t 
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.... - ,,." 

Figure 6. Wave consisting of first and second sine terms of its Fourier 
coefficients. 

Equation 1 is one of several formulations of the Fourier transformation. Another 
formulation, which at first appears less meaningful, is given by 

S(f) = f m G(t) x e -i2'1Tft dt 
_.,. 

(2) 

G(t) = _.,J"' S(f) x ei27Tft df (3) 

The exponential terms can be easily derived by using trigonometric identities. For 
road profile analysis, the function G(t) is the road profile as measured with the SD pro
filometer, where t is the time or distance variable. 

Transforming profile data from the time or distance domain to the frequency domain 
is 1 form of spectral analysis. However, although this form may have certain-uses, it 
is of limited value because of its dependence on time or distance. That is, a profile 
wave form of constant shape will have the same energy or variance at any 1 frequency, 
but the distribution of this energy or variance between the sine and cosine terms depends 
on the phase shift or time position of the profile wave form. The energy or variance of 
the profile wave form at each frequency is obtained by squaring the amplitude of each 
sine and cosine term for each frequency with the phase angle being obtained from the 
arc tan of the ratio of the amplitudes. This spectrum, consisting only of amplitude and 
phase angles, is referred to as the power spectrum. 

The autocovariance of a function x(t) at lag >.. may be given as 

(4) 
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It can be shown that the power spectrum is also the Fourier transform of the 
autocovariance function, or 

(5) 

These equations have been discussed because use of a power spectrum as a means 
of analyzing road profile data may be relatively unfamiliar to some readers. From the 
foregoing interpretation, it can be seen that a power spectrum, so commonly used in 
communications engineering, geophysics, and other sciences, can also be referred to 
as a covariance spectrum (7). Thus, P(f)df represents the contribution to the variance 
of the road profile wave form from frequencies f and (f + df). A power spectrum, there
fore, is another statistic , like slope variance, except that it provides a set of spectral 
values or variance densities for a road profile section, whereas slope variance or sim
ple variance yields only 1 such value. It is this fact that prompted an interest in the 
investigation of spectral analysis as a means of providing some measure of roadway 
roughness. 

Information on energy differences between 2 or more time series can be obtained 
with cross-spectral analysis. Whereas the power spectrum is the Fourier transform 
of the autocovariance, the cross-power spectrum is the Fourier transform of the cross
covariance function between 2 separate time signals. Coherence can be thought of as 
a kind of normalized cross-power spectrum where the values range from zero to one. 
The coherence function is defined by the following equation: 

\Pxy(w)\ when Pxx(w) and Pyy(w) > 0 
21xy = ,./Pxx{w)P yy(w) 

0 when Pxx(w) and Pyy(w) = 0 

where 

Pxy(w) = cross-power spectrum between x(t) and y(t), 
Pxx(w) = power spectrum of x(t), and 
Pyy(w) = power spectrum of y(t) . 

Also associated with coherence is a phase lage between x(t) and y(t). 

(6) 

Multiple coherence is analogous to the multiple-correlation matrix in statistics , and, 
just as significance levels are used in correlation analysis, confidence levels may be 
used in cross-spectral analysis. Goodman (11) discusses the theory and practices of 
cross-spectral analysis. Foster and Guinzy 18) and Gossard (12) provide good discus
sions of some of the relationships and uses of cross-spectral analysis. 

COMPUTATIONAL PROBLEMS IN USING SPECTRAL ANALYSIS FOR 
ANALYZING ROAD PROFILE DATA 

Some of the common problems that must be avoided if accurate measurements 
in spectral analysis are to be obtained are discussed here. Greater details of these 
problems may be found elsewhere (!, 1_-23). 

Aliasing 

The problem of aliasing is probably the best known of the pitfalls that will be dis
cussed. It results from the fact that high-frequency components of a time function, 
such as a profile signal, can imitate low frequencies if the sampling rate is too low. 
In Figure 7, which shows this effect, high-frequency and low-frequency signals are 
sharing identical sample points. Once sampled, there is no way of filtering this high
frequency imitation out of the data. The solution to the problem is to ensure that the 
sampling rate is at least twice as high as the highest frequency present. 
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0 

Figure 7. Aliasing effect of high-frequency wave. 

Figure 8. Rectangular data window result when 
finite data record is used. 

Loakago 

F( f) 

Figure 9. Results of convoluting rectangular data 
window with sine wave. 

Leakage 

The problem of leakage occurs because 
of the use of a road profile signal of finite 
length. This use may be thought of as multi
plying the actual road profile signal by a 
rectangular data window that limits the in
finite profile to finite lengths, as shown in 
Figure 8 . Because multiplication in the 
time domain is equivalent to convolution in 
the frequency domain, the Fourier trans
form of the finite profile signal results in 
the transformed profile signal being con
volved with a sin x/x function. For example, 
had the profile signal been a pure cosine 
wave, its Fourier transform would have 
been limited to only 1 point on the frequency 
axis (Fig. 9). However, because of its finite 
length, which is caused by the rectangular 
data window, the actual result is as shown 
in Figure 9. As a result, a loss of energy 
due to these side lobes occurs (Fig. 9). The 
problem may be alleviated by using a dif
ferent type of data window, one that when 
transformed appears more as a rectangular 
function (1.) . 

Picket-Fence Effect 

Because of the multiplication of the pro
file signal by a finite-length data window, 
the effect of the FFT algorithm is similar 
to the use of a bank of bank-pass filters as 
shown in Figure 10, depicting the main lobes 
of the spectral window. The width of each 
main lobe is inversely proportional to the 
original profile length. To r educe this 
ripple distortion requires that the record 
length analyzed be extended by adding a set 
of samples identically zero before making 
the FFT transformation. This procedure 
causes an overlapping of the Fourier coef
ficient terms and considerably reduces the 
amount of ripple, as shown in Figure 10. 

Trend Removal 

As discussed previously, the filtering 
in the SD profilometer attenuates the low
frequency and direct-current components 
from the profile signal and, thus, yields a 
mean profile signal of approximately zero. 
It is the fact that this mean may not be 
identically zero that causes some distortion 
in the low-frequency spectral estimates. 
Blackman and Tukey (7) illustrate the effects 
on the spectral coefficients when this mean 
is only near zero, and, as noted, the effects 
can be significant. This is the reason for 



their statement that it is almost always wise to 
use some type of trend-removal function in the 
spectral analysis. 

Degrees of Freedom 

As in all statistical analyses , a reasonable 
number of degrees of freedom should be used 
when the spectral estimates are computed. The 
power spectral estimate for a given frequency 
will vary about the population spectrum accord
ing to the chi-square distribution . The number 
of degrees of freedom, which is a function of the 
spectral window used, should then be large 
enough so that usable confidence limits can be 
obtained. In actual practice, use of 20 or more 
degrees of freedom has been found desirable 
for road profile data. The number of degrees 
of freedom is also extremely important in co
herence analysis. Coherence quickly becomes 
unreliable if the number of degrees of freedom 
is insufficient and may even be unity if the num
ber of degrees of freedom is too low. Too many 
degrees of freedom , however, can result in too 
low coherence values if the spectral estimates 
are not constant within the spectral data interval 
(8). [The establishment of confidence intervals 
on the coherence values can be made by using 
the tables in the paper by Quinn and Hagen (4) 
for up to 21 degrees of freedom. The paper by 
Amos and Koopmans (26) provides additional 
graphs and tables that can be used for obtaining 
confidence limits on samples with up to 200 de-
grees of freedom. Graphs produced by Walker 
provide coherence distribution data for a large 
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Figure 10. Picket-fence effect. 

variety of population coherence, degrees of freedom, 
nations (10).J 

and confidence limit combi-

Prewhitening 

Prewhitening, as defined by Blackman and Tukey (7), is the process of prefiltering 
the profile data so as to make the spectral density more nearly constant. This pre
filtering, for example, can be used in the preceding so that more degrees of freedom 
can be obtained for coherence computation. Prewhitening is discussed in detail by 
Blackman and Tukey and in many of the listed references. 




